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PREFACE.

So many books are published in these times,

that a preface is expected to contain a distinct

apology for adding one more to the number. In

deference to this expectation of the public, it be-

comes the editor on the present occasion to say,

that it having been the prevailing fashion for some

twenty years to furnish annually certain elegant

volumes called Annuals, for the purpose of making

presents to esteemed and beloved friends at the

festive season of Christmas and the New Year ;

and the practice continuing with undiminished

vogue ; it is deemed right and proper to add one

more to the number of. Annuals at this present time,

especially as the publishers are possessed of the
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means of furnishing one of unusual excellence and

beauty, the literary matter proceeding as it does

from some of the ablest pens of the present literary

era, and the embellishments being executed by

some of the best artists and engravers in the world.

In the tales and narratives contained in this

volume, the reader will find a great variety, among

which are some exceedingly interesting stories from

the pen of Miss E. W. Barnes, including specimens

of the romantic, the pathetic, the humorous, and the

didactic ; while the poetry, lyric, sentimental and

heroic, is not less various suited to the great

variety of tastes which the recipients of holiday

presents may be supposed to possess.

Having used great exertion and care to render

the volume worthy of public favour, the editor res-

pectfully submits it to her readers, wishing them all

most cordially a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year.
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THE BRIDAL ORNAMENTS.

St 3Lejjentr of Sfjurfnflfa.

BY DAVID LTNDSAY, ESQ.

THE traveller, who some centuries ago had occasion

to pass through the country of Thuringia, took care to

choose his route by the Castle of Aarburg, unless disap-

pointed love, or some other miserable heart-ache, caused

him to seek a more solitary road. The warder stood

night and day upon the watch-tower, gazing about for

knights, pilgrims, or other strangers ;
and when lucky

enough to discover one approaching, upon sounding a

flourish on his cheerful horn, by way of welcome, the

gates creaked, the drawbridges rattled, the horses

stamped, and the men-at-arms rode out to meet the tra-

veller, and courteously invite him to refreshment and a

night's comfortable rest. The knight of the castle had a

kind word for every new comer, and, according to his

rank, he either conducted him into, the hall, or left him

to the care of his retainers until he should think proper

to depart.

1
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The last knight of the family, Sir Thimo von der Aar-

burg, did not derogate from the fame acquired by his an-

cestors for hospitality. He had succeeded to the inheri-

tances of his brothers, uncles, and cousins, and knew no

care unless when strangers and guests were wanting to

partake of the good things of his castle : in such cases it

even sometimes happened that he sallied forth himself to

meet travellers, and invite them to share his hospitality.

The greatest treasure in the Castle of Aarburg was

the knight's only daughter, celebrated throughout all Ger-

many by the name of "the Beautiful Bertha." Princes,

counts, and knights came from the four quarters of the

earth to admire her and humbly solicit her love but she

was not to be pleased so easily : this knight she found too

dull, that too presuming, and a third was splenetic

Frenchmen, Britons, and Italians, all shared the same

fate.
" He who shall gain this bride," quoth gossip Ru-

mour, "will be fortune's greatest favourite
;

for besides

the enchanting beauty with which nature has endowed

her, and the immense wealth with which fortune has

loaded her father, there is an invaluable casket of jewels

an ancient property of the house of Aarburg which

she, as the last of her family, will receive at her nuptials

for her bridal ornaments."

At the distance of a few arrow-flights from the Castle

of Aarburg stood an ancient ruin, which the late owner,

Sir Heerwart, had left as the sole inheritance of his only

O
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son Baldwin. Before the period when the emperor Maxi-

milian introduced the spreading plant of Roman law into

the German soil, and whilst every knight could protect

his property with spear and sword, the good Sir Heerwart

was not the poorest among those of his own rank
;
for he

was brave in battle, and made great profit by booty and

ransom : but now, when the knightly spear was obliged

to bend before the goose-quill, and the emperor, during

public peace, laid heavy fines upon all private feuds

against the property of others, he could not get on quite

so well as usual. Year after year he was obliged to cede

apartments and towers of his ruinous castle to the bats

and the owls, whose profession abroad was not prohibited

like that of its luckless lord.

The young knight, Sir Baldwin, beheld with great

pain the natural decay of the home of his ancestors.

Little space as the whole of his personal property re-

quired, it appeared very much as if his castle would only

grant him that little for the few warm days of summer,

by no means promising him protection against the frost

and snow of the ensuing winter. He held a private

council with himself, as to what was to be done under

such circumstances
;
but his thoughts always swerved

from the task which he had given to his understanding,

and amused his imagination with dreams and wishes,

which had no sort of connexion with the case in question.

Sir Baldwin's heart was unfortunately as near to ruin

o
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as his paternal castle, with this only difference, that the

cause was not from the attacks of age and pitiless ene-

mies, but rather from repeated assaults of youth and

beauty, and against which his means of defence were still

more slender. He had seen the daughter of the knight

of Aarburg at a tournament, where she had been pro-

claimed the Queen of Beauty, and presented the prize to

the victor. Sir Baldwin's arm was strengthened tenfold

by the sight of her loveliness : he lifted the knights out of

their saddles as if they had been men of straw; and his

blows fell as if spirits of the air conducted his arm. The

fair Bertha was not more shortsighted than the rest of her

lovely sex in these particular cases ; she saw plainly

enough that her eyes were the sunbeams, and her soft

words the breath of that spring, which produced such

vigorous plants of valour in the bosom of the young

knight : she therefore rewarded the judges of the combat

with her sweetest smiles, when they with one accord de-

creed the prize to her hero ; and she delivered it to him

with a blush, that to an experienced eye would have be-

trayed what was passing in her bosom.

After the tournament, Sir Baldwin did not fail to pay

frequent visits to the knight of Aarburg in his own castle
;

and as he was a lively companion, and assisted the baron

not only to project, but also to execute many an excellent

practical joke, he soon became a daily guest at Aarburg,

and always found a seat ready for him at the table, with
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a chamber and a bed besides, when he did not like to ride

home through fog and darkness. The Lady Bertha sent

many an inquiring glance towards the active, slender

knight ;
even challenged him sometimes to the dance,

when awkward guests threatened her with a round or a

saraband ;
and solicited his advice when she purposed to

add something new to her ornaments or her attire.

These little condescensions gave courage and strength

to the hopes of the young knight ;
and one lovely sum-

mer's evening, when the Lady Bertha was seated in a

bower, accompanying her harp with her sweet voice, he

suddenly found his heart become too warm and too large

for his bosom : so he sprang up from the bank of turf,

sank at Bertha's feet, and swore roundly, that, like the

sound of her song, he only lived by her breath, and fondly

and earnestly wooed for her sweet love in return. The

lady was surprised, but not so much at the knight's glow-

ing passion, which she had for a long time observed with

secret satisfaction, as at its hasty and violent effect. In

her consternation the harp slipped from her fair hands,

and, as she bent forward to recover the instrument, her

lips encountered those of Sir Baldwin ; while her arms,

which were accidentally extended, intertwining them-

selves with his, the lovers were guilty of a kiss and an

embrace, before they were aware how much the demon

Chance had played into the hands of the divinity Cupid.

After the first few moments, they were somewhat startled

1*
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upon considering how Sir Thimo, the rich lord of Aar-

burg, would regard his daughter's love for the poor knight

of the ruins. They conned the subject ever and over

again many nights after this
;
and sat many an hour to-

gether without coming to any conclusion, except that

Baldwin was to fix himself more firmly in the favour of

the knight of Aarburg, and to 'take an early opportunity

of disclosing his hopes and plans respecting Bertha.

This opportunity soon offered itself. Notwithstanding all

the magnificence and expense of the Castle of Aarburg,

father Thimo's money-chests became fuller and fuller

every day, so that there was really no end to his riches

and purchases. On one occasion (the acquisition of a

rich lordship), when his friends and guests wished him

joy in full bumpers, he placed his cup gloomily upon the

table before him, and would not accept their congratula-

tionsv
" Of what use is it all to me ?" said he ;

"
you

know I have no heir, to whom to leave my property and

possessions."
"
No," replied one of the guests ;

" but

have you not a lovely daughter, who can 'give you just

such a son-in-law as your heart would desire ?" "
True,"

replied the knight of Aarburg, sighing ;

" but I would

rather have had a son : a son-in-law carries off his wife to

his own castle, and the old father sits deserted and soli-

tary in his empty hall. If I had a son now a son, for

instance, like Baldwin there I should look out for a

proper wife, and place him over this new lordship, or let

6- O
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him dwell in the castle of my ancestors, where there is

room enough for a whole generation."

Sir Baldwin's courage rose at these words it had

already been considerably elevated by the quantity of wine

which he had drunk
;
he did not hesitate as to how he

should begin his speech, but commenced the attack

straight-forward :
" Father Thimo," said he,

" what hin-

ders you from making me your son ? Give me your

daughter, the beautiful Bertha, to wife, and let us dwell

in one of your castles, or, if it please you better, here at

Aarburg : you shall have children and grandchildren to

your heart's content."

But instead of accepting this friendly offer in a friendly

manner, the knight of Aarburg turned coolly round, and

showed a very long face to the speaker ; and " Do you

think so, knight of Heerwart ?" was the only answer he

deigned to give the petitioner, who beheld him quietly re-

sume, without further remark, an indifferent conversation

with one of his guests. Baldwin's anger rose at the cool-

ness with which the knight of Aarburg received his court-

ship. In the zeal of his heart he rose from his seat, re-

peated his words, and declared his love for the beautiful

Bertha in terms of the most impassioned eloquence.

Thimo allowed him quietly to go through with his oratory,

and when he had finished,
"
Knight," said he,

" how am I

to know whether you really love my daughter, or only

woo her for your own temporal advantage ? Hear me
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quietly I listened patiently to you. You appeal to your

knightly word
;
that is certainly sufficient for me in all

affairs of honour : but my Bertha is not only the pride of

my house, but also the darling of my heart. Besides, I

have, like all rich people, my whims, which all your elo-

quence will not make me resign : he who wins the hand

of my Bertha must be rich in castles and lands, in order

that she may not live in less splendour as a wife than she

did as a maiden. I can add nothing as a fortune, for all I

possess will be spent hi the purchase of bridal ornaments,

magnificent as those which a spirit once bestowed upon

our family, and which, since that period, have unfortu-

nately been lost. For this reason my son-in-law must be

a rich man. Those bridal ornaments I will have, and

their purchase will swallow- up my fortune
;
but they are,

notwithstanding, an acquisition too important to be neg-

lected."

To Sir Baldwin this speech appeared extremely ridi-

culous, though he took care not to declare this as his par-

ticular opinion ;
on the contrary, he affected to treat the

thing in a very different manner. " Sir Thimo," he be-

gan gravely, throwing a most sentimental expression into

his face, and placing his right hand pathetically upon his

heart,
"
surely you cannot imagine that / have any wish

for these vanities and superfluous treasures; keep them

all, I beseech you, for ever : it is Bertha herself alone

I covet; is not her beauty a richer jewel than
"

O
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" Pshaw !

; '

thundered the old man, now become exceed-

ingly impatient,
" don't I know beforehand all that you

are going to say ? Have I not sworn the same thing my-

self a thousand times, and could you do otherwise, pro-

fessing love for my Bertha, than swear by all the saints

that you preferred one lock of her hair to all the chains

of gold that emperors and princes could bestow ? There,

now, you look rather foolish
;
but no matter. Bertha

must have the ornaments, and I will have my whim : for

the rest we may still be good friends if you choose
;
but

you must first pass your knightly word, that there shall

be no private tampering with Bertha's duty, neither inside

nor outside the castle : I'll have no love-making, Baldwin,

or we part company afonce."

Sir Baldwin made a wry face or twro at this bitter pill,

which nevertheless he was obliged to swallow
;
and there-

fore, much against his will, gave his knightly word to Sir

Thimo, lest he should be altogether deprived of the sight

of his lovely mistress. The knights and gentlemen,

friends of Sir Thimo who were present at this scene,

forgot to sympathise with the unsuccessful wooer, in the

ardour of their curiosity respecting those valuable bridal

ornaments, on the possession of which the lord of Aar-

burg seemed to have placed all his happiness. They

anxiously inquired whence they came, whither they had

gone, and what were the particular virtues they pos-

sessed; swearing most manfully (for Sir Thimo's wine
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had inflamed their valour) to get them back for their

good host, even from under the Grand Turk's beard.

" Whither they are gone," replied Sir Thimo,
"

is more

than I can tell you, since the loss was before my father's

time. The last person who wore them was the Lady

Urilda, the sole child and heiress of the then Baron von

der Aarburg, and hers is a fearful history. She loved a

knight, who was as poor, though not so honest, as Bald-

win there
;
and upon her father's refusal to permit the

match, she, on the suggestion of her admirer, murdered

the poor old man, and, dressing herself in the bridal orna-

ments, waited at midnight for her lover to carry her off.

He came, as the legend goes but what he said or did,

or whither they went, has never been known to this day ;

only during that dreary night frightful shrieks and loud

wailings were heard, as of one in mortal agony beseech-

ing for mercy ;
and in the morning it was known that the

Lady Urilda and the bridal ornaments had strangely dis-

appeared together. It is an ugly history, and the less is

said upon the subject the better
;
but as to the ' how they

came into the family,' the story being of a more pleasing

character, I shall not hesitate to repeat it as it has been

often related to me by our old confessor.

" The Countess Ursula von der Aarburg, who lived

many centuries ago, and was a perfect pattern both as a

wife and a mother, was sleeping quietly one night among
her seven children (it was the Eve of St. John), when she

O : O
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suddenly awoke from hearing herself called by a shrill

clear voice. Opening her heavy eyelids, she was sur-

prised to observe a singularly-dressed female figure, of

great beauty but diminutive stature, standing by the side

of her couch, and who said, in a sweet small voice,

'

Arise, noble lady, and lend a sufferer your assistance
;

the Queen of the Mountain will die without your aid.'

The countess rose, though utterly unable to understand

the speaker, who waited upon her toilette, and officiated

as her waiting-maid, and with as much readiness and zeal

as if it had been the habit of years ; and the countess her-

self, who was no very keen observer, could not help re-

marking, that the several articles of her dress seemed to

be instinct with life, or to possess some very extraordi-

nary deference to her attendant, the motion of whose little

finger they instantaneously obeyed, placing themselves

upon their owner's person at the first signal given by the

stranger. The Countess Ursula had never been so well

attended before, and in pure gratitude for the honour done

her (howbeit not loving moonlight walks, having seven

children), quietly followed wherever her singular visitor

thought fit to lead her. Away they went (not flying, but

soberly walking) from the castle, unseen of the guards,

through whom, however, they passed, over ramparts and

drawbridges, through doors and gates, over fields and

water, without even wetting their feet, till they arrived at

a high mountain, at the foot of which her guide knocked

: 6
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upon a square tablet for admission. The stony doors

gave way, and immediately a magnificent glittering arch

was formed in the mountain, under which the travellers

passed to the splendid hall of a subterranean regal palace.

Here many beautiful forms of men and women, but all

proportionably small, met the countess and her com-

panion, and respectfully saluting them, conducted them

through many royal saloons, glittering with gold and

silver, to one more superb than any of the rest, in which

were a pair of golden folding-doors communicating with

another chamber. These suddenly flew open, and another

female advancing, took the countess by the hand, and say-

ing that the Mountain-Queen longed for her impatiently,

conducted her into the apartment. The little men fell

back respectfully, but the waiting-maids accompanied the

countess into the chamber of the sovereign. Here walls

of pure marble were surmounted by a cupola of soft green

emerald, under which stood a bed of beaten gold, and

upon that reclined a lovely female, mild and gracious as

the Italian representations of the Madonna. ' Noble lady,'

said she, in a gentle tone, to dame Ursula,
' be not

alarmed ; you are even safer here than in the home of

your fathers : approach me without hesitation, and assist

me in this hour of mortal terror, which has fallen upon

me in the Eve of St. John, when the spirits of the earth

are powerless until morning. I bear beneath my heart a

pledge of our sovereign-husband's love, whicn, without
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your aid, cannot see the light ; assist me, then, in this my
hour of need, as you would hope for help in yours.'

" Ursula was moved by this gentle address and the

high confidence reposed in herj she spoke some words

of comfort to the royal patient, and then Blessed her with

the sacred sign of the cross, in order to make quite sure

that the devil had no hand in the affair. In fact, every

thing remained unchanged except the beautiful face of

the queen, which smiled still more sweetly than before ;

and the soft mountain-air, which met the nerves of the

stranger, was loaded with fragrance, and breathed har-

mony around her; for wonderful music floated above

them, while Ursula presented to the queen a lovely infant

boy. As the mother folded him to her heart, a loud shout

was heard, and the deep majestic tones of many trumpets,

pouring forth sounds of triumph, rang through this sub-

terraneous paradise. The folding-doors again opened;

the king himself entered, took the child in his arms,,

kissed it, and then showed it to a great number of little

men, who had fallen upon their knees before the doors :

they bowed their heads to the earth, and then shouted

loudly as before.

" The Countess Ursula was an astonished spectator

of this strange yet happy scene, till the silver voice of the

queen recalled her attention.
'

Take, noble lady,' it said,

' with the grateful acknowledgments of Saffira, the Moun-

tain-Queen, this little casket, which will serve as a rich

2
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and perpetual monument of the gratitude she owes for

your service. Be careful to preserve in your family the

jewels which it contains. As long as they make part of

your possessions, your house shall be the first in its

country, and the branches of your genealogical tree

shall even overshadow the empire itself; but if you lose

it, prosperity will vanish and your name be extinguished

for ever. You may, nevertheless, bestow a few of these

jewels upon a beloved daughter, for they have the power

of communicating happiness to their possessor ;
but in

that case be careful to replace them with gems of the

same kind and value, that the whole set may be preserved

entire, and each bride of the house of Aarburg may adorn

herself with them on her bridal day.' She then signed to

the lady who had brought Ursula thither, and placing in

her hand the casket of exquisite workmanship, requested

her to conduct the countess home. This was performed

immediately : the attendant waited to undress the lady with

all duteous attention, placed the casket upon the table, and

retired, making a most profoundly respectful courtesy.
" When my good ancestress awoke in the morning,

she was very well disposed to consider the whole as a

dream, till the sight of the casket staring her in the face

convinced her there was no delusion. Her husband was

delighted with the present, for the blessing promised by

the Mountain-Queen was fulfilled to the letter
;
the fam-

ily grew immensely rich and prosperous, and there was

O
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not a town in Germany where an Aarburg had not a cas-

tle. But since the jewels have been lost, we have gone

rapidly to decay. One Aarburg has died childless after

another, and I, the last, have no offspring save Bertha.

She, however, shall retrieve the. fortunes of our family:

one jewel I have in my possession which came to me by

inheritance, and if the Mountain-Queen is to be believed,

will communicate its virtues to all the other articles made

to match it. This is my purpose ;
I will have the set

made entire
;
and you now understand why I can give

Bertha no other fortune, since mine will be all consumed

by the purchase of the jewels with which I am resolved

to adorn her on her wedding-day."

At the close of this wonderful story, the knight's

hearers began to discuss the Countess Ursula and her

midnight adventure with no little merriment and freedom.

Some declared that the ancestress must have had a lively

imagination -^ that she dreamed the thing, and then in-

vented the jewels afterwards. Others asserted that her

ladyship must have been fond of a frolic, more especially

as the Mountain-King himself figured upon the scene :

but these were the freethinking reprobates. The true

believers were shocked by their impiety, and gravely pro-

duced many instances of similar facts in support of their

opinion. Sir Baldwin took no part at all in the discus-

sion ;
he sat, in very ill humour, looking extremely grim,

in the corner, and wishing, from his inmost soul, the
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bridal ornaments, which had thus robbed him of a bride,

at the devil.

The autumn days now began to shorten, and the pe-

riod of- the equinox approached. The wind whistled

frostily over the stubbles, and the rain and hail beat

(without much difficulty, it must be confessed) through

the windows of Sir Baldwin's castle. The coldness of

his home determined him to quit it
;
and having formed

his resolution, he hastened to the knight of Aarburg, to

intreat his assistance and approbation of the measure.

" Good Sir Thimo," said he,
" I can no longer sit idly

down in my dismantled castle
;
the storms are playing as

cruel a game with that as love is doing with my heart. I

intend to set out for the emperor's army, and endeavour

to gain fame and fortune- by valour. Buy my castle of

me
; you may give me for it what you think proper."

The Baron of Aarburg did so (for between honest men

bargains are soon struck), though he was sincerely

grieved at the prospect of Baldwin's departure. He gave,

however, a noble feast in his honour
;
allowed him to sit,

for the last time, next to .the beautiful Bertha
; furnished

him with letters to all his castellans in the different parts

of Germany, commanding them to treat the knight as him-

self during the time he should stay there
;
and then, be-

stowing upon him a few kind words and a hearty shake

of the hand, seized him by the shoulder, and thrust him

out of the castle.

O
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Baldwin, as he mounted his horse, cast many a sigh

towards the chamber of his beloved Bertha ; yet, remem-

bering his knightly word, he would not allow himself the

indulgence of a farewell, but darted gallantly forward on

his travels. He found his introductory letters of no small

use in procuring him good cheer and lodging. Those

castellans nearest to their lord were exceedingly civil;

while the more distant, being, of course, in less fear of his

authority, were insolent and refractory. He had almost

made up his mind to trouble no more of them, when a

violent storm, which overtook him near Leipzic, drove him

for shelter to Sir Thimo's castle of Frankenburg. Sir

Baldwin, who was at heart a cheerful fellow, perceived

the windows all gaily lighted up, and heard sounds of mu-

sic and dancing with infinite delight ;
for he hoped to join

the revellers, and shortly to be as rnerry as themselves.

Three times he blew stoutly upon the horn before any

one noticed his application ;
and at last a gruff old warder

stumped towards him, and surlily demanded his business.

The knight could read on the warder's brow that he had

disturbed their merriment, and" was by no means a wel-

come guest ; yet nothing daunted, he sent in his letter to

the castellan, and was instantly admitted. " Sir Knight,"

said the castellan, trying to look, and what was infinitely

more difficult, to speak soberly,
"
you see how we are

doing a marriage in my family is the occasion of this

little festivity. Partake of our cheer, noble sir; eat,

2*
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drink, and be merry. I can, according to my lord's

directions, entertain you to your heart's content; only

to-night, the castle being so crowded with company, I

cannot find you a bed."

"Make yourself easy, I beseech you, Mr. Castellan,"
^

replied Sir Baldwin, quite coolly, notwithstanding this dif-

ficulty" I do not intend to quit this roof to-night; and

if you will not spare me the trouble, I will undertake the

search for myself, and depend upon it I will find a bed,

even if I am obliged to share the bride's." The castellan

looked angry, but said little, conscious that it was not to

his interest to offend his master's guest; he therefore

suddenly recollected that two chambers in the castle were

vacant one a wretched hole, through which the wind

whistled so loudly as to remind Sir Baldwin of his own

desolate castle at Aarburg the other a magnificent

apartment, called "the Baron's," but in a most dreary

state of neglect, owing to its being entirely appropriated

to the use of some fantastical goblins who kept their

revels there, and had had the good taste to select this,

the noblest apartment in the castle, for their exclusive

accommodation.

The poor castellan strongly persuaded the knight to

sleep in the storm-visited attic, in preference to that ten-

anted by the ghosts ;
but to this Sir Baldwin would by no

means consent after he had viewed the apartment. He

had not the fear of ghosts before his eyes, and at any

6 !
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rate, esteemed them better company than hail, rain, and

sleet.
"
Gramercy ! Sir Seneschal," said he,

" for your

kind advice, which I do not intend to follow
;

I had rather

sleep with the goblins, more especially as you say there

are females among them, than under the chilling influence

of all the winds of heaven
; so, in spite of the knights

adventurers, who, on their return from this chamber, have

found that their hands and feet had changed places, I will

pass the night in it, and dare the worst that may befall

me." The seneschal said nothing in reply, but sent

food, wine, and lights to the baron's chamber. In a few

hours the ball broke up, and the party of revellers dis-

persed : the castellan's family retired to rest, and Sir

Baldwin, after disposing of the contents of a small flagon

of choice Rhenish, threw himself heavily upon his mag-

nificent bed to dream of his beloved Bertha. But his

sleep this night was not destined to be blessed with so fair

a vision ;
his thoughts incessantly ran upon the unpromis-

ing state of his affairs, and the little prospect there was of

a union with his beloved. Tired of these vexatious and

unprofitable reflections, he tried hard to lose himself in

sleep, but found it impossible to succeed : he turned fidget-

ily from side to side pulled his pillow, now up, now

/down shut his eyes, opened them said his prayers

over and over again ;
and rinding this last remedy ineffi-

cacious, made up his mind, though in extreme ill-humour,

to lie awake all night. No sooner had he come to this
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conclusion, than he was startled by a noise which seemed

to issue from the chimney of this deserted apartment in

which he was so unsuccessfully courting repose.

He now banished as anxiously all thoughts of sleep as

he had before endeavoured to encourage them, and, sud-

denly facing round towards the seat of the odd noise

which had disturbed him, beheld, to his utter astonish-

ment, a human hand fall down the chimney ;
to this suc-

ceeded a foot, then another hand, and then again another

foot, and so quietly, by degrees, all the requisites for making

up a human- body, each attired according to its own pro-

per mode of dressing: and these rolling together, and

kindly uniting, there arose from the fragments a gigantic

figure, who, with belt and partizan, huge mustaches and

grim looks, mounted guard on one side of the fire-

place.

This organizing process was suspended for a few

seconds, and then began again, and a second halberdier

deliberately stalked forward, and placed himself opposite

to his elder brother, on the other side of this wondrous

laboratory ;
but things did not long go on so quietly. The

gentle rain of limbs, which had hitherto descended so

modestly was changed into a loud and rattling shower
;

and the delicate feet of women, fists of men, heads of

children, a whole assortment of human limbs, rolled pell-

mell down the chimney. Amongst these were materials

for tables, chairs, and footstools kettles, covers, dishes,

6 ;
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and goblets, followed in grand confusion, with every thing

necessary for a great entertainment, so that one half of

the chamber was filled with this lumber. The two first-

born of this ghastly creation then stepped gravely forward,

laid aside their partizans, and began their operations by

reducing ta order this chaos of materials for the creation

of the latest of worlds. From this mass of human frag-

ments they stuck folks together so cleverly, and with so

much dexterity, despatch, silence, and taste, that it was

impossible to doubt the extent of their practice in this

their most extraordinary vocation. From their Prome-

thean fingers, which beat the maker of poor Frankenstein

all to nothing, there arose a whole train of stately-looking

domestics, .who bestirred themselves to prepare a splendid

banquet, which soon sparkled upon the table. Guests

only were wanting. These, however, were soon pro-

duced from the alchymical chimney. It really hailed men

and women, who, in the most magnificent festival dress-

es, took their seats upon the chairs, or walked gayly about

the apartment. The last comer was a young and lovely

lady, beautiful as moonlight, and as pale : her counte-

nance was like the sigh of an angel, full of grief, but of

unspeakable sweetness. By her side walked a gigantic

knight, black and terrible to look upon : there was a

laughing fury curling round his lips, and his eyes were

dark thunder-clouds, ermtting flashes of lurid lightning.

He rudely dragged the lovely lady to a mirror, which re-

6
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fleeted back to her eyes, not her own fair image, but a

hideous phantom, to which, when she shrank from it in

horror and disgust, he again compelled her to return and

contemplate the figure, while the attendants brought her

magnificent ornaments and a bridal crown. In these the

monster-knight obliged her to array her beautiful person

before the deceptious mirror
;
and these articles, to the

horror of Sir Baldwin, he discovered to be red-hot, as well

by their glowing light, as by the hissing of the beautiful

lady's flesh, when the contents of this infernal jewel-box

were displayed upon her person.

Until this moment, Sir Baldwin had, from his bed,

been only a silent spectator of this curious adventure ;

but an involuntary burst of indignation at the conduct of

the. black knight, which escaped him, directed the stony

looks of the whole assembly of spectres towards his bed.

One of them solemnly rose, -took a golden goblet from the

table, presented it to the human guest, and by signs in-

vited him to rise and partake of their midnight festivity.

Sir Baldwin trembled
;

for brave as were the ancient

knights when they had a human enemy to encounter, they

did not deem at it all disgraceful to be sensible of fear when

opposed to the spiritual world
;
and Sir Baldwin, like all

the rest of his brethren, would rather have seen the glit-

ter of a hundred Saracen sword-blades than that golden

goblet which the strange drinking-companion pressed upon

him so pertinaciously with his fleshless bony hand. Not-
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withstanding his confusion, however, he saw that there

was no escaping, as his delay began to put in motion the

other guests, who now commenced a slow and regular

march towards his bed. To a strong mind, in such mo-

ments, the transition frpm terrified hesitation to the most

dauntless heroism is as easy and as rapid as the change

from idle boasting to pusillanimous despondency in the

heart of a coward. Sir Baldwin instantly recollected

himself, leaped up lightly from his bed, seized his sword

in his right hand, and with his left deposited the goblet

with the infernal punch upon the table.
" Whoever you

may be," he then exclaimed in a firm and powerful tone

of voice,
" how dare you challenge an honourable knight

to partake of your cheer, whilst you thus oppress weak

maidens, like midnight murderers and robbers ? If you

are human, then meet me fairly, and let us fight it out,

firmly and gallantly ;
if you are not, then begone from

this castle, and do not disturb with your presence the

dwellings of human beings."

A dismal silence of some seconds which followed this

speech was suddenly broken by a ghastly laugh from the

black knight, which shook the very walls of the castle.

" This maiden," cried he,
"

is mine ;
she gave herself to

me ;
she won me by a crime a midnight crime for

which each midnight she must suffer. She is my bride ;

and my bride she must remain-, and nightly be decked in

these burning ornaments, till the jewels shall return to
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their rightful owner : meddle not then with the matter,

Sir Knight, but deign to partake of our cheer."

Sir Baldwin evinced not the smallest inclination to fol-

low this impertinent advice, but advanced in a hostile

manner towards the ugly goblin who had uttered it. The

latter also drew his enormous sword, and stood on his de-

fence, but could not prevent the descent of Sir Baldwin's

blow, which, falling with all its strength on the black

knight's head, divided him completely in two from the

crown to the chine. The two halves of the cloven

knight stood quietly apart for some few seconds, and

then collapsing, the black knight again stood before him,

whole, upright, and ugly as before.

The bridal guests, encouraged by the failure of Sir

Baldwin, pressed upon him more eagerly than before,

holding in their withered hands goblets filled with red,

smoking froth. The men invited him to drink, the wo-

men to dance, but neither of these invitations would he

deign to accept ;
and finding that his sword-blade no

longer terrified them, he presented to their eyes the cros-

letted hilt, from which they shrank back in horror, and

made way to the right and left for him to pass. Perceiv-

ing this, and knowing the hapless maiden to be that

Urilda wha had last worn the bridal ornaments, and of

whose disappearance the ugly company present gave a

tolerably sufficient explanation, he made up his mind in

an instant, and advancing boldly towards the bride, took

O
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from her brow and slender person the burning jewels,

which, however, contained no fire for him. Then facing

the black knight,
"
I will do you justice, arch-fiend," said

he, "but only such as you deserve. This maiden is

Urilda, of the family of Aarburg, and you have henceforth

no further part in her, since I claim the jewels for their

rightful owner, and seize them, in Our Lady's name, for

Sir SThimo von der Aarburg."

This bold proclamation by word of mouth had an ef-

fect which the speaker himself scarcely anticipated. It

fairly dislodged the enemy, who, apparently too lucky in

getting safely away and securing their prisoner, left be-

hind them all the treasure which Sir Baldwin contended

for, even to the utensils of gold and silver produced for

the banquet. One loud, ghastly, simultaneous shriek

was the signal of their discomfiture ;
after which they all

rushed to the chimney, and darted up en masse, and in

much quicker time than they had descended from it.

I need not detail Sir Baldwin's uncontrollable delight

on beholding the treasure of which his firmness had made

him possessor. He could not sleep for gazing, and hop-

ing, and speculating. Break of day brought to his apart-

ment the seneschal, who, if he was astonished at finding

the knight alive, was still more so by the glitter with

which he was surrounded. His greedy fingers longed to

clutch some part of the booty, but Sir Baldwin scared him

away, by declaring the legacy to be the devil's own, which

3
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he had destined for Sir Thimo, and which, if any other

dared to touch, would bring instant death to the sacrile-

gious offender. Carriages were then procured, and he

hastened to depart for Aarburg, for he remembered that

Urilda would still be the demon's captive till the treasure

should be in the hands of its rightful owner : this was

soon effected. The baron, who had had a "
heavy miss"

of his friend, welcomed him back with all his heartland

soul
;
and Bertha but all the lovers who read my le-

gend and all my readers either are, have been, or will

be so will understand her feelings better than I can de-

scribe them. Sir Baldwin was instantly acknowledged

the knight's accepted son
;
and Bertha, without the sacri-

fice of Sir Thimo's fortune, wore the bridal ornaments on

her wedding day. But before that period, on the first

night Sir" Baldwin passed in her father's castle, a gentle

voice stole on his ear as he was endeavouring to compose

himself to sleep "Thanks, noble knight," it breathed,

" thanks for your dauntless courage ! I am the spirit of the

redeemed Urilda : seek my body in the cavern under the

castle of Frankenberg, and give it a tomb in the vaults of

my ancestors. Farewell, noble knight! all happiness

henceforth be the portion of you and yours !" Sir Bald-

win awoke, obeyed the spirit, married Bertha, and, of

course, lived very happily ever after.
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Stn &rmorfcan JLtQtntt.

BY THE AUTHOR OF "THE LEGEND OF GENEVIEVE," ETC.

FITTE FIRST.

THE stately knight, young Eliduc,

As alone in hall he sate,

Beheld the page of Guilladun

At even beside his gate.

" Come hither hither, thou page of court,

What would the king with me ?"

The boy held the love-gifts on his arm,

As he lowly bent on knee.

"
I bear this gay gold ring, sir knight,

And robe furr'd with miniver :

Greets thee by these my ladye bright,

And bids thee think of her."

O
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To and fro strode young Eliduc,

To and fro he paced the floor,

Then put the gift-ring on his hand,

And the robe his shoulders o'er.

Then standing he bit his nether lip,

Breathed deep, with downcast head
;

For a moment paused in torturing doubt,

To the boy then sighing said :

" Go back haste back, my little foot-page

To the palace straight repair,

And tell the princess Guilladun,

That I will think of her?"

Young Eliduc is woe-begone,

A cloud o'erhangs his eyes ;

And, although in fame breathes his equal none,

By the lone sea-shore he sighs.

But the king hath sent the knight hath gone

Where he sate at chess hi hall :

At the table-board play'd a stranger lord
;

Behind stood his daughter tall.

-O
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" My daughter dear, dove Guilladun,

Greet ye not this noble knight ?

'Tis the same that hath our kingdom saved,

And quell'd our foes in fight."

Guilladun stretch'd forth her soft white hand,

And with Eliduc down she stray'd

By the tapestried wall of that long arch'd hall,

While at board her father play'd.

In a window'd niche at length they stood,

The fair one and the brave
;

Both sorrowful, and in pensive mood,

Both silent as the grave.

At length the ladye spoke
" Sir knight,

Words are ill befitting me ;

But, were the world at my behest,

I would wed no mate but thee."

" Fair Guilladun," said Eliduc,

As he dropp'd her proffer'd hand,

" I am pledged, by the oath of a leal true knight,

To return to my native land.

3*
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" And thou know'st, sweet flower, that not with me

Canst thou leave this court to roam
;

For thou art the sole child of this realm,

And must wear its crown at home."

" 'Tis nay 'tis nay, Sir Eliduc ;

This heart is thine this hand is free
;

And if thou spurn'st me not away,

I will cross the waves with thee !

"

She stood before him beautiful,

Like a lily pure by a lake,

With her deep-drawn sighs, and her dovelike eyes

Oh, his heart was like to break !

" My bird of beauty," said Eliduc,

" I am summon'd to recross the sea
;

But blithely sing in thy father's halls

Till I come back for thee.

" Oh yes oh yes my fair princess,

In hopeful peace and pleasure rest !

Then the little heart of Guilladun

Leapt with joy within its nest.
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And returning to her sire, the king,

Sir Eliduc 'gan say,

" To the shores of my native Britanie

I am summon'd hence away.

.

"
Thy realm, great king, is now at rest

Thy foes are all o'ercome ;

While the jars and the wars of my native land

Call all her children home.

" At the throne where my banishment was sign'd,

All the knaves who cross'd my way

Have confess'd the shame of their perjured words,

And for my presence pray.

"
Well, well I knew the carpet knights

For their gentle selves would fear,

When before them gleam'd the Flanders' axe,

And Brabant's threatening spear." .

Sir Eliduc," replied the king,

"
Thy worth may none gainsay ;

In the gloom of war didst thou come to us,

And thou leavest us peace to-day."

O
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Then the king bade the royal galleys wait

At Totness, by the shore,

To the plains of France, with sword and lance,

To escort the brave knight o'er.

With golden gleam the pennons stream ;

In foam the billows curl :

On deck stand the bearded halberdiers,

And the snow-white sails unfurl.

From the echoing streets of Exeter

March'd a thousand men and more,

With banner'd scrolls, and unbeaver'd heads,

Following Eliduc to the shore.

There is never a knight in Loegria

Can match with this strange knight

At feat of courtly tournament,

Or on blood-red field of fight.

Guilladun gazed from the turret high,

And she saw him on the plain,

Departing 'mid bright clumps of spears,

While pages held his rein.
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And toll the bells went, tant-a-roll ;

And she heard the trampling crowd,

And the trumpets' bray, and the loud huzza,

And the neigh of a war-horse proud.

*-

Then she turn'd, and fell down on her couch,

And wrung her hands, and sigh'd

" O would that Sir Eliduc were but back,

To woo. me for his bride !

" Like the rainbow to the clearing air,

Like the bud to the leafless tree,

Like spring's first flowers, 'mid woodland bowers,

To the honey-thirsting bee
;

" Like Salem to the pilgrim's sight,

When his feet are travel-sore,

Come the thoughts of thy return, dear love,

My longing spirit o'er !

"

FITTE SECOND.

Oh sad was the song of Gildeluec

As she sate within her bower,

Beguiling with her dulcimer

The solitary hour.

O
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" Was it a voice !

"
she rose and cried,

Or what step comes here in quest ?"

She undid the door 'twas Sir Eliduc !

And she fell upon his breast.

" Welcome welcome, my husband dear !

"

Aye she clasp'd his neck and cried,

" All heavy and slow have lagg'd mine hours,

Since thou sailedst o'er the tide.

"
Bring wine and bread, let the board be spread ;

Bid the silence of our halls rejoice !

"

"Heaven bless thee, fair Gildeluec !

"

Said the knight, with a low sad voice.

" And comest thou hither with voice of grief,

My lord, my loved !

"
the ladye said.

" Thou know'st that our land is o'errun with foes,"

Quod the knight with downcast head.

" Thou art weary, and here wilt rest to-night,

And at morning to the king
"

"
Nay," answer'd he,

"
J must leave thy sight

Ere the bells of twilight ring.

O ~.
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" When life was young, my Gildeluec,

To me thou gavest thy hand
;

There was no flower like thee, dear love,

In all this blooming land :

" And dost thou call me cruel now ?

Then surely am I changed :

Deemest thou that broken is my vow,

Or my heart to thine estranged ?
"

"As the snow," cried noble Gildeluec,

" On the Alps, I know thee pure ;

Like the roots o' the everlasting hills,

Thy faith is firm and sure !

" Then go go go, to the battle-field ;

'Tis thy country calls for thee !

When our foes have before thee fallen or fled,

Return to peace and me."

His steed at the portal neighing paw'd ;

Sir Eliduc donri'd his mail,

His figured casque, with its .morion black,

And steel-barr'd aventayle.

O
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He gave her a kiss a parting kiss,

By their threshold cypress tree
;

. Bade all the saints his dame to bless,

Then off through the woods rode he.

The nights they pass'd, and the days they pass'd,

Heavy and lone they fell
;

As Gildeluec pined for the bugle blast

Which her lord's return should tell.

Yet she heard how over his vanquish'd foes

Had his banner victorious flown,

While the fame of his name, like a sweet west wind,

O'er his native land was blown.

Did the trumpet-of battle arouse his heart,

As it aroused of yore ?

Did he think of his mate lone watching late,

For his coming, at het bower door?

No more no more the battle toils

Did Sir Eliduc's bosom cheer ;

And if he thought of Gildeluec,

'Twas with grief, and shame, and fear :

O-
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For over his spirit, like an April gale

To awakn the sweet flowers driven,

Came the thoughts of Guilladun, sad and pale,

Like a seraph that pined for heaven.

He knew her lovely as May morning,

Pure, chaste, as the new-fall'n snow ;

And could he leave, uncheer'd, to break,

A heart that loved fyim so ?

To have told her of his wedded state,

When her heart and hopes were high ;

To have told her of his Bretagne mate,

Were to have bidden her die/

He mused on her glorious loveliness,

On her bright, bold, artless mind ;

But alas ! his heart was like Noah's dove,

That no haven of rest could find.

FITTE THIRD.

The barque is launch'd before her prow

The hissing billows of foam divide
;

And Sir Eliduc sails for Guilladun,

Whatever fate betide.

4
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Fresh blew the breeze soon the waste, wide seas

By his bounding barque were cross'd
;

And at Totness, with the purple dawn,

He fey beside the coast.

Beneath the sheltering rocks they moor'd,

In a wild, lone, woodland cove

"
Now, haste thy message, fleet page," he cried,

" To the ladye of my love
;

" And tell her that for her we wait,

'Mid this forest by the sea :

Till even linger thou by the palace gate,

And hurry her hence with thee."

Without stop or stay, the fleet page away

O'er moor and o'er meadow ran,

Till he saw young Guilladun, 'mid the shrubs

And flowers of the palace lawn.

And he hath knelt and whisper'd there
;

And she hath heard and sigh'd ;

Lo ! he waits in the copse by the palace gate,

Till the fall of eventide.

O-
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When but one star shone, like a torch, <

On departed daylight's tomb,

To the page's glad eye she comes she came,

Like an "angel through the gloom.

With light, quick step, like a startled fawn,

She hasten'd her through the grove

A short, warm mantle, with ermined fringe,

Thrown .her splendid dress above.

With harness bright, for the path bedight,

The ready palfrey stood :

The page seized hold of the silken rein,

And away they hied from the wood.

'Neath a linden tree watch'd Eliduc ?

Behind him moor'd his barque :

But he leapt to his feet, when Guilladun

Came riding up through the dark.

"Welcome, welcome, my love, my life !"

In a moment, within his arms,

On his heaving breast lay the young princess,

In the bloom of her virgin charms.

O O
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" To sea, to sea, my mariners !

"

The white sails are unfurl'd :

Behind the barque lay the lessening land

Before her the billows curl'd.

Oh ! bliss of bliss a lovely night !

The winds breathed gently free
;

The stars, a galaxy of light,

Shower'd fire upon the sea.

And on, and on, they bore, and bore,

The beautiful and the brave,

Till green Bretagne show'd its shadowy shore,

Like a cloud above the wave.

Sudden changed the sky a tempest fierce

Dark brooded
; and, lo ! the gale,

Like an evil spirit on earth let loose,

Split the mast, apd rent the sail !

And the mountain waves reared their crested heads,

And the lightnings scorched the sky ;

And the mariners on their patron saints

In supplication cry.

O
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But up from the helm rose, with lifted arm,

A hoary old man, and said

" On St. Clement and St. Nicholas, sirs,

In vain ye call for aid :

" On Mary Mother in vain ye call

All, Sir Eliduc, for thee

Hath the tempest of heaven o'ertaken us :

Throw thy paramour in the sea,

"And return, return to thy wedded wife !

"

" Wedded wife !

"
pale Guilladun cried

;

With a shriek gave up her startled life,

And fell dead by his side.

He held her wrist her lips he kiss'd

No word his fate deplored ;

But Sir Eliduc grasp'd the old man's foot,

And toss'd him overboard.

'Twas silence all the wild winds fell, ,

And the clouds dispersed away ;

All the stars grew pale, save the morning star,

That heralded the day.

4*
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With a bubbling groan the old man sank :

The mariners sate with indrawn breath -

To Totness shore the vessel bore

'Twas like a ship of death.

And sad and silent they glide along,

Till the beetling cliffs they reach
;

Then, with dead Guilladun in his arms,

Strides Eliduc from the beach.

FITTE FOURTH.

" Why mourn'st thou thus, Sir Eliduc ?

What is thy cause of woe ?

Why that stifled sigh, and that heavy eye ?

Sure of yore it wont not so.

" And why so often, Sir Eliduc,

Dost thou thread the woods alone ?"

The knight look'd up on Gildeluec,

But answering word spake none.

The knight was a gallant knight, the first

In battle-field, or festive-hall :

The knight is an altered man he hangs

His cuirass on the wall.
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Within its kennel yells the hound
;

The prison'd falcon pines away ;

The steed neighs from its stall, as if

To chide its lord's delay,

t

At peep of morn, 'mid thick green woods,

To stray Sir Elictiic hath gone :

There is no music in human voice ;

He loves to be alone.

At fall of eve, 'neath the rising moon,

Through the forest walks he strays

The heart of Gildeluec almost broke,

To behold his alter'd ways.

" Betide me weal, betide me woe,"

To her page the ladye said ;

" Thou must after thy sorrowing master go,

And track him through the glade."

The page he went ;
the page he came ;

By her bower the ladye stood

" What news, what news, my faithful lad,

Bring'st thou me from dark green wood ?"

O O
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" From turn to turn," replied the page,
"
I lurk'd Sir Eliduc's path to see

;

And at length he enter'd the hermit's cell,

Beneath the chestnut tree.

And while he mourn'd that cell within,

I listen'd the door beside,

And heard him say
'

Oh, murder'd love,

. Would ?or thee that I had died !

" ' To me thou gav'st thy Idve
; for me

Thou left'st thy father-land
;

And I have given thee but a grave

Upon this foreign strand.

" '

And, oh ! and, oh ! hadst thou but seen,

And loved some worthier mate !

And, oh ! for thy hapless death ! and, oh !

My miserable fate !'
"

Sir Eliduc came home he sate

With his elbow leant on knee :

He spoke not a word of wail, nor sigh'd,

Though bowed to the dust was he.
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"
Oh, tell me why, Sir Eliduc,

Thou peak'st and pinest, and roam'st astray ?"

" Ask the tree, by the forky lightning scathed,

Why wither its bows away ?

" Ask the forest oak, why down it falls

Beneath the woodman's stroke ?

Ask life, when death the tyrant calls,

Why it yields to such a yoke ?"

Through the wood, in the morning solitude,

-Hath the ladye roam'd alone,

And knock'd at the door of the hermitage ;

But answer back came none.

With a beating heart and trembling hand,

The wicket latch she rais'd ;

And in as she went, with timid eyes

Through the twilight gloom she gazed.

Why starts she back ? she sees a couch

With a coverlet of snow :

She lifted it up in her wonderment, -

And a lady slept below.

O :
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She slept she slept; 'twas the sleep of death

Ah ! nothing could compare

With the sparkling of her jewell'd robes,

And the pearls in her rayen hair,

Save her form and that was quite divine !

She look'd as of heaven she dream'd ;

The lustre of her loveliness,

Like a halo round her stream'd.

But waned from her lip was the cherry red
;

And her silk robe was her shroud
;

And her eyes were closed in dim eclipse,

Like stars behind a cloud.

Was nought on earth so beautiful !

Gildeluec sigh'd
"
Ah, me !

No wonder, seeing what thou wast,

My lord's heart turn'd to thee !

"
Then, farewell love, and farewell ye,

The vanities of .life :

Oh, would, fair light, that thou hadst lived

To shine his sinless wife !

O-
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As it is 1 '11 love the sun no more
;

Let others to his beams be given :

I '11 seal mine ears to the sounds of earth,

And give my heart to heaven !"

The cloister hath another nun,

The gentlest, purest, holiest there \

Before the crucifix, morn and eve,

She kneels in fervent prayer.

Sir^Eliduc sits hi a lonely home

He hath built a marble tomb ;

And within it laid Guilladun,

In the central forest gloom.

With railings of gold he hath rail'd it round,

Beside the hermit's cell
;

He hath lock'd it with a. silver key,

And bidden a last farewell.

'Twas a wild sequester'd place ; through boughs

The azure sky was seen ;

And wild vines ran the stems about,

And festooning ivy green.
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'T\vas a fav'rite haunt for nightingales,

The starry hours singing through ;

And by day the living, emerald gloom

Echoed the stockdove's coo.

'Twas one of nature's shrines the birds

And beasts came flocking there
;

The golden pheasant, and vocal lark,

And squirrel, and hart, and hare.

But scarce a footstep breaks the gloom.

The long still season lone :

Rains, winds, and sunbeams kiss the tomb
;

But Sir Eliduc is gone.

The war-steed neighs but not from stall -

Caparison'd by the gate ;

His cuirass hangs not on the Wall,

As it hath hung of late.

'Twas a glorious, glowing September eve,

As the knight rode down the dale ;

The broad, low sun shone along the land,

And kiss'd his burnish'd mail.
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Hawk, hound, and horse roam masterless
;

His serving-men grow gray;

His roofs are moss'd 'tis twenty years

Since the warrior went away.

A thousand friends had Sir Eliduc,

The brave, the noble,*and the wise ;

And each asks each, but of his fate

No answering tongue replies.

Arm'd cap--pie went Eliduc,

From his proud ancestral halls alone
;

But whither he went, or where he died.

By man was never known.

It is scarcely necessary to inform the curious reader that this ballad is

engrafted on a beautiful ancient legend of the same name, composed from

the relics of oral tradition by Marie, and forming one of the twelve lays,

dedicated to the then sovereign of England, supposed to have been Henry
the Third.

The work, it appears, was never printed ; and the only copy is in the

Ilarleian Library MSS. No. 978. For my acquaintance with these
"
Lays"

I am entirely indebted to the exquisitely written analysis of Mr. Ellis, in

Vol. I. of Specimens of Early English Romances.

With the story I have used many liberties, the necessity of which may
to some appear questionable ;

and have ventured on substituting a different

catastrophe, as more congenial to the spirit of our own times, and, indeed,

to the supposed characters of the " Persons" of the ballad.

5
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THE COMET.

BY HENRY NEELE, ESQ.

A FEW years ago at the little fishing town, or rather

village, of G., on the coast of Cornwall, resided a gentle-

man, who, from his appearance, might be estimated to be

nearly sixty years of age, but I have since learned that

he was not more than forty. Whatever his age might

be, he was more than suspected to be the old gentleman,

that is to say, no other than the devil himself. Now I,

who happened to be obliged, for the arrangement of some

family affairs, to reside a month or two at G., had .the

misfortune to differ from my worthy neighbours as to the

identity of the occupant of the old manor-house with the

enemy of mankind. In the first place, his dress bore no

sort of resemblance to that of Beelzebub. The last per-

son who had the good fortune to get a glimpse of the real

devil was the late Professor Person, and he has taken the

pains to describe his apparel very minutely, so that I am

enabled to speak with some degree of confidence upon

this part of the subject. The Professor's description runs

thus:
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And pray how was the devil drest ?

Oh ! he was in his Sunday's best :

His coat was black, and his breeches were blue,

With a hole behind that his tail went through.

And over the hill, and over the dale,

And he rambled over the plain ;

And backwards and forwards he switch'd his long tail

As a gentleman switches his cane.

The "complement externe" of the old gentleman at G.

was quite the reverse of all these. In the first place he

had no Sunday's best
;
the Sabbath and the working day

saw him precisely in the same habiliments a circum-

stance which confirmed the townspeople in their opinion";

whereas I have no less an authority than that of Person

for deducing an opposite conclusion from the same pre-

mises, because the devil is scrupulously particular about

his Sunday's apparel. Then again he was never seen in

a coat, but always wore a. loose morning gown. This,

however, was a circumstance which, in the opinion of all,

told decidedly against him ;
for why should he always wear

that gown, unless it was for the purpose of hiding his tail

beneath its ample folds ? The good wives of the town

were especially pertinacious upon this point, and used to

eye the lower part of the old gentleman's garment very

suspiciously as he took his morning's walk upon the

beach. As to his rambling over hill and dale, in the

manner mentioned by the learned Professor, that was

quite out of the question, for he was a great sufferer by
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the gout, and wore bandages as large as a blanket round

his leg. Whenever this fact was mentioned, the gossips

used to smile, shake their heads, and look particularly

wise, observing that it was clearly a stratagem which he

resorted to for the purpose of concealing his cloven foot.

Another circumstance ought not to be omitted: he

never went to the parish church the only place of wor-

ship within twenty miles
;
and after he left G. an ivory

crucifix was found hi his house, over which there was no

doubt (in the opinion of the neighbours) that he used to

say the Lord's Prayer backwards, and repeat a variety of

diabolical incantations. I ventured humbly to suggest

that his absence from church, and the discovery of the

crucifix, were proofs, not that he was the devil, but a

Catholic : upon which I was interrupted with a sneer, and

an exclamation of " Where is the mighty difference ?"

He gave great offence at the house of a fisherman

who lived near him, and strongly confirmed the prejudices

existing against him, by tearing down a horseshoe wrhich

was nailed at the door as a protection against witchcraft,

and calling the inhabitants fools and idiots for their pains.

Seeing, however, the consternation which he had created,

he laughed heartily, and threw them a guinea to make

amends. The good folks were determined not to derive

any pecuniary advantages from the devil's gold, but they

gave it to their last born, an infant in arms, as a play-

thing. The child was delighted with the glittering bau-

6 c
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ble, but one day having got it down its throat, there it

stuck, and instant suffocation ensued. The weeping and

wailing of the family on this occasion were mingled with

execrations on the author of the calamity, for such they

did not hesitate to term the old gentleman, who had evi-

dently thrown to them this infernal coin for the purpose

of depriving them of their chief earthly comfort. They
were not long in proceeding to the nearest magistrate

and begging him to issue his warrant to apprehend the

stranger for murder. To this, however, his worship de-

murred, and the good folks changed their battery, and

begged to ask, as the guinea was of course a counterfeit,

whether they could not hang the devil for coming. To

this his worship replied, that though coining is an offence

amounting to high treason, yet the devil, not being a

natural-born subject of his majesty, owed him no alle-

giance, and therefore could not be guilty of the crime in

question. The poor people departed, thinking it all very

odd, and that the devil and the squire must be in collu-

sion, in which opinion they were confirmed by a tallow-

chandler, who was the chief tradesman of the town, as

well as a violent radical, and who advised them to petition

the House of Commons without delay.

I will explain to my readers the secret of the tallow-

chandler's enmity. The old gentleman had of a sudden

ceased to buy candles, and illuminated his house, inside

and out, in a strange and mysterious manner by some

5*
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means, which, from the brimstone-like smell occasionally

perceived, were plainly of infernal origin. For several

weeks previously, he had been employing labourers from

a distant town (for he did not engage the honest man,

whose pick-axe was the only one ever used by the good

people of G.) in digging trenches, and laying down pipes,

round his house. The townsfolk gazed on in wonder

and terror, but at a careful distance ; and although they

had a longing desire to understand the meaning of all

this, they cautiously avoided any intercourse with the

only persons who could give them the least information,

viz., the labourers who performed the work. At length,

one night, without any obvious cause, the lamp before

the old gentleman's door, that in his hall, and another in

his sitting-room, were seen to spring into light as if by

magic. They were also observed to go out in the same

way, and thereupon a smell, which could not be of this

world, proceeded from them. One day, too, a dreadful

explosion took place at the house, and a part of the gar-

den wall was thrown down
;

all whicK were plain proofs

that it could be no one but the devil who inhabited there.

The good folks of G. had never heard of gas or its pro-

perties, and I was thought to be no better than I should

be for endeavouring to explain all these phenomena by

natural causes.

There was one more fact which proved (if proof were

wanting) the accusation- of the townspeople. He was a
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great correspondent, and put more letters into the post-

office than all the rest of the inhabitants of G. together.

These were generally directed to Berlin, a town which,

after much inquiry, was ascertained to lie in a remote

part of Devonshire, and to be inhabited by a horridly dis-

solute and profane set of people. What was stranger

still,"no part of the superscription could ever be read but

the word Berlin : the rest was such a piece of cramp

penmanship, that the most expert scholar in G. could not

decipher it. The postmaster (without having ever heard

of Tony Lumpkin or his aphorisms) knew that " the in-

side of a letter is the cream of the correspondence," and

ventured one day to open an epistle which the mysterious

one had just dropped into his box. The contents, how-

ever, did not much edify him. Not a letter was there

which resembled any one in the English alphabet it

was, therefore, some devilish and cabalistic writing, in-

vented for purposes of evil. My opinion being asked, I

positively refused to look at the inside
;
but having pe-

rused the superscription, I said that it was addressed to

some one in Berlin, which was a city in Germany, and

that, although I did not understand German, I had no

doubt that the direction was written in the German char-

acter. Being asked, whether even I, with all my scholar-

ship, could read it, I candidly confessed that I could not
;

upon which I was asked, with a sneer, whether I ex-

pected to persuade them that the Germans were such a

O O
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nation of fools as to write in a hand which nobody could

read. The good folks were also firmly persuaded that,

whatever I might say, I was in my conscience of the

same opinion with them, and my refusal to look at the

inside of the letter was set down as a plain proof that I

was afraid of receiving some mysterious injury if I did.

My own opinions were so much opposed to those of

my neighbours, that I felt rather a desire to be acquainted

with the stranger, whose manners appeared to be open

and good-humoured, although testy and eccentric. My
naturally shy disposition prevented me, however, from

accomplishing my wish
; and, besides this,. I found that

my own affairs were enough to occupy me during the

short time that I remained at G. I learned that the per-

son who had created so much consternation had arrived

at that town about four months before, and that the house

had been previously engaged for him. Who, or what he

was, or why he came thither, no one who tried could

ascertain. Whether I could have attained this wonderful

height in knowledge, I do not know
;
but having some-

thing else to do, I never made the attempt. At length

the old gentleman and his two servants, an elderly female,

and a stout active man who talked a gibberish (so they

called it at G.) which no one could understand, were one

day seen very busily employed in packing up. A queer-

looking, broad-bottomed vessel, from which a boat was

lowered, appeared off the town. The three strangers
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sallied out with their boxes, and after depositing a packet

at the post-office addressed to the former proprietor of the

house (which was supposed to contain the keys, and was

ordered to be kept until the arrival of the person to whom

it was addressed), they got into the boat, rowed to the

ship, and were never seen or heard of more.

During the short time afterwards that I continued at

G. I was subject to repeated lectures for my obstinate

infidelity as to the old gentleman's diabolisms
;
and what-

ever argument I advanced in support of my own opinion,

it was sure to be met by the unanswerable question,
" If

he was not the devil, who the devil was he ?
"

Many years rolled over my head, and the memory of

the mysterious inhabitant of G. had entirely vanished

from it, when circumstances which it is unnecessary to

detail obliged me to pay a visit to the north or Germany.

At the close of a fine autumnal day in 18
,
I found my-

self entering the splendid city of Berlin. Both my good

stteed and I were so much fatigued that a speedy resting

was very desirable for us
;
but it was long before I could

choose an hotel out of the immense numbers which pre-

sented themselves to my view. Some were far too mag-

nificent for my humble means, and the mere sight of their

splendour appeared to melt away the guilders in my

pocket. Some, on the other hand, were such as no

"man of wit and fashion about town" would think of

putting his head into. At length I thought that I had

O O
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discovered one which looked like the happy medium, and

the whimsicality of its sign determined me to put up

there. The sign was DER TEUFEL : and since my de-

parture from G. I had acquired a sufficient mastery of the

German language to know what those two words signi-

fied in English. I entered, and after taking all due pre-

cautions for the accommodation and sustenance of the

respectable quadruped who had borne me upon his back

for nearly half a day, I began to think of satisfying that

appetite which disappointment, anxiety, and fatigue, had

not been able entirely to destroy. My worthy host, who

did not seem to bear any resemblance to his sign, unless

I could have the ingratitude to ascribe his magical celerity

and marvellous good fare to the auspices of his patron

saint, quickly covered my table with a profusion of tempt-

ing viands, while a flask of sparkling Hochheim towered

proudly, like a presiding deity, above the whole. My
good humour, however, was a little clouded when I saw

plates, knives, and forks, laid for two instead of one.

" What means this ?
"

said I to the landlord. " Mein

Herr," he answered submissively,
" a gentleman who has

just arrived will have the honour of dining with you."
" But I mean to dine alone," I replied angrily not that

I doubted the sufficiency of the meal, but I did not choose

to be intruded upon by strangers.
" Pardon me, mein

Herr, said the landlord with unabashed impudence,
" I

have told Herr von Schwartzman that dinner is ready.
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I am sure you will like his company. He is a gentle-

man of good fortune and family. He is moreover
"

"I care not who he is," I exclaimed,
" but in order to

cut thy prating short, and to get my dinner, if I must

needs submit, let him come in at once, even if he be the

devil himself !

"

I had scarcely uttered these words when I started as

if I had really seen the person whom I mentioned, for the

room door opened, and in walked the old gentleman who

had caused so much wonder and terror at G. The su-

perstitions of the people of that town the sign of the

inn where I now was the old fellow's name, Schwartz-

man, (which being interpreted in English meaneth black

man) my own petulant exclamation and the sudden

apparition of this unaccountable person, were circum-

stances that crowded my brain at once, and for an instant

I almost fancied myself in the presence of the foul fiend.

" You seem surprised," at length said Herr von Schwartz-

man,
"
at our unexpected meeting ; and, indeed, you can-

not be more so than I am. I believe it was in England

that we met before."

"Even so, mein Herr," I answered, encouraged by

the earthly tone of his voice, and fancying that the good-

humoured smile which mantled over his face must be of

this world, and at any rate could be of no worse origin

"even so, mein Herr, and I have often regretted that,

placed as we were among a horde of barbarous pea-

O
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santry, an opportunity never occurred for our better

acquaintance."
"
It is at length arrived," he said, filling two glasses

of Hochheim. " Let us drink to our better and our long

acquaintance."

I pledged the old gentleman's toast with great alac-

rity, and it was not until the passage of the wine down

my throat had sealed me to it irrevocably, that I reflected

upon the sentiment to which I had drunk with so much

cordiality, and I was again shaken with doubts as to the

nature of the person with whom I had avowed my wish

to be long and intimately acquainted.

I looked upon his feet but that's a fable and then

I looked upon the viands on which he was feeding lus-

tily while I (although he had the courtesy to load my

plate with the best of every thing) was wasting the

golden moments in idle alarms and superstitious absurdity.

The more* reasonable man was roused within me, and I

fell to the work of mastication with a zeal and fervour

that would have done honour to Dr. Kitchener himself.

"
Well, my friend," said my companion, after we had

pretty well satisfied the cravings of our stomachs,
" our

landlord has this day treated us nobly, and methinks we

have not been backward in doing honour to his excellent

cheer. He is an honest fellow, who well deserves to

prosper, and we will therefore, if you please, drink Suc-

cess to Der Teufel"
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I had raised my glass to my lips when I found that

the old gentleman meant to propose a toast, but I set it

down hastily as soon as I heard the very equivocal senti-

ment to which he wanted me to pledge myself. The

fiend, I thought, is weaving his web around me, and

wishes me to drink to my own perdition. A cold sweat

came over me, a film covered my eyes, and I thought

that I perceived the old man looking askew at me while

his lip was curled with a malignant smile.

"You are not well," he said, taking my hand. I

shrunk from his grasp at first, but to my surprise it was

as cool and heajthy as the touch of humanity can pos-

sibly be. "Let us retire to our worthy host's garden

the heat of this room overpowers you and we can finish

our wine coolly and pleasantly in the arbour."

He did not wait for my consent, but led me out
;
and

our bottle and glasses were very quickly arranged upon a

table in a leafy arbour, where we were sheltered from the

sun, and enjoyed the refreshing fragrance of the evening

breeze as it gently stirred the leaves about us.

"
They were odd people," said my friend,

" those in-

habitants of G.
; they stared at me, and shrunk from me,

as if I had been the devil himself."

"And in truth, mein Herr," I replied,
**

they took you

to be no less a personage than he whom you have just

named."

The old gentleman laughed long and heartily at my
6

O r
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information. "
I thought as much," he said.

"
It is an

honour which has been ascribed to me from the hour of

my birth, and in more countries than one."

"
Indeed," said I,

"
you speak as if there were some-

thing in your history to which a stranger might listen

with interest. May I crave the favour of you to be a

little more communicative ?
"

" With all my heart !

" he replied :

" but in truth you

will not find much to interest you in my story. A little

mirth and a good deal of sorrow make up the history of

most men's lives, and mine is not an exception to the

general rule. I was born some threescore years ago,

and was the son and heir of the Baron von Schwartzman,

whose castle is a few miles to the southward of this city

and I am now, by your leave, mein Herr, the Baron

himself. (I made a lower bow than I had ever yet

greeted him with.) My mother had brought into the

world, about two years previously, a daughter of such

extraordinary beauty, that it was confidently expected

that the next child would be similarly endowed
; but I

was no sooner presented to my father than he was so

startled at my surprising ugliness, that he retreated

several paces, and involuntarily exclaimed,
' The devil !

'

This was a Christian name which stuck to me ever after-

wards, and which, as you can bear witness, followed me

even into a foreign country.
" My godfather and godmother, however, treated me
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much more courteously than my own natural parent, "and

bestowed upon me, at the baptismal font, the high-sound-

ing appellation of Leopold. Nothing worth describing

occurred during the years of my infancy. I cried, and

laughed, and pouted, and sucked, and was kissed, and

scolded, and treated, and whipped, as often, and with the

same alternations as children in general, only I grew

uglier, and justified the paternal benediction more and

more every day. In due time I was sent to a grammar-

school. As I had at home been accustomed to inde-

pendence and the exercise of my self-will, I soon became

the most troublesome fellow there
;
and yet (I may now

say it without the imputation of vanity) I contrived, by

some means or other, to gain the hearts of all, whether

tutors or pupils. For solving a theme, or robbing an

orchard
; writing nonsense verses, or frightening a whole

neighbourhood ; translating Homer into German verse, or

beating a watchman until his flesh was one general

bruise, who could compete with Leopold von Schwartz-

man? One day I was publicly reprimanded and pun-

ished for some monstrous outrage, and the next rewarded

with all the honours of the school for my proficiency in

the classics. In short, it was generally agreed that there

was not such another clever, pleasant, good-te"mpered,

good-for-nothing fellow in the school. 'Certainly,' the

wise people would say, 'the devil is in him.'

"And now," added the old man, smiling, but smiling,
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I thought, somewhat solemnly and sadly,
"
I must let you

into the secret of one of my weaknesses. I have ever

had the most implicit belief in the science of astrology.

You stare at me incredulously, and I can excuse your

incredulity. You, bora in England perhaps some forty

years ago, can have but few superstitions in common

with one whose birthplace is Germany, and whose natal

star first shone upon him above threescore years before

the time at which he is speaking. Observe that comet,"

he said, pointing towards the west
;
"it is a very brilliant

one, and this is the last night that it will be visible."

"
It is the beautiful comet," I said,

" which has shone

upon us for the last six months, and which first appeared,

I think, in the belt of Orion."

"
True, true," replied the Baron :

"
it Is the . comet,

which, according to the calculations of astronomers, visits

the eyes of the inhabitants of this world once in twenty

years, and I can confirm the accuracy of their calcula-

tions as far as relates to three of its visits. You will

smile, and think that the eccentricity of my conduct and

character is sufficiently accounted for, when I tell you

that that comet is my natal planet. On the very day and

instant that it became visible, sixty years and six months

ago, did I first open my eyes in my father's castle.

There is, however, a tradition connected with this comet,

which has sometimes made me uneasy. It runs thus :
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The comet that's born in the belt of Orion,

Whose cradle it gilds, gilds the place they shall die on.

However, this is its third return that I have seen, and

being now as hale and hearty as ever I was, the tradition,

if it means any thing to interest me, means that I shall

live on to the good old age of fourscore. But to return

to my history. I was a fervent believer in astrology, and

I thought that if I could meet with a person, either male

or female, wlp was born under the same star, to that

person I might safely attach myself, and our destinies

must be indissolubly bound together. I had however

never met with such a person, and as yet I had never

seen my natal star, for on the day on which I entered the

University of Halle I wanted three days of attaining my
twentieth year. Those three days seemed the longest

and most tedious that I had ever passed ;
but at length

the fateful morning dawned, on the evening of which, a

few minutes before the hour of eight (the hour of my

birth), I hastened to a secluded place at a short distance

from the town, and planting myself there, gazed earnestly

and intently upon the belt of Orion. I had not gazed

long before a peculiar light seemed to issue from it, and

at length I saw a beautiful comet, with a long and glit-

tering train, rising in all its celestial pomp and majesty.

How shall I describe my feelings at that moment ? I

felt, as it were, new-born : new ideas, new hopes, new

joys, seemed to rush upon me, and I gave vent to my
6*
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emotions in an exclamation of delight. This exclamation

I was astonished to hear repeated as audibly and fervently

as it was made, and turning round, I beheld a female

within a few paces of me to my right.

" She was tall, and exquisitely formed : her dress de-

noted extreme poverty ; and her eye, which for a moment

had been lighted up with enthusiasm, was downcast, and

abashed with a sense of conscious inferiority, when it

met mine. Still I thought that I had never beheld a face

so perfectly beautiful. Her general complexion was ex-

quisitely fair, without approaching to paleness, with a

slight tinge of the rose on each cheek, which I could

not help thinking that care and tenderness might be able

to deepen to a much ruddier hue. Her eyes were black

and sparkling, buj the long dark lashes which fell over

them seemed, I thought, acquainted with tears. Her

hair was of the same colour with her eyes, and almost of

the same brightness. I gazed first upon her and then

upon the newly-risen comet, and my bosom seemed burst-

ing with emotions which I could not express, or even un-

derstand.

" * Sweet girl !

'

I said, approaching her, and taking

her hand,
' what can have induced you to wander abroad

at this late hour ?
'

" 'The comet,' she said 'the comet !' pointing to

it with enthusiasm.

" '
It is indeed a beautiful star,' I replied and as I
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gazed I felt as if I were the apostle of truth for so saying
' but here,' I added, pressing my lip to her white fore-

head,
'
is one still more beautiful, but alas ! more fragile,

and which ought therefore not to be exposed to danger.'
" '

Ay,' she said,
' but it is the star which I have been

waiting to gaze upon for many a long year ;
it is the star

that rules my destiny, my natal star ! Twenty years ago,

and at this hour, was I brought into the world.'

"
Scarcely could I believe my ears. I thought that

the sounds which I had heard could not come from the

beautiful lips which I saw moving, but that some lying

fiend had whispered them in my ears
;
I made her repeat

them over and over again. I thought of the desire which

had so long haunted me, and which now seemed gratified ;

I thought, too, of the beautiful lines of Schiller :

It is a gentle and affectionate thought,

That in immeasurable heights above us,

At our first birth this wreath of love was woven,

With sparkling stars for flowers !

In short, I thought and felt so much that I fell at the fair

girl's feet, told her the strange coincidence of our destinies,

revealed to her my name and rank, and made her an offer

of my hand and heart without any further ceremony.
" ' Alas ! sir,' she said, permitting, but not returning the

caress which I gave her,
' I could indeed fancy that fate

has intended us to be indissolubly united, but I am poor,

friendless, wretched ; my mother is old and bed-ridden
;

O
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and my father, I fear, follows desperate courses to procure

even the slender means on which we subsist.'

" ' But I have wealth, sweet girl !' I exclaimed,
'
suffi-

cient to remove all these evils, and here is an earnest of

it
'

endeavouring to force my purse into her hands.

" '

Nay, nay,' she said, thrusting it back,
'

keep your

gold, lest slander shonld blacken the fair fame which is all

Adeline's dowry !'

" ' Sweet Adeline ! beautiful Adeline !' I said,
' do not

let us part thus. Can you doubt my sincerity ? Would

you vainly endeavour to interpose a barrier against the

decrees of fate ? Believe that I love you, and say that

you love me in return.'

" '
It is the will of fate,' she said, sinking into my arms.

' Why should I belie what it has written in my heart ?

Leopold, I love thee.'

" Thus did we, who but half an hour previously were

ignorant of each other's existence, plight our mutual vows ;

but each recognized a being long sought and looked for,

and each yielded to the overruling influence of the planet

which was the common governor of our destiny. I was

anxious to celebrate our nuptials immediately, but Adeline

put a decided negative upon it.

" *

What,' she said,
* were you born under yon star, and

know not the dark saying which is attached to it ?

The love that is born at the comet's birth,

Treat it not like a thing of earth
;
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Breathe it to none but the loved one's ear,

Lest fate should remove what hope deems so near
;

Seal it not till the hour and the day
When that star from the heavens shall pass away.

"
I instantly recollected the saying, and acquiesced in

the wisdom of not acting adversely to what I believed to

be the will of destiny.
'
It will then be six long months,

sweet Adeline !' I said,
'
ere our happiness can be sealed

;

but I must see thee daily I cannot else exist.'

" ' Call upon me at yon white cottage,' she answered,
'

at about this hour. My father is then out
; indeed he

has been out for some weeks now but he is never at

home at that hour
; and my mother will have retired to rest.

Farewell, Leopold von Schwartzman.'

" '

Farewell, dearest Adeline tell me no more of thy

name. I seek not I wish not to know it ;
tell it not to

me until the hour when thou art about to exchange it for

Schwartzman.'

" Our parting was marked, as the partings of lovers

usually are, with sighs, and tears, and embraces, protesta-

tions of eternal fidelity, and promises of speedily seeing

each other again.

" The love thus suddenly lighted up within our bosoms

I did not suffer to die away, or to be extinguished. Every

evening, at the hour of nine, I was at the fair one's cottage

door, and I ever found her ready to receive me
; nay, at

length I used to find the latchet left unfastened for me,

and 1 stole up stairs to her chamber unquestioned. I soon
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discovered that her mind and manners were, at least,

equal to her beauty ;
but the utmost penury and privation

were but too visible around her. It was in vain that I

offered her the assistance of my purse, and urged her to

accept by anticipation that which must very shortly be

hers by right. The high-minded girl positively refused to

avail herself of this offer, and then I could not help, at all

hazards, endeavouring to persuade her to consent to our

immediate union, as that seemed to me to be the only

means of rescuing her from the distressing state of poverty

in which I found her.

"
Say no more, Leopold,' she said, one night, when I

had been urging this upon her more strenuously than

ever '

say no more, lest I should be weak enough to con-

sent, and so draw down upon our heads the bolts of des-

tiny. And, Leopold, I find thy presence dangerous to

me ;
let me, therefore, I pray thee, see thee no more until

the hour which is to make us one. I dread thy entreating

eyes thy persuading tongue : one short month of sepa-

ration, and then a whole life of constant union. Say that

it shall be so, for my sake.'

" '
It shall be so it shall, for thy sake,' I said. For bitter

as was the trial to which she put me, the tone and manner

in which she implored my acquiescence were irresistible.

" ' Then farewell,' she said
;

' come not near me until

that day. Should you attempt to see me earlier, I have a

fearful foreboding that something evil will befall us.'

6 O
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" This was the most sorrowful parting which I had yet

experienced ;
but I bore it as manfully as I could. Three,

four, five days, did I perform my promise, and never ven-

tured near the residence of Adeline. I shut myself up in

my own chamber, where I saw no one but the domestic

who brought my meals. I could not support this life

any longer, and at last I determined to pay a visit to

Adeline.

" ' Whither would you go, mein Hen* ?' said the sen-

tinel at the city gate, through which I had to pass.

" '
I have business of importance to transact about a

mile from the city,' I answered :
'

pray do not detain me.'

" '

Nay, mein Herr,' replied the sentinel,
'
I have no

authority to detain you ;
but if you will take the advice of

a friend, you will not leave the city to-night. Know you

not that the noted bandit Brandt is suspected to be in the

neighbourhood this evening ;
that the council have set a

price upon' his head; and that the city bands are now

engaged in pursuit of him ?'

" ' Be it so,' I said :

' a man who is skulking about to

avoid the city bands is not, methinks, an enemy whom I

need greatly fear encountering.'

" The sentinel shook his head, but allowed me to pass

without further question. Love lent wings to my feet,

and already was Adeline's white cottage in sight, when a

violent blow on the back of my head with the butt-end of

a pistol stretched me on the ground, and a man, whose
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knee was immediately on my chest, pointed the muzzle at

my head.

" ' Deliver your money,' he said,
' or you have not a

moment to live.'

"'Ruffian,' I said, 'let me go. I am a student at

Halle, son of the Baron von Schwartzman. Thou durst

not for thy head attempt my life.'

" ' That we shall soon see,' said the villain coolly ; and

my days had then been certainly numbered, had not three

men, springing from a neighbouring thicket, suddenly

seized the robber, disarmed him, and then proceeded very

quietly to bind his hands behind him.

" ' Have we caught you at last, mein Herr Brandt ?'

said one of my deliverers.
' We have been a long time

looking out for you. Now we meet to part only once and

for ever.'

" The robber eyed them sullenly, but did not deign a

reply, as they marched him between them towards the

town. We soon entered the gate through which I had

already passed, and were conducted before the commander

of the garrison, who, as Brandt had been placed by pro-

clamation under military law, was the judge appointed to

decide upon his case.

" My evidence was given in a very few words, and, cor-

roborated as it was by that of the policemen, was, I per-

ceived, fatal to Brandt. I could not help, however, en-

treating for mercy to the wretched criminal.

O
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" '

Nay, sir,' said the officer, your entreaty is vain.

Even without this last atrocious case to fix his doom, we

needed only evidence to identify him as Brandt, to have

cost him all his lives, were they numerous as the hairs

upon his head. Away with him, and hang him instantly

upon the ramparts.'

"'I thank thee, colonel,' said the bandit, 'for my
death. It is better to die than to witness such sights as

have torn my heart daily. It was only to save a wretched

wife and daughter from starvation that I resorted to this

trade. But, fare thee well Brandt knows how to die.'

" The unhappy man was instantly removed
;
and finding

that there was no further occasion for my attendance, I

rushed into the streets in a state that bordered upon frenzy-

The idea that I had, however innocently, been the occasion

of the death of a man shook every fibre in my frame
;
and

while I was suffering under the influence of these feelings,

the sullen roll of the death drums announced that Brandt

had ceased to live.

" I went home and hurried to bed, but not to rest. The

violence of the blow which I had received from the bandit,

as well as the mental agony which I had undergone, threw

me into a dangerous fever. For ten days I was in a state

of delirium, raving incoherently, and unconscious of every

thing around me. At length I arrived at the crisis of my

disorder, which proved favourable. The fever left my

brain, and the glassy glaze of my eye was exchanged for

7
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its usual look of intelligence and meaning. I turned

round my head in my bed, and looked towards the win-

dow of my chamber. It was evening ;
the arch of heaven

was one of deep azure, and 'the comet was shining in all

its brightness. Its situation in the heavens, which was

materially different from that which it occupied when I

was last conscious of seeing it, recalled and fixed my wan-

dering recollections of all that was connected with it. I

rang the bell violently, and was speedily attended by my

valet, who had watched over me during my illness. I

interrupted the expressions of delight which the sight of

my convalescent state drew from him by inquiring eagerly

what was the day of the month and the hour.

" '
It is the eighth of August, sir ; and the clock of the

cathedral has just chimed the hour of seven.'

" ' Heavens !' I exclaimed, starting from my bed,
* had

this cursed fever detained me one hour longer, the destined

moment would have passed away. Assist me to dress,

good Ferdinand ;
I must away instantly.'

" '

Sir,' said the man, alarmed,
' the doctor would chide.'

" ' Care not for his chiding,' I said.
' I will secure

thee
;
but an affair of life and death is not more urgent

than that on which I am about to go.'

" ' The good curate, von Wilden, is below,' said Fer-

dinand,
' and told me that he must see you ; but I dared

not disturb you. He was just going away when you rang

the bell, and is now waiting to know the result.'

o-
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" I remembered immediately that I had appointed the

curate to meet me at that hour, for the purpose of pro-

ceeding to Adeline's cottage and tying the nuptial knot

between us. I had told him the nature of the duty which

I wished him to perform, without, however, disclosing so

much as to break through the caution contained in the

traditionary verses. I lost no time in joining him in the

hall, and proceeded to leave the house, accompanied by

him, with as much celerity as possible, lest the interven-

tion of my medical attendant or some other person should

throw difficulty in the way.
" We soon reached the open fields. It was a beautiful

star-light evening. The comet was nearly upon the verge

of the horizon, and I was fearful of its disappearing be-

fore the ceremony of my nuptials could be accomplished.

We therefore proceeded rapidly on our walk. An in-

voluntary shudder came over me as I passed by the scene

of my encounter with the bandit
;
but just then the white

cottage peeped out from among the woods which had con-

cealed it, and my heart felt reassured by the neaj prospect

of unbounded happiness. We approached the door: it

was on the latch, which I gently raised, and then pro-

ceeded, as usual, up the stairs, followed by the curate. I

thought I heard a low moaning sound as we approached

the chamber-door ;
but it was ajar, and we entered. An

old woman, who seemed scarcely able to crawl about, was

at the bed-side with a phial in her hand
;
and stretched
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upon the couch, with a face on which the finger of death

seemed visibly impressed, lay the wasted form of Adeline.

' Just heavens !' I exclaimed,
' what new misery have ye

in store for me ?'

" The sound of my voice roused Adeline from her

death-like stupor. She raised her eyes, but closed them

again suddenly, on seeing me, exclaiming,
' Tis he, 'tis

he ! the fiend ! save me, save me !' The bitterness of

death seemed to invade my heart when I heard this unac-

countable exclamation. I gasped for breath, and cold drops

of agony rolled from my temples. I ventured to approach

the bed. I took her burning hand within my own, and

pressed it to my heart. She again fixed her eyes upon

me solemnly, and said,
' Know you whom you embrace ?

Miserable man, has not the universal rumour reached thy

ear?'

" ' Dearest Adeline,' I said,
'
for the last ten days I

have been stretched upon the bed of delirium and insensi-

bility. Rumour, however trumpet-tongued to other ears,

has been jjumb to mine.'

" You call me Adeline,' she said
;

'
is that all ?'

" 'The hour,' I answered, 'is at length arrived I

thought it would be a less melancholy one when thou

wert to tell me that other name, ere thou exchangedst it

for ever.'

" ' Know then,' she said, rising up in the bed with

an unusual effort, in which all her remaining strength
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seemed to be concentrated, 'that my name is Adeline

Brandt!'

" For an instant she fixed her dark eyes upon my face,

which grew cold and pallid as her own ; then the film of

death came over them, and her head sank back upon her

pillow, from which it never rose again.

" Weak and sickly, and stricken, as it were, with a

thunderbolt, I know not how I preserved my recollection

and reason at that moment. I remember, however, looking

from the chamber window, and seeing the comet shining

brightly, although just on the verge of the horizon I

turned to the dead face of Adeline, and thought of those

ill-omened verses

The comet that's bora in the belt of Orion,

Whose cradle it gilds, gilds the place they shall die on.

I looked again, and the comet was just departing from the

heavens ;
its fiery train was no longer visible ; and in an

instant after the nucleus disappeared.

" I have but little to add in explanation. I learned that,

on the evening of our meeting, the unfortunate Brandt,

who had carried on his exploits at a distance, knowing

that a price was set upon his head, had fled to the house

where his wife and daughter lived, and between whom

and him no suspicion of any connexion existed, resolving,

if he escaped his present danger, to give up his perilous

courses
;
but that he found those two females in such a

state of wretchedness and starvation, that he rushed out

7*
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and committed the act for which he forfeited his life. Had

I but asked Adeline her name, this fatal event would not

have happened; for I should most assuredly have re-

moved her to another dwelling, and provided in some way

or her father's safety ; or, had not the traditionary verses

restrained us from mentioning our attachment to any one

until the hour of our nuptials, I should have revealed it to

the bandit, and so taken away from him every inducement

for following his lawless occupation. Ill news is not long

in spreading. Adeline heard of her father's death, and

that I was the occasion of it, a few hours after it took

place. The same cause which sent her to her death-bed

roused her mother from the couch of lethargy and inaction

on which she had lain for many years ; and I found that

she was the wretched old woman whom I had seen

attending the last moments of her daughter.

" The remainder of my history has little in it to in-

terest you. I left the university, and retired to my fa-

ther's castle, where I shut myself up and lived a very

recluse life, until his death, which happened a few years

afterwards, obliged me to exert myself in the arrange-

ment of my family affairs. The lapse of years gradually

alleviated, although it could not eradicate, my sorrow;

but when I found myself approaching my fortieth year,

and knew that the comet would very soon make its

re-appearance, I could not bear the idea of looking again

upon the fatal planet which had caused me so much un-
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easiness. I therefore resolved to travel in some country

where it would not be visible
;
and having received a

pressing invitation from a friend in England to visit his

native land, accompanied by an intimation that his house

at G. was entirely at my service, I did not hesitate to

accept his offer. You know something of my adventures

there, especially of the consternation which I occasioned

by laying down gas-pipes round my friend's house, in

consequence of a letter which I had received from him,

requesting me to take the trouble to superintend the

workmen. Twenty more years have now rolled over my
head ; the comet has re-appeared, and I can gaze on it

with comparative indifference ;
and as it is just about

taking its leave of us, suppose we walk out and enjoy the

brightness of its departing glory."

I acceded to the old gentleman's proposal, and lent

him the assistance of my arm during our walk. " Yonder

fence," said he,
" surrounds my friend Berger's garden,

in which there is an eminence from which we shall get a

better view. The gate is a long way round, but I think

you, and even I, shall find but little difficulty in leaping

this fence I will indemnify you for the trespass
" and

he had scarcely spoken before he was on the other side of

it. I followed him, and we proceeded at a brisk pace to-

wards a beautiful shrubbery, on an elevated spot in the

centre of the garden. M. von Schwartzman led the way,

but he had scarcely reached the summit before I heard an

o-
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explosion, and saw him fall upon the ground. I hastened

to his assistance, and found him weltering in his blood. I

raised him, and supported him in my aims, but he shook

his head, saying,
u
Xo, no, my friend, it is all in vain

the influence of that malignant star has prevailed over me.

I forgot that my friend Berger had lately planted spring-

guns in his grounds. But it is Destiny, and not they,

which has destroyed me. Farewell farewell! On these

words his last breath was spent : his eyes, while they re-

mained open, were fixed upon the comet, and the instant

they closed the ill-boding planet sunk beneath the horizon.

THE GLOWWORM.

BY JOHX BOWKIXG, ESQ.

"Tis only when the sun hath left his throne,

And evening's twilight darkens into night,

When gentler stars and planets shine alone,

That the small glowworm sheds his topaz light,

And feeds his lamp in solitude's recess ;

Even so do Truth and Wisdom loveliest shine ;

Even so doth Virtue most benignly bless,

And Love thus beams from some o'ershadow'd shrine.



TO AN INFANT,

Sleeping on its Mother's Breast during a Storm .

BY THE REV. DR. BOOKER,

AUTHOR OF EUTHANASIA.

WHILE round a guard attendant angels kept,

The Holy Saviour 'mid the tempest slept :

Though all without was raging, peace within

Held her mild reign for JESUS KNEW NO SIN.

So, darling babe ! while thou on purest snows

Pillow'st thy cheek in undisturb'd repose,

The wild storm vainly rolls around thy head,

For angels o'er thee holiest incense shed.*

Oh ! ever thus may they their vigils keep,

While thou art cradled in the arms of sleep !

And when death's awful slumber is thy doom,

May those blest guardians hover o'er thy tomb,

Till, at the final day, they bid thee rise

A kindred angel with them to the skies !

* Matt, xviii. 10.
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THE DAUGHTER

Oh, perfect innocence,

Clear and without offence,

Of frailty or foul sin

Pure as a rose within.

Oh virtuous maidenhood,

Which e'en the greatly good

Might sigh to see, and yearn

For childhood to return,

With all its careless days

And world-unknowing ways ;

Its guiltlessness of guile,

Its sunny-hearted smile
;

Its fearlessness of harm,

Its trust, which like a charm,

Weak, but omnipotent,

Girds round the innocent
;

So that a thousand fires

And lawless-born desires

Are powerless to assail,

Or come beyond the pale

Which nature's self has built

To ward off brutal guilt ;
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Round which no prowling sin

Dares more than glance within,

And, if it came to prey,

Slinks., shamed and sad, away !

Oh, weakness which the strong

Respect, and fear to wrong,

May Error never come

Where thou mak'st smiling home,

To sadden o'er that face,

Its Eden look erase
;

Grave channels there for tears,

Where laughing life appears ;

Spread darkness over eyes

Where light luxuriant lies
;

And by some evil wile

Thy purity defile
;

But from thy youth to age,

Upon this world's sad stage,

In innocence of heart,

I lay still thy natural part ;

Till heaven, that lent thee here

To show what mortals were,

After some pangs of pain,

Rejoicing take again

Thy soul without a stain

To its own proper -sphere.
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THE INEBRIATE.

BY L. F. A.,

Author'of "The Poverty-stricken," "The Seasons," &c., &.c.

" In sooth, a strange, nnfathomed thing is life

The victory how rare how stern the strife

And, oh ! how oft Temptation's luring ray,

Doth melt, like wax, our best resolves away
We pause we hesitate the warning past

We cease th' unequal strife, and blindly yield at last.

How many a Youth, in life's first op'ning morn,

By the sure confidence of self upborne,

Blind to his danger, drains the draught of sin,

Nor heeds the faithful monitor within

The morning finds him high upon the wave,

And ere the evening falls he fills the drunkard's grave."

MRS. M. T. W. CHANDLER.

CHAPTER I.

Life has, woven in its woof, mingled threads, both white and gray.

AGAIN, kind reader, I venture to claim your attention,

whilst I bring before your mental gaze another portrait

of Life, painted in dark colours. But do not imagine,

that, because my pictures are dressed in tints of sombre

hue, I look upon this bright world of ours with clouded

-O
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feelings alone, and think it devoid of happiness : Oh no !

for well I ween, that sparkling gems, and lovely flowers

may always be gathered from its surface, and many a

pure pearl, and bright blossom, might be given in con-

trast to the withered buds, and clouded gems, that from

time to time I cluster together. It is with the earnest

hope, that the rose may be culled and the thorn rejected,

that I thus intrude myself upon your notice, with Pic-

tures of Life.

Having prefaced my narrative, let me introduce you

at once to its subject ;
and follow me now, as I quickly

speed away on the wings of thought, to a beautiful vil-

lage in New England, and find myself, on a bright May

morning, at the door of one of its modest-white cottages,

where is gathered together a family group, about to bid

farewell to one of their loved circle, a young son, and

brother, who is leaving his home to take his place in a

distant city, among the busy throng there engaged in

commercial pursuits.

Home has unnumbered charms ; and though the

young heart bounds with joyous hope, as it waits for

the passing breeze, to launch its giddy bark upon the

world's wide sea, yet, the endearments of kind friends,

and the solid comforts of the homestead are not easily

parted from, and as the hour of farewell draws near, they

gain an added interest, and wring, even from the manly

eye, a tear of regret. With such warm and kindly feel-
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ings, Harry Leister bade adieu to his paternal home. His

life had hitherto been one even stream, unruffled by aught

of care, and unsullied by contact with vicious examples,

or ungodly precepts. A Mother's holy kiss had left its

impress on his brow, and a Father's hand had smoothed

his pathway through the petty trials incident to childhood

and youth, but which are but as drops in the ocean, com-

pared to those which darken the meridian of life. In his

home, the spirit of love was the ruling power, and religion

the steady rock on which his parents rested all their hap-

piness. Alas then ! thatone so young should have parted

from a home like this, before his own trust was stayed

upon the " Rock of Ages." How mistaken is the idea

that children should be sent away from the guiding influ-

ence of parental care, because they may, in a vast metro-

polis, more readily acquire that wealth which, in many

instances, becomes the very bane of life. But again to

the chief subject of our tale. Harry Leister at length

arrived at the place of his destination, and was kindly

welcomed by those to whose care he was consigned.

With a bounding heart he took his place among a band of

young companions, themselves already initiated in the

weary round of mercantile pursuits, and alas! initiated

too, in the art of making the hours of rest from toil glide

swiftly away in the eager pursuit of what they called

pleasure. For awhile the remembrance of home precepts

hung around our friend Harry, and he could not easily

6 o
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shake off the trammels of a tender conscience ;
but with

no steady hand to guide him aright, he quickly lost his

repugnance to follow in the footsteps of young and giddy

companions, and soon took from them his first lessons in

seeking amusement, for they would have scorned to call

their nightly revels an introduction to vice. Beware young

man,
" A gulf doth yawn before thee

;
thou art treading,

E'en as a child upon an adder's nest !

With dazzled vision thou thy course art threading,

Mid tangled paths that have no goal of rest."

CHAPTER II.

I have small faith in thee
; thy careless tread

Is on the brink of fearful depths of woe ;

And yet thy foot falls lightly, with no dread

Of coming retribution's withering blow !

WITH quick and ready wit, a good education, and phy-

sical energy, Harry Leister bade fair to succeed in his

desires to acquire a position among men of wealth, partic-

ularly as his connection with families of opulence and

high station afforded him a stepping stone to society, and

introduced him also to men of note in business capacities.

We will pass quickly over the first few years of his sepa-

ration from home, simply saying, that gradually he thought

less and less of the precepts there inculcated, and almost

deemed it a wearisome task to visit his birth-place, as he

was at such times under a wholesome restraint, and often
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after such visits, could not easily return with quiet feel-

ings to the noisy round of fashionable life, for that little

monitor which dwells within each breast, and will not

always be stifled, often gave him a warning throb.

" Pause for a moment ; list the gentle pleading

Of the undying monitor within ;

Though trum art now its angel voice unheeding,

It strives to win thee from the verge of sin !"

In vain it pleads. He pauses not. Each deviation

from the path of duty makes it the more difficult to regain

that path ;
and so dazzling was the gay career in which

Harry Leister participated, that he scarcely thought of

after consequences, but glided unthinkingly into the cur-

rent which at last was to wreck him, both soul and body.

At first he only took the social cup, to enliven him after

the weary round of business
; then, he sipped another, and

another, to please his friends
;
and at last he took it, be-

cause he could not do without it. But he was not a

drunkard
;
he did not reel along the streets, or forget his

standing in society. True, he had not- arrived at this sad

point, but he had trod the first steps to ruin, and too well

we know that bad habits are not easily overcome.

"
Beware, beware the poisonous bowl !

It charmeth like the serpent's gaze,

But slayeth like the lightning's blaze."

Harry Leister's -personal appearance was rather pre-

possessing, and had already gained him an interest in the
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heart of a young and beautiful maiden, possessed of all the

accomplishments of ^fashionable education, but alas ! illy

fitted to become the companion of one, who needed a firm

and energetic mind to lead him through the tangled mazes

of life. How sad is the thought that the period of youth

is spent in acquiring superficial accomplishments alone,

without receiving those healthful lessons, which fit a woman

to occupy her true and noble station in society, as a good

wife and mother. Is it not rather a real accomplishment,

to know how to conduct a household faithfully, and well ?

But again to our story. Lucy Ashton promised to become

the wife of Harry Leister, and the fulfilment of that pro-

mise would, he thought, secure his greatest earthly happi-

ness. His business prospects too wore the brightest

colouring, for he had obtained a partnership in a thriving

commercial house, and his capacities for trade had, by the

persevering instructions of his former employers, added to

natural ability, become of quite a remarkable cast, for he

seemed to succeed in every new speculation, and was

every where known as a lucky man. Behold him now at

the summit of his wishes, about to lead to a home of his

own, a yoiing and beautiful wife, and one who blindly

believed him to be free from every blemish of character,

for in her presence every word had been studied, every

thought conned over, before expressed. This too he

had done with no wish to deceive, for her loveliness

had acted as a charm, made him almost forget his former

8*
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companions, and the gay pursuits which had so dazzled

him.

As we have but little to do with the bright shades of

life, we stay not to picture forth the joyous moment when

heart to heart was bound, but suppose the holy vows of

mutual love to have been recorded, and the young bride to

have passed to the home of her husband.

And now we take upon us the mournful task of noting

down the degradations caused by the slavish indulgence

of a vicious appetite.

CHAPTER III.

Dash the cup from you, for the sparkling draught is poison.

I WILL not take you step by step, kind reader, along the

downward path which led to Hany Leister's ruin, but after

a few prefatory remarks, I will show you two pictures as

the sequel to my story. One, the extent of happiness ;

the other, the extent of misery.

The first year after marriage was happiness itself; and

when a son was born, the fond parents deemed that nought

was wanting to" crown their cup of joy. But soon > the

novelty wore away, and they, who had looked upon the

world as their only source of joy, eagerly entered again

into its gayeties, seeking there a relief from ennui.
' Home

was not to them the golden spot where was centered their
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best affections. It is notfashionable, you know, to be often

found at home. Late sugpesiSj the dub (that bane of do-

mestic happiness), card parties, races, and the usual routine

of high life, soon awakened in Harry Leister a renewed

and more violent thirst for excitement, and these pursuits,

together with jovial companions, gradually estranged him

from his family, his business, and all that renders a man

respectable. By wild speculations, gambling, &c., he

soon lost large sums of money, then landed property, and

at last was sold out by the sheriff, a ruined man. This

last disgrace drove him to despair, and in the stimulus of

the wine cup he sought to drown present misery. .
Scorned

now by those he once deemed friends, he left the city, and

removed with his family to a place where he was totally

unknown. His energy of mind was clouded by a debas-

ing vice, which prevented success in every new undertak-

ing. False pride withheld his wife from making their

situation known to connections and true friends, and, for

fear of being traced, Harry Leister moved further from the

scenes of his childhood, and the period of his deepest

degradation finds him a dweller in the far West, away

from kind sympathy, and unknown to those around him,

save as a confirmed inebriate.

O
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CHAPTER IV.

I will not tell the mournful story word for word,

But I will paint a picture, and its varied hues

Shall speak the history.

JFfrst

IT is the quiet evening hour. Calmly the light fades

away in the western sky, like a weary child sinking to

rest. Nature is decking herself in holiday attire, casting

aside the tattered garments of the winter months. The

perfume of spring flowers floats upon the air, and the

feathered messengers are warbling forth their evening

hymns of grateful praise. We turn our gaze within a

stately mansion, and see luxuries and comforts which gold

alone can buy. T3ut \ve pause not to view the dazzling

splendour, for a far more lovely sight than this attracts the

attention. Step noiselessly within this room, and look

around you. See how gracefully those green tendrils

entwine around the silken curtains ; and try the downy

texture of the carpet, so heavy, and so rich, that the foot

springs from the surface. How beautifully the crimson

damask drapery shades that low couch ! Yet stay ;
some-

thing far more beautiful than aught that we have seen,

rests beneath the snow-white counterpane. The cherub

head of an innocent babe presses the downy pillow. How

calmly it slumbers ! Is not this a sight o'er which bright

O
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angels spread their sheltering wings, and gently smile ?

The silky lashes, droop upon the fair young cheek, and

the parted lips disclose those scattered pearl-drops, upon

which a mother looks with such intense delight. Kneeling

beside the couch, and gazing upon the babe with looks of

rapturous love, are the parents of the child. Lightly sits

time upon the fair face of the mother. No mark of care

rests upon the open brow, and her eye is bright, and un-

dimmed by sorrow. The father, too, seems one to whom

trouble is unknown ; and, as he clasps the hand of his

young wife, and bends upon her, and his child, looks of

deep affection, you would surely think his hand would be

the last to strike the blow that would crumble to dust

life's cherished hopes.

Secontt picture.

Years have glided swiftly by. It is the depth of an

inclement winter. The piercing cold fastens its grasp

upon us, even when close to the warm fireside, and the

ground is covered with Nature's winding-sheet, the snow,

which wraps in its embrace all that is fair and lovely, and

the wild wind whistles a mournful dirge through the leaf-

less forest. The conflicting elements are fitting preface

for the scene upon which we are about to gaze. Enter

yon lowly hovel. You scarcely imagine it to be the abode

of aught of human kind. But it is even so. Beneath its

6 ;
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roof is sheltered from the storms of heaven, a family con-

sisting of three children, a father, and a mother. Again

it is the evening hour. Through the broken roof, and

shattered windows, bursts the lingering rays of golden

light, partially illumining this dark abode. Now look

around you well, and mark the scene. No carpet covers

the earthen floor ;
nor bed, nor chair is there

;
no sump-

tuous drapery hides the cracked walls, through whose

damp crevices the slimy worm "drags his^slow length

along." No cheerful fire-place emits the warmth of glow-

ing embers. It is cold, and cheerless, and scarce displays

a streak of soot to testify to its identity. The floor

yielded by mother earth is not even smooth to the foot-fall,

but is hacked and marked with a thousand furrows, and

from its surface is exhaled all sorts of noisome vapours,

produced by the marshes which surround this sorry dwell-

ing. Turn not away in disgust, but look again upon the

scene, and learn a lesson of woe. Stay there is some-

thing moving in that dark corner of the room. Heard you

that moan ? Let us draw near to the spot. Alas ! alas ! it is

humanity that thus calls forth our sympathy. Huddled

closely together, upon some dirty straw, lie two squalid

children.
_
The matted hair almost hides their faces from

view : but the small and shrunken limbs, tell that they are

but young in years. They are moaning piteously, and

crying aloud for
"
bread,"

" bread." With clenched hands

and hollow cheek, close beside them, sits the mother.

O
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Anguish, and heart-felt sorrow, have worn deep furrows

on the once smooth brow. No tears burst from the sunken

eyes. Her misery is too deep for tears, and only sighs

and wailings tell her consciousness of woe. " My poor,

poor children ! I have no bread to give you, no crust to

stay your hunger. Your father's sin falls heavy on your

heads. The accursed gin-shop, and the poisoned bowl,

have drained the life-blood from those he promised to love

and cherish. His selfish appetite has taken the bread from

his children's mouths, and we are left to perish. Oh God !

spare him, spare him for he is my husband still ;
and

oh ! save me from despair, from heaping heavy curses on

his head." Exhausted nature sinks beneath the momen-

tary effort, and the miserable, famished creature, drops into

forgetfulness of her grief. Poor wretch ! would that from

this fainting sleep you might wake to happiness, in heaven.

And now a loud and ringing laugh bursts upon our

astonished ears ! What, laughter here ? Can there be

aught here to waken merriment ? No, no. But in yon-

der corner, sits crouching on the ground a youth of six-

teen summers. His brow is noble, and his limbs are well

proportioned. Why sits he there ? Why does he not toil

to gain sustenance for those around him ? Look at him

again, and you will learn the reason why. Mark the va-

cant stare and oh ! horror of horrors listen again to

that dreadful laugh, and those unearthly sounds. Sor-

rowful to relate, they come from the mouth of an idiot :

O :
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not one lorn such, but one made such, by the blow of a

drunkard, and that drunkard a father. We will quit this

frightful scene, and pass into the open air, with thanks upon

our lips that such is not our lot. I will show you but

one more shade of the picture, and then I will have ended.

Come with me to the village inn, and look upon the group

collected within its bar-room. There stands the sturdy

farmer, just taking a drop to keep the cold out so he

says. . There is the honest mechanic, too, enticed by the

persuasions, and driven by the sneers of jovial companions,

to spend a portion of his hard earnings in a pot of beer,

and at a game of draughts. Anon, we see men who

have grown bold in sin, and who scruple not to call aloud

for glass after glass of the intoxicating beverage; and

among them, in unsteady posture, stands a poor, forlorn

wretch, with scarcely sufficient clothing on to cover his

bloated frame, begging for more rum. He has not the

wherewith to purchase it, for he has pawned away his

most necessary garments to procure the deadly poison,

and he is now using all the eloquence left from his .shat-

tered senses, to beg for rum. This guilty being, that thus

claims our sympathy, is the father of the group collected

within the filthy hovel, and he bears the name of Harry

Leister ! You start, and say this cannot be
; this tale is

far too highly wrought. Before you condemn it, my
reader, examine the annals of misery : go to those whose

Christian sympathies and worldly wealth have been con-
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centrated in the reformation of the inebriate, and they will

tell you that such scenes as these have been met with, nay,

may often be found, and the cause is the wine cup.

Enter the prisons of our country. Mark yonder man,

bent and wrinkled with premature old age. Behold the

anguish depicted on his countenance. Day by day he sits

in gloomy silence. Night after night he starts from his

feverish sleep, and calls down curses on his head. His

hand has been steeped in the blood of a gray-headed

father. What caused this horrid crime? It was the

wine cup. Go to our lunatic asylums. Look upon that

poor being, writhing
r

in the tortures of madness. She

utters piercing yells, tears her hair, and lacerates her

shrivelled flesh. Say-! What has brought her to this

dreadful state? It was the wine cup. In a drunken

fit she murdered her innocent child, and when wakened to

the knowledge ofthe foul deed, she has become mad from

agony of soul and body.

" Oh ! that men should put an enemy in their months, to steal away their

brains."

April, 1847. L. P. A.
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THE ATTACKED ESCORT.

Scene,

IN 1810 I was in the French service, and ordered with

my regiment to Bayonne. Frequent convoys were sent

forward into Spain, sufficiently numerous to keep off the

Guerillas
;
and to one of those I was attached on its way

to Andalusia. Our convoy was strong: a corps of -in-

fantry, dragoons, and artillery, escorting a long train of

wagons with stores. Our march was through a fine part

of the country, and in the finest season of the year the

close of spring. We proceeded slowly, and had full

leisure to enjoy the landscape. The Spanish spring rea-

lizes all those ideas of beauty, those skies of cloudless blue

and splendid sunshine, those blossomed fields, and light

and delicious airs, that in other lands are scarcely more

than the language of poetry.

The convoy moved with the usual military precautions,

though it was too strong to be liable to a Guerilla attack.

We could not, however, prevent desultory skirmishes in

the defiles, by which we lost some men. Even this, in

some degree, added to the interest of our march. On the
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first report of a musket, the column closed
; pur mountain

voltigeurs and light infantry were sent up the hills, to turn

the flank of the Spaniards ; and, apart from the loss of

lives, the scene was often in the highest degree striking

and picturesque.

In this mode we passed on till we reached the Sierra

Morena. There the badness of the roads, which had been

neglected from the commencement of the war, broke

a considerable number of our wagons ; and as we had now

reached a country completely in the power of our troops,

the officer in command thought it better to move for-

ward with the main body, than linger for their repair.

Some hundred men were left behind to escort them, with

orders to follow to a town three marches off, which was to

be the head-quarters of the convoy. I had been taken ill,

and remained withlhe wagons: the delay, however, was

trifling ;
and in twenty-four hdurs we were on the road

again. Unluckily the commandant of the escort, in order

to make up for our lost time, took it into his head to move

by a narrow forest-road, instead of that through the open

country, which made a circuit of some extent. I observed

to him the hazard of this route ; he gave me civilly to un-

derstand, that I was not then at the head of my regiment ;

I said no more, and we plunged into the forest. For some

time all went on well ;. but the forest grew thicker, the

road narrower and more broken, and at last a grove of

oaks brought us almost to a stop. We here found our
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advanced dragoons, who waited for the column, that they

might not be entangled alone in the grove. We had

scarcely worked ourselves a dozen yards among the trunks

and copse, when an advanced sharpshooter fired, and in a

moment after we saw men with muskets in their hands

running round us. Their numbers increased rapidly, and

we soon had them in every direction front, flanks, and

rear. Our commandant had now found out his mistake,

and had nothing to do but to get out of it as well as he

could. The column had halted at once. The infantry

ware posted at its head, and in the rear of the wagons ;

the sharpshooters formed line on each side from front to

rear
;
and the dragoons were pushed into the wood, on

both sides of the road, at twenty paces off, to act as skir-

mishers . .

The fire had already begun, and the enemy had all the

advantage he might single u$ out as he pleased, while

we might take our revenge by firing at the trees. We saw

some of our dragoons tumbled from their horses, while

others galloped back to us wounded. Platoons of infantry

were advanced to support them, and they soon began to

feel, the effects of the fire. Our next experiment was to

send thirty dragoons to cut down every thing before them.

They charged gallantly, but they could not cut down oaks

and elms of a hundred years' growth ; and in a few min-

utes we saw about one-half of the troop gallop back again,

followed by a shout and a shower of balls.
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We were now situated awkwardly enough, and in fact

had nothing for it but fighting. The commandant was a

good officer, though he had entered the wood
;
and the

soldiers fired desperately. We made our way, losing men

continually ;
still we got on, until we came to an abattis

of trees, in the very heart of the forest. Here we fought

for life and death
;
the enemy, though only peasants, were

bold and capital shots
; and it was not until after an hour

of despair and carnage that we broke through the barrier,

wound our way through the forest, and saw the light of

heaven.
'

This cost us nearly all our wagons, two-thirds

of our escort, the commandant a severe wound in the

knee, and me a ball' in the shoulder.

This was an unlucky affair, and it left us all in ill-

humour. We moved on, determined to try no more short

cuts ;
and about half a league further saw another grove.

We all shrank at the sight ; but, above the trees we saw,

at a turning of the road, the chimneys of a chateau.

This, of course, would afford quarters for the officers, an

hospital for the wounded, and plunder for the rest. I now

remonstrated oh the necessity of losing no more time
;
but

the commandant's wound had made him outrageous, and

the sight of Spanish property was not easily resisted among

our troops at that period. So it was determined to try

what was in the inside of the chateau.

We left the few carriages that remained to us in the

road, and sent ,our sharpshooters up the grand avenue a
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stately range of oaks. There was not a soul to be seen

in the house : the windows were closed
; and, but that

the dogs barked fiercely, we should have thought that

the whole had been visited by the plague. The soldiers

hammered the great door with the butt-ends of their

muskets, flung stones at the windows, and at last began

to fire at the shutters. All was useless. At length, as we

were beginning to lay faggots against the door, a small

window was opened, and a man's voice inquired "what

we wanted ?"

One of our officers, who had served in Spain, answered,

that we wanted to get in and have some refreshment and

rest. The voice replied, and bade us go to a farm house

in sight, where we should find provisions.- "No," said

the officer,
" that is not enough ; open the door, or we

will get in in spite of you."

"You shall not get in," said the voice. "We have

force enough to defend ourselves ; retire at your peril."

This defiance put the troops in a rage. They looked

on it as an insolent challenge ; and while some of them

prepared to scale the windpws, others ran off to bring up

our guns to burst open the door. The commandant,

however, would not allow them to be used, in the fear

of bringing the Guerillas upon him again. At length

they broke open the door with the levers of the guns. As

it fell in, a line of fifty men drawn up in the court within

fired a volley, that knocked down one half of those in
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front. The rest fell back for a moment
;
but the whole

corps now rushed on, and filled the court before the Spa-

niards had time to reload. A few of them were killed on

the spot ;
but the greater part made good their retreat into

the chateau, and -from that into the grounds ;
where our

soldiers, as soon as they saw the rich furniture of the rooms,

did not think it worth their while to follow them.

I was extremely grieved at this whole affair
;
and in-

dignant and pained as I was at so much unnecessary evil,

I was led, partly by curiosity and partly by a wish to be

of what service I could to the unfortunate people of the

house, to enter the court, and see what was going for-

ward. At this time the first attack was over, and the sol-

diers had gained possession of the apartments above ;
but

there was still a scene going on that I shall never forget.

Some of the Spaniards had either been unable, or dis-

dained, to retreat
;
and at the further end of the court,

against the wall of a chapel, stood six or seven men who

seemed determined to die. They had made a little breast-

work of some loose wood, and from behind this they kept

up a regular discharge. I remarked among them a very

noble-looking man, hi an embroidered cloak, who appeared

to be their master, and beside him a boy of fifteen or six-

teen, who cried out continually,
"
Kill, kill the French !"

This lasted a few minutes, and we lost some men at every

discharge, till, at last, our soldiers, infuriated at this de-

fence by a handful of servants, rushed forward
;
seven or

Q
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eight took aim together at the master, and fired. I saw

the boy fall at the moment : the master staggered a few

paces back, and then advancing, flung himself beside the

body. The servants at this sight lost courage, threw

away their arms, and, springing upon the pieces of wood,

climbed over the wall, and made their escape through

the gardens; our soldiers offering them no interruption,

as the resistance was fairly at an end, and they were

anxious only to share the plunder with their comrades

in the chateau. My servant and I were now the only

persons in the court; and I was so much shocked and

disgusted with the whole scene of rapine and cruelty, that

I did not know whether to advance or retire. I saw the

court covered with dead, and felt the natural shudder of

every man, not altogether hardened, at beholding death

in such a shape, while the ear was filled with the shout-

ings and riot of plunder above. But as I gave a last

look to the spot where those gallant and unfortunate Spa-

niards had made their last stand, I thought I saw a hand

waved from among the corpses. I immediately went up

to them. The first face that I saw was the boy's. It

was turned upwards; and pale as it was, I think I- never

saw one so handsome. It still retained a slight expression

of disdain, which gave a kind of loftiness to its extreme

beauty, and reminded me, even in that moment, of the

Belvidere Apollo. But he was totally dead. It was

natural to feel something at such a sight. I continued
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almost involuntarily gazing on the face, till I was roused

by seeing the figure at his side raise iteelf slowly from the

ground, and sitting up, look me in the face, saying in a

low tone,
"
Barbarians, is not this enough ?" I absolutely

felt as if an apparition had risen before me. The hollow

voice, the large eyes nearly glazed, and yet haughty and

threatening, absolutely checked my breath. However, I

made some steps towards the wounded man, in the idea of

offering him assistance. He evidently misconceived me
;

and turning himself round with pain, clasped his arms

over the boy, kissed his lips two or three times, and then

looking up at me, seemed to await the mortal blow.

I was doubly shocked at this, and I believe a tear stole

into my eye. I told him in Spanish, that he was wrong

in taking me for one of his murderers; that I was

deeply grieved at all I saw ; and that if I could not help

those round him, I might be of some service to, at least,

himself.

He fixed his eyes on me, and said,
" You are a French-

man, and yet can feel!" It was no time to enter into

explanation ;
I merely replied,

" I wished to take him from

that place, and desired to know where my servant and I

should carry him to shelter."

"
It is too late. I am dying. If it were otherwise, I

should not" and he looked at his son's corpse
"
at

this moment be so calm."

I still entreated him. "
Well, then," said he,

"
if you

-O
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will do me this last kindness, have me carried into the

chapel, where my place has been long- prepared."

I raised him by the knees, my servant put his hands

under his head
;
and in this way we carried him gently

towards the chapel. It was then that I first saw that he

was mortally wounded.

The door of the chapel was open, and there we laid

(' wn our melancholy burthen. Under all the depression

of the moment, I could not help being struck with admi-

ration as I glanced round. The altar, columns steps,

were all of the finest marble, and the most exquisite

sculpture. But the most striking object was a monument

of Carrara marble in the centre. It was a dome on four

pillars, under which was a female figure lying on its side,

with the head resting on the arm, as in deep sleep : the

face and form were of exquisite loveliness. At the four

corners of the monument were four large wax tapers

burning ;
and a large black velvet pall which appeared to

have been covering the figure, lay beside it on the ground.

The wounded gentleman was evidently exhausted by

his last effort. I spoke to him, but he was unable to

answer. As his oval countenance gradually assumed the

calmness of death, I never saw any thing nobler. He

could not be more than between forty and fifty. The

large black eye, the arched brow, the cheek slightly tinged

with emotion, the mouth, moved with a faint smile which

seemed to say that all human efforts were hopeless, and
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that yet he thanked me
;

all made up such a face as wo

see in the pictures of Titian or Da Vinci. It was the

Spanish countenance in all its grandeur and all its me-

lancholy.

I gave him some wine and water from my servant's

canteen, and, after an effort, he said, in a dying tone,

.

"
Sir, I had once a wife, an admirable creature ! Hea-

ven took her from me in the most unfortunate and painful

manner. She was worthy of heaven. She died five

years ago ;
I built this tomb for us both : lay me beside

her."

I could not speak. He pressed my hand, and said

again,
"
Sir, I thank you for your feelings. If you will

let me make one more request, it shall be my last. Bring

the body of my boy, that I may look upon him once more,

and die with him beside me."

I shrank at this. The place was now entirely silent.

The soldiers had either gone away or were busy in the

remote parts of the chateau. There was nothing round

me but graves and death. I felt an involuntary horror at

going into the court, where I should see but bleeding

bodies. I will own that I felt a dimness come over my

eyes, and shook like a woman.

The noble Spaniard would urge me no farther
;
he sat

up, lifted his clasped hands, and fixed his eyes on heaven,

and after a struggle obviously of inward prayer, sank back

on the ground with a sigh which made me think that all

o
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was over. This awoke me ;
I went out, and with my

sen-ant, whom I found at the door, brought in the body of

the boy, and placed it by his father's side.

While I was gazing on them as they lay together in

their sad beauty, I saw the curtain of the altar rise slowly,

and from under it peep an old man, who looked round him

in great terror. I called to him to come forward, and

promised him safety. He was an old servant of the family :

and on seeing the bodies, he was in an agony of grief,

flung himself on them, tore his white hair, and cursed, as

well he might, their murderers. As he clasped his mas-

ter's hand I saw the eyes open ; they were turned upon

the boy's countenance, then on me. I heard the lips

whisper,
" God bless the hand that brought us together !"

then laying his arm round the boy's neck, and pressing

his lips to his cheek, the spirit departed with a deep sigh.

The old servant and I knelt beside them, and, I believe,

wept together.

After a while we heard the soldiers returning : we rose

and covered the bodies with the pall from the tomb. The

chapel was now nearly dark, and the soldiers came in with

lighted torches. They asked what was under the pall ;

and on being told, turned away with looks and gestures of

genuine regret. They did not even look at the servant,

who stood close to me, expecting to be put to deuth, not-

withstanding my assurances of safety.

The drums now beat, the plunder was gathered into

6
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the court, cars and wagons from the stables were loaded

with the rich moveables of the mansion
;
I waited until

all were on the march, then giving some money to the old

man, and bidding him call the fugitive domestics to do the

last honours to his masters, I walked, with a melancholy

heart, through the deserted court, and followed the troops.

From the first rising ground I looked back upon the

chateau the moon was touching its towers ; and when I

thought of what was below, I formed my fixed resolution

of being a soldier no more.

WOMAN.

What I most prize in woman

Is her affections, not her intellect !

The intellect is finite, but the affections

Are infinite, and cannot be exhausted.

Compare me with the great men of the earth :

What am I ? Why, a pigmy among giants !

But if thou loveet mark me ! I say lovest !

The greatest of thy sex excels thee not !

LONGFELLOW.

10
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CONGENIAL SPIRITS.

BY MRS. ABDY.

I.

OH ! in the varied scenes of life,

Is there a joy so sweet,

As when amid its -busy strife

Congenial spirits meet ?

Feelings and thoughts, a fairy band,

Long hid from mortal sight,

Then start to meet the master-hand

That calls them forth to light.

n.

When turning o'er some gifted page,

How fondly do we pause,

That dear companion to engage

In answering applause !

And when we list to music's sighs,

How sweet, at every tone,

To read within another's eyes

The raptures of our own !
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m.

To share together waking dreams.

Apart from sordid men,

Or speak on high and holy themes,

Beyond the worldling's ken !

These are most dear ; but soon shall pass

That summons of the heart,

Congenial spirits, soon, alas !

Are ever doomed to part.

IV.

Yet thou to whom such grief is given,

Mourn not thy lot of woe,

Say, can a wandering light from heaven

E'er sparkle long below ?

Earth would be all too bright, too blest,

With such pure ties of love ;

Let kindred spirits hope no rest,

Save in a rest above !
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GRACE NEVILLE.

BY MISS MART RUSSELL MITFORD.

Two or three winters ago the little village of Ashley

had the good fortune to have its curiosity excited by the

sudden appearance of a lovely and elegant young woman,

as an inmate in the house of Mr. Martin, a respectable

farmer in the place. The pleasure of talking over a new

comer in a country village, which, much as I love country

villages, does, I confess, occasionally labour under a stag-

nation of topics, must not be lightly estimated. In the

present instance the enjoyment was greatly increased by

the opportune moment at which it occurred, just before

Christmas, so that conjecture was happily afloat in all the

parties of that merry time, enlivened the tea-table, and

gave zest and animation to the supper. There was, too,

a slight shade of mystery, a difficulty in coming at the

truth, which made the subject unusually poignant. Talk

her over as they might, nobody knew any thing certain

of the incognita, or her story ; nobody could tell who she

was, or whence she came. Mrs. Martin, to whom her

neighbours were on a sudden most politely attentive in

the way of calls and invitations, said nothing more than
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that Miss Neville was a young lady who had come to

lodge at Kibes Farm
;
and except at church Miss Neville

was invisible. Nobody could tell what to make of her.

Her beauty was, however, no questionable matter. All

the parish agreed on that point. She was in deep mourn-

ing, which set off advantageously a tall and full, yet easy

and elastic figure, in whose carriage the vigour and firm-

ness of youth and health seemed blended with the elegance

of education and good company. Youth and health were

the principal characteristics of her countenance. There

was health in her bright hazel eyes, with their rich, dark

eyelashes ; health in the profusion of her glossy brown

hair
;
health in her pure and brilliant complexion ; health

in her red lips, her white teeth, and the beautiful smile

that displayed them; health in her very dimple. Her

manners, as well as they could be judged of in passing to

and from church, leading one of the little Martins by the

hand, and occasionally talking to him, seemed as graceful

as her person, and as open as her countenance. All the

village agreed that she was a lovely creature, and all the

village wondered who she could be. It was a most ani-

mating puzzle.

There was, however, no mystery in the story of Grace

Neville. She was the only child of an officer of rank,

who fell in an early stage of the Peninsular war
;
her

mother had survived him but a short time, and the little

orphan had been reared in great tenderness and luxury by
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her maternal uncle, a kind, thoughtless, expensive man,

speculating and sanguine, who, after exhausting a good

fortune in vain attempts to realize a great one, sinking

money successively in fanning, in cotton-spinning, in

paper-making, in a silk-mill and a mine, found himself

one fair morning actually ruined, and died (such things

have happened) of a broken heart, leaving poor Grace,

at three-and-twenty, with the habits and education of an

heiress, almost totally destitute.

The poor girl found, as usual, plenty of comforters

and advisers. Some recommended her to sink the little

fortune she possessed in right of her father in a school
;

some to lay it by for old age, and go out to look at the

world through the back windows as a friend of mine

calls going a-governessing ;
some hinted at the possibility

of matrimony, advising, that at all events so fine a young

woman should try her fortune by visiting about amongst

her friends for a year or two, and favoured her with a

husband-hunting invitation accordingly. But Grace was

too independent and too proud for a governess ; too sick

of schemes for a school ;
and the hint matrimonial had

effectually prevented her from accepting any, even the

most unsuspected, invitation. Besides, she said, and per-

haps she thought, that she was Weary of the world
; so

she wrote to Mrs. Martin, once her uncle's housekeeper,

now the substantial wife of a substantial farmer, and came

down to lodge with her at Ashley.

O
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Poor Grace ! what a change ! It was midwinter
;

snowy, sleety, foggy, wet. Kibes Farm, an old manor-

house dilapidated into its present condition, stood with

half its windows closed, a huge vine covering its front,

and ivy climbing up the sides to the roof the very image

of chillness and desoktion. There was, indeed, one

habitable wing, repaired and fitted up as an occasional

sporting residence for the landlord
;
but those apartments

were locked ; and she lived, like the farmer's family, in

the centre of the house, made up of great, low, dark rooms

with oaken panels, of long rambling passages, of inter-

minable galleries, and broad gusty staircases, up which

you might drive a coach and six. Such was the prospect

within doors; and without, mud! mud! mud! nothing

but mud ! Then the noises
;

wind in all its varieties,

combined with bats, rats, cats, owls, pigs, cows, geese,

ducks, turkeys, chickens, and children, in all varieties

also
; for, besides the regular inhabitants of the farm-yard,

biped and quadruped, Mrs. Martin had within doors sun-

dry coops of poultry, two pet lambs, and four boys from

six years old downward, who were in some way or other

exercising their voices all day long. Mrs. Martin, too, she

whilom so soft-spoken and demure, had now found her

scolding tongue, and was indeed noted for that accomplish-

ment all over the parish ;
the maid was saucy, and the

farmer smoked.

Poor Grace Neville ! what a trial ! what a contrast !
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She tried to draw ; tried to sing ;
tried to read

;
tried to

work ; and, above all, tried to be contented. But nothing

would do. The vainest endeavour of all was the last.

She was of the social, cheerful temperament to which

sympathy is a necessity ;
and having no one to whom she

could say, how pleasant is solitude ! began to find solitude

the most tiresome thing in the world.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Mar-

tin were very good sort of people in their way scolding

and smoking notwithstanding ;
but their way-was so dif-

ferent from hers
;
and the children, whom she might have

found some amusement in spoiling, were so spoilt already

as to be utterly unbearable.

The only companionable person about the place was a

slipshod urchin, significantly termed " the odd boy ;" an

extra and supplementary domestic, whose department it is

to help all the others out of doors and in
;
to do all that

they leave undone ;
and to bear the blame of every thing

that goes amiss. The personage in question, Dick Crosby

by name, was a parish child, taken from the work-house.

He was, as nearly as could be guessed (for nobody took

the trouble to be certain about his age), somewhere border-

ing on eleven ; a long, lean, famished-looking boy, with

a pale complexion, sharp thin features, and sunburnt hair.

His dress was usually a hat without a crown
;
a tattered

round frock
; stockings that scarcely covered his ankles

;

and shoes that hung on his feet by the middle like clogs,

down at heel, and open at toe. Yet, underneath these
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rags, and through all his huffings and cuffings from master

and mistress, carter and maid, the boy looked, and was,

merry and contented ;
was even a sort of wag in his way ;

sturdy and independent in his opinions, and constant in his

attachments. He had a pet sheep-dog (for amongst his

numerous avocations he occasionally acted as under-shep-

herd), a spectral, ghastly-looking animal, with a huge

white head and neck, and a gaunt black body Mephis-

topheles might have put himself into such a shape. He

had also a pet donkey, the raggedest brute upon the com-

mon, of whom he was part owner, and for whose better

maintenance he -was sometimes accused of such petty

larceny as may be comprised in stealing what no other

creature would eat refuse hay, frosty turnips, decayed

cabbage leaves, and thistles from the hedge.

These' two faithful followers had long shared Dick

Crosby's affections between them j but, from the first day

of Miss Neville's residence in Ashley, the dog and the

donkey found a rival. She happened to speak to him, and

her look, and smile, and voice, won his heart at once and

for ever. Never had high-born damsel in the days of

chivalry so devoted a page. He was at her command by

night or by day ; nay,
"
though she called another, Abra

came." He wrould let nobody else clean her shoes, carry

her clogs, or run her errands ; was always at hand to open

the gates and chase away the cows when she walked
;

forced upon her his own hoard of nuts
;
and scoured the
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country to get her the wintry nosegays which the mild-

ness of the season permitted, sweet-scented coltsfoot,

china roses, laurustinus, and stocks.

It was not in Grace's nature to receive such proofs of

attachment without paying them in kind. Dick would

hardly have been, her choice for a pet, but being so hon-

estly and artlessly chosen by him, she soon began to return

the compliment, and showered on him marks of her favour

and protection ; perhaps a little gratified, so mixed are^
human motives ! to find that her patronage was still of

consequence at Kibes Farm. Halfpence and sixpences,

apples and gingerbread, flowed into Dick's pocket, and his

outward man underwent a thorough transformation. He

cast his rags, and put on for the first time in his life an

entire suit of new clothes. A proud boy was Dick that

day. It is recorded that' he passed a whole hour in alter-

nate fits of looking in the glass and shouts of laughter.

He laughed till he cried for sheer happiness.

I have been thus particular in my account of Dick

Crosby, because, in the first place, he was an old acquain-

tance of mine, a constant and promising attendant at the

cricket-ground his temperament being so mercurial, that

even in his busiest days, when he seemed to have work

enough upon his hands for ten boys, he would still make

time for play ;
in the second

s
because I owe to him the

great obligation of being known to his fair patroness.

He had persuaded her, one dry afternoon, to go .with him,
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and let him show her the dear cricket-ground ;
I happened

to be passing the spot, and neither of us could ever re-

member exactly how he managed the matter, but the boy

introduced us. He was an extraordinary master of the

ceremonies, to be sure
;
but the introduction was most

effectually performed, and to our mutual surprise and

mutual pleasure we found ourselves acquainted. I have

always considered it one of the highest compliments ever

paid me that Dick Crosby thought me worthy to be known

to Miss Neville.

We were friends in five minutes. I found the promise

of her lovely countenance amply redeemed by her charac-

ter. She was frank, ardent, and spirited, with a cultivated

mind and a sweet temper; not to have loved her \vould

have been impossible ;
and she, besides the natural pleas-

ure of talking to one who could understand and appreciate

her, was delighted to come to a house where the mistress

did not scold, or the master smoke; where there were

neither pigs, children, nor chickens.

As spring advanced and the roads improved, we saw

each other almost every day. The country round Ashley

has a pretty pastoral character ;
meadows and coppices,

winding lanes and a winding trout-stream, form its prin-

cipal features ;
but their combination is often very pleas-

ing, and the soft skies and mild breezes of April, and the

profuse floweriness of hedgerow, wood, and field, gave a

never-failing charm to our long rural walks. Grace was
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fond of wild flowers, which her pro'ege Dick was assi-

duous in procuring. He had even sacrificed the vanity of

sticking the first bunch of primroses in his Sunday hat to

the pleasure of offering them to her. They supplied her

with an indoor amusement
;
she drew well, and copied

his field nosegays with taste and delicacy. She had ob-

tained, too, the loan of a piano, and talked stoutly of

constant and vigorous practice, and of pursuing a steady

course of reading. All young ladies, I believe, make such

resolutions, and some few may possibly keep them ;
Miss

Neville did not.

However lively and animated whilst her spirits' were

excited by society, it was evident that when alone poor

Grace was languid and listless, and given to reverie. She

would even fall into long fits of musing in company, start

when spoken to, droop her fair head like a snowdrop, and

sigh oh, such sighs ! so long, so deep, so frequent, so

drawn from the very heart ! They might, to be sure, have

been accounted for by the great and sad change in her

situation, and the death of her indulgent uncle ; but these

griefs seemed worn over. I bad heard such sighs before,

and could not help imputing them to a different cause.

My suspicions were increased when I found out acci-

dentally that Dick and his donkey travelled every morn-

ing three miles to meet just such another Dick and such

another donkey, who acted as letter-carriers to the whole

village of Ashley. They would have arrived at Kibes
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Farm by noon in their natural progress, but Grace could

not wait
;
so Dick and the donkey made a short cut across

the country to waylay his namesake of the letter-bag, and

fetch disappointment four hours sooner. It was quite

clear that whatever epistles might arrive, the one so ear-

nestly desired never came. Then she was so suspiciously

fond of moonlight, and nightingales, and tender poesy ;

and in the choice of her music, she would so repeat over

and over one. favourite duet, and would so blush if the

repetition were remarked ! Surely she could not always

have sung La ci darem by herself. Poor Grace Neville !

Love was a worse disease than the solitude of Kibes

Farm.

Without pretending to any remarkable absence of cu-

riosity on the one hand, or pleading guilty to the slightest

want of interest in my dear young friend on the other, I

was chiefly anxious to escape the honour of being her con-

fidante. So sure as you talk of love, you nourish it; and

I wanted hers to die away. Time and absence, and cheer-

ful company, and summer amusements would, I doubted

not, effect a cure ;
I even began to fancy her spirits im-

proving, when one morning, towards the middle of May,

she came to me more hurried and agitated than I had ever

seen her. The cause, when disclosed, seemed quite inad-

equate to produce so much emotion. Mrs. Martin had

received a letter from her landlord, informing her that he

had lent to a friend the apartments fitted up for himself at

11
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Kibes Farm, and that his friend would arrive on the suc-

ceeding day for a week's angling.
"
Well, my dear

Grace, and what then ?" " And this friend is Sir John

Gower." " But who is Sir John Gower ?" She hesitated

a little
" What do you know of him ?" "

Oh, he is the

proudest, sternest, cruelest man ! It would kill me to see

him : it would break my heart, if my heart be not broken

already." And then, in an inexpressible gush of bitter

grief, the tale of love which I had so long suspected burst

forth. She had been engaged to the only son of this

proud and wealthy baronet, with the full consent of all

parties ;
and on the discovery of her uncle's ruined cir-

cumstances, the marriage had been most harshly broken

off by his commands. She had never heard from Mr.

Gower since they were separated by his father's authori-

ty ; but in the warmth and confidence of her own passion-

ate and trustful love, she found an assurance of the con-

tinuance of his. Never was affection more ardent or more

despairing. No common man could have awakened such

tenderness in such a woman. I soothed her all I could,

and implored her to give us the happiness of her company

during Sir John's stay at Ashley : and so it was settled.

He was expected the next evening, and she agreed to come

to us some time in the forenoon.

The morning, however, wore away without bringing

Miss Neville. Dinner-time arrived and passed, and still

we heard no tidings of her. At last, just as we were about
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to send to Kibes Farm for intelligence, Dick Crosby ax-

rived on his donkey, with a verbal request that I would go

to her there. Of course I complied ;
and as we proceeded

on our way, I walking before, he riding behind, but neither

of us much out of our usual pace, thanks to my rapid steps

and the grave funeral march of the donkey, I endeavoured

to extract as much information as I could from my attend-

ant, a person whom I had generally found as communica-

tive as heart
couljj desire.

On this occasion he was most provokingly taciturn. I

saw that there was no great calamity to dread, for the

boy's whole face was evidently screwed up to conceal a

grin, which, in spite of his efforts, broke out every mo-

ment in one or other of his features. He was bursting

with glee, which, for some unknown cause, he did not

choose to impart; and seemed to have put his tongue

under a similar restraint to that which I have read of in

some fairy-tale, where an enchanter threatens a loquacious

waiting-maid with striking her dumb if, during a certain

interval she utters more than two words yes and no.

Dick's vocabulary was equally limited. I asked him if

Miss Neville was well? "Yes." If he knew what she

wanted ?
" No." If Sir John Gower was arrived ?

" Yes." If Miss Neville meant to return with me ?

" No."

At last unable to contain himself any longer, he burst

into a shout something between laughing and singing, and
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forcing the astonished donkey into a pace, which in that

sober beast might pass for a gallop, rode on before me,

followed by tfee barking sheep-dog, to open the gate;

whilst I, not a little curious, walked straight through the

house to Miss Neville's sitting-room. I paused a moment

at the door, as by gome strange counteraction of feeling

one often does pause when strongly interested, and in that

moment I caught the sweet notes of La ci darem, sung by

a superb manly voice, and accompanied y Grace's piano ;

and instantly the truth flashed upon me, that the old Sir

John Gower was gathered to hie fathers, and that this was

the heir and the lover come to woo and to wed. No won-

der that Grace forgot her dinner engagement ! No won-

der that Dick Crosby grinned !

I was not mistaken. As soon as decorum would allow,

Sir John carried off his beautiful bride, attended by her

faithful adherent, the proudest and happiest of all odd

boys ! And the wedding was splendid enough to give a

fresh impulse to village curiosity, and a new and lasting

theme to the gossips of Ashley, who first or last could

never comprehend Grace Neville,



TO THE SWALLOW,

PREPARING TO EMIGRATE.

31 Sonnet.

BY ALEXANDER BALFOUR, ESQ.

AND canst thou leave my hospitable dome,

Where on my sheltering sash thy nest was hung

Where thou securely in thy clay-built home

Didst patient hatch and fondly nurse thy young ?

I saw thee swiftly shoot across the sky,

And sport where Summer wanton'd in her prime ;

She smiles no more thou plumest thy wings to fly,

And seek for shelter in a milder clime.

Ungrateful bird ! have I not been thy friend ?

Did not my guardian care protect thy nest ?

With watchful eye from every foe defend ?

Nor cat nor climbing boy could thee molest.

So summer friends, when clouds begin to lower,

Forsake us in the storm of chill Misfortune's hour.

11*



MERLIN AND THE KNIGHT.

1 I

COME, let us away ! The morn is bright ;

The clouds are tinged with golden light ;

And the sun, like a crowned king looks forth

In festal pomp on the smiling earth.

Come, let us away ! The wars are done !

'Tis a noble field, my knight, we have won ;

Thy shield on the castle wall be hung,

And thy deeds in the Minstrel's lay be sung !

"Pis a time of peace, and the land is free ;

The unherded cattle graze peacefully ;

And the hermit sits hi the forest shade,

No more of the coming foe afraid.

Then away with me to the Merlin's Glen ;

We will ride by the Druid stone again ;

And see the hawk from the mountain's crown,

Bring, as of yore, his quarry down.
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We have seen the clouds part east and west.

And the day shine out on a land at rest ;

And our crowned king in his own domain,

Sit down on his father's throne again.

.**>
Then let us away, I care not whither,

O'er hill or plain, so we wend together ;

For 'tis greater joy with thee thus to ride,

Than to lead to the altar a blooming bride.

HOPE.

WHEN Hope's bright form has ta'en a heavenward flight,

Ah ! where shall the immortal spirit find

Its wonted rest, or where the busy mind

Look for its one support? a rayless night

Alone would then pervade the anxious sight.

Casting a lingering look of fear behind,

Eut seeing'nothing, onward might we wind,

Lost to each sense of pure religion's light ;

This'world would then a wilderness appear,

Where man benighted vainly looks for rest,

And still looks on, though it shall not be near,

And God denies this first, this great behest :

It cannot be Hope is the Christian's stay,

The brightest beam that lights us on our way.
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MARY DONALDSON,

OR THE WEE WOMAN o' BRECKONHILL.

"
Affliction's sons are brothers in distress,

A brother to relieve, how exquisite the bliss !"

FIFTY years ago the people of England practically

understood what a Solitude meant ;
in these days we

know it only by the term and descriptions ; loneliness of

situation, remoteness from the dwellings of men. There

are no solitudes, no lonely dwellings such as existed in

former times, when retirement was such, that it was little

short of exclusion from society ;
when the arrival of the

old bagpiper, or the wandering pedlar, with his little basket

of wares, was considered an event in the family ;
an event

which never failed to assemble the entire household, not

only to gather all the news that was going, but to hear

the old minstrel play
" On Ettrick

r
s banks in a summer's

night," or " Farewell to Lochaber," and to purchase from

the pedlar glasses, ribbons, and the four seasons painted in

such intensely bright colours, that, by the children, they

were deemed nothing less than exquisite ! Neither a Claude

O
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nor a Titian, with the chaster taste of after times, ever

called forth half the admiration.

^ The solitude in such situations was often so unbroken,

that in a calm day you might hear a horse's hoof for miles

off, and then as to guests, they were a thing of such rare

occurrence, that a dinner put not only every person, but

every animal about the place in requisition, from the anx-

ious mistress downwarj^to the very herd-boy and the old

mare Maggie. Preparation itself constituted a great part

of the enjoyment, for in those days conversation was not

very intellectual ; all the care was that nothing might be

wanting in kindness and hospitality. The visit ended,

every thing returned to its wonted course
;
the wardrobe

received its long-hoarded dresses, the old-carved press its

snowy napery, and then, perhaps, many a month would

pass over ere another stranger would break in upon the

solitude.

What a change does this country exhibit since art and

science have given such facility to travelling ; now every

mountain and every valley are visited ; every rural haunt,

famed for beauty, is explored, not only by the painter,

the poet, and the curious traveller, but by all classes of the

community.

This intercourse, we must allow, civilizes mankind,

and introduces important blessings into society, but it

necessarily destroys much of that originality and simplicity

which are so delightful to be met with. Collision may
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polish character, but it lessens individuality. Perhaps it

is a foolish prejudice in favour of old times, but we should

wish to see some of those strong characteristic traits,

which grow up in seclusion, preserved amongst our

peasantry ;
we should rejoice to perceive all ranks Chris-

tianized in heart, but not all modelled and stereotyped

cither in manner or language. We would not have all

solitude destroyed by perpetual frequency, nor all sponta-

neous feeling checked by imitation. But alas ! we are

afraid that ere another fifty years have passed away,

there will be no individuals like WEE MARY DONALDSON

no solitudes like the solitude of Breckonhill.

This beautiful spot is situated on the borders of Scot-

land and Cumberland. The old house stands on the brow

of a hill which looks down upon the river Line, the

borders of which are shaded with trees and covered with

underwood. A little mill, to which the miller's cottage is

attached, stands on the brink of the river the very image

of solitude and repose.

" Lone mang trees and braes it reekit

Hafflins seen, and hatflins hid."

On one side of the court was an ancient stone tower, built

in the feudal times not only as a look-out, but for the

preservation of cattle and a place of defence against those

predatory incursions which tne Scottish moss-troopers

were wont to make upon the Borders. This tower,

though not adorned by
"
jutty frieze," was a picturesque

6
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object, and in its "coigne of vantage," not only the

chattering daw, but " the guest of summer, the temple-

haunting martlet," built its little domicile.

From its turrets there was a fine view of the country

and the surrounding mountains, and from thence, too, the

river was seen,- as the Ayrshire Poet beautifully describes.

Whyles owre a linn the burnie plays,

As thro' the glen it wimpl't ;

Whyles round a rocky scar it strays ;

Whyles in a wiel it dimpl't ;

Whyles glitter'd to the nightly rays,

Wi' bickering, dancing dazqjp;

Wbyles cookit underneath the braes,

Below the spreading hazle.

On the outside of the court was a green, and on this

green, close by the old gate-way, stood a cottage, where

Mary Donaldson, the subject of this narrative, resided :

she was a woman of unusually short stature, and, by old

and young, was always called Little Mary Donaldson.

But, if her figure were diminutive, her humanity and

benevolence of heart were warm and expansive. In con-

templating her little history, one cannot help regretting

that a being of such tender and compassionate feelings

should have had to struggle with poverty and hardship

through the whole of her pilgrimage ;
for she was literally

a servant of servants ;
one who was expected to run at

every body's call, as if she herself were incapable of

fatigue. The very children imposed upon her patient
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good humour, and would climb upon her back and add to

her burden as she returned from the distant well with her

pitcher of water in one hand, and a bundle of sticks hi the

other. She wore a man's large slouched hat tied under

the chin in all seasons, both within doors and without, and

in the winter, when she could no longer work in the

fields or tend the cattle, she spun hard all day, and thought

her labours well repaid, if, in the evenings, her earnings

amounted to a few pence. Her diminutive stature pre-

vented her from ever being hired as a regular servant, so

that when she was employed, she received only the wages

of a girl. In those days the pay of the peasantry was

very small, so that in all her life poor Mary rarely pos-

sessed more than a few shillings at one time; conse-

quently a sum of money that we should deem insignificant,

would, in her estimation, appear wealth and affluence,

whilst the very circumstance of its being earned with

difficulty would enhance its value.

For a short period Mary left her little cottage by the

gate-way at Breckonhill, and went to live at Langholm

with her brother, who rented a small farm there ;
in his

service she never received any wages, so, as a compensa-

tion for her labours, he at length presented her with a

little Scotty calf, which she was to rear and sell for her-

self. How she tented it how she watched its growth

as she drove it to the pasture, and how hard it was to part

with this her first possession, even for all the money its

O : O
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dappled sides would bring, we may not declare. But to

Annan Fair wee Mary DonaldsRi set off with her little

Scotty : her own simple narrative shall relate the sequel.

" I selt my bonnie cow at Annan Fair for three pund

ten, and was just turning hame again, right glad o' heart,

wi' the money a' safe i' my pocket, when at the town fit

what should I see but a meikle crowd o' folk, an i' the

vera midst o' them a', a puir man wha stood wringing his

hands an greeting
* unco sair

;
sae I spiered f what was

the matter, an they telt me he had just buried his wife, an

they were e'en taking him awa to jail because he couldna

pay his mailens.J
' An how meikle is't?' spiered I, an

they said it was three pund ten. Then I was sae wae,

sae vera wae
\
for the puir man, for the widower, to see

greet sae, for he'd just lost his wife, that I e'en gied him

a' my money my three pund ten ! that I had selt my

Scotty for. I said,' Here, puir man, here, ye shall hae it a'.

But the warst o't was, I was sae wae, sae vera wae, and

sae dinted
||
that 1 never minded on to spier the puir man's

name. Sae when I gat hame fra the fair, and telt them a'

what I had done, oh the weary life my brother led me ! he

was e'en like to turn me out o' the onset, and ca'd me

monie a puir silly daft body, an aye 'telt me I would never

see a plack o' my money again. But it was just that day

six weeks, for weel I mind on, I heard somebody knock at

*
Greeting, weeping. f Spiered, inquired.

J Mailens, rent. Wae, sorry. || Dinted, overpowered.

12
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the door, an a man spier gin a vera wee woman didna live

there ca'd Mary DonaldBh ? It's me ! it's me ! I said, an

rinning to the door, wha should it be but the vera puir

man's ain sel ! an right justly did he pay me a' my monie

again, my three pund ten ! an treated us wi' a crown

bowl o' punch forbye."

This affecting narrative was often repeated to the

writer, when a child, by a near relative who resided at

Breckonhill, and who was intimately acquainted with the

circumstance. By her benevolence Mary's severe po-

verty was softened and relieved, and such was her sim-

plicity of character and confidence in that benevolence,

that she was wont to say, "I'll never apply to the parish

as long as ye hae either milk or meal i' the house."

How sweetly does the charity of this poor woman

realize the example recorded in Scripture
" She of her

want did cast in all that she had, even all her living."

A. H.

O
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SIX HOURS IN ICELAND.

BY THE REV. WILLIAM SCORESBT.

AFTER the scientific researches of Sir George Mac-

kenzie, and the peculiarly interesting investigations of Dr.

Henderson, in this extraordinary country, little is to be ex-

pected from an occasional and unpremeditated visit of a

few hours. And little that is new will probably be found

in this article. Nevertheless, in a country where every

thing is peculiar in which nature has stamped her pro-

vince with the wildest and most terrific impressions, and

in which Providence, with wonderful contrast, has mould-

ed its dominion with the most primitive, artless, and vir-

tuous features, researches, otherwise common-place,

obtain, from locality and association, a degree of importance

that may excuse their being recorded. The visit that I

propose to narrate, comes recommended, neither as attend-

ed by adventurous incident, nor by the discovery of strange

phenomena ;
but merely by an example of that beautiful

simplicity of character and moral propriety for which the

inhabitants, so far as they have been preserved from foreign

contamination, have long been justly celebrated.

O
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Returning from a whale-fishing voyage on the coast

of West Greenland, in the summer of 1820, we were

deflected from our course, by a prevalence of easterly

winds, towards the northern shores of Iceland. On the

3d of August, at eleven A. M., the wind blowing a brisk

gale from the south-eastward, with foggy weather, we

came suddenly, but not unexpectedly, in sight of land, in

the south-west quarter. Soon after mid-day, the fog

clearing to leeward, over the land, exhibited a mountainous

country to the south-west and west of us, and also a long

narrow point of land to the south-eastward, jutting far into

the sea. This was the peninsular promontory of Langa-

ness, the north-eastern extremity of Iceland, which stretch-

es its rugged head-land within the reach of the midnight

rays of the Arctic sun. Coasting the western side of the

promontory, towards Thiselsfiord, we fell into a smooth sea,

under shelter of the land. About three p. M. we tacked,

being in fourteen fathoms water, about a mile from the

shore, and made a signal for a boat
; but none came off".

At six in the evening, being abreast of a hamlet, and

within three-quarters of a mile of the beach, I took a

boat, and leaving the ship in charge of the chief-mate,

proceeded to the shore. As wre approached, several per-

sons were observed watching us by the side of the hamlet,

who, on waving our hats to them, came running towards

us. We landed on a beach of large rounded stones,

where there was some surf; the Icelanders awaiting our

~
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arrival within call. They received us by taking off their

hats and bowing, and unexpectedly, though not a little

agreeably, by shaking our offered hand, instead of the usual

salute. Then, unasked, they gave us a hearty and effec-

tual pull with the boat, by which it was secured from the

action of the surf.

Totally ignorant of each other's language, so that our

intercourse at first was a mere dumb-show, we proceeded

directly towards the hamlet, both for the gratification of a

natural curiosity in visiting a strange country, and with

the hope that the sight of new or tangible objects would

afford a means, however imperfect, of more satisfactory

communication. In this we were not disappointed.

On reaching the hamlet, which resolved itself, on ex-

amination, into two or three humble habitations, we were

met by all the inmates of the principal cottage, consisting

of a good-looking middle-aged female, and four or five

children, who, with three men that accompanied us from

the beach, formed, to us, a curious and interesting group.

Knowing the scarcity of bread on the island, a bag of bis-

cuits was brought along with us, which I requested a

young gentleman of our party, who had accompanied me

on my voyage, to empty within the hut. The good house-

wife seized his hand and kissed it in thankfulness ; but on

its being intimated to her that I was the principal of the

party, she ran up to me with a peculiar expression of live-

ly gratitude, and kissing my hand, challenged, by a token

12*
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at once modest and intelligible, the customary salute. She

was a pleasant looking person, rather short of stature,

with an animated and good-tempered expression of coun-

tenance. Her dress was the common domestic or work-

ing clothes of the Iceland population ;
a costume which,

like their language, manners, and simplicity of character,

has continued unchanged for at least a period of nine

centuries. It consisted, externally, of a petticoat of a

white woollen cloth, of native growth and manufacture,

called wadmel, a skirta or shift of the same material, visi-

ble above the waist, and a coarse blue jacket, imperfect-

ly meeting in front. These articles, with coarse worsted

stockings, and seal-skin or sheep-skin shoes, completed

the dress
;
the head, on this occasion, being bare. The

dress of the male peasants consisted of a woollen shirt,

with jacket, breeches, and stockings of the same materials,

and a piece of undressed seal-skin bound over each foot

for shoes, and an old hat of the ordinary form. The dress

of the female children was similar to that of their mother,

but neither whole nor cleanly. Indeed, many as the vir-

tues of the Icelanders are, absolute cleanliness is not inclu-

ded among them.

Having obtained leave to examine the cottage, I pene-

trated the four different ramifications which its form, being

that of a cross, produced. The interior had a- disagreea-

ble atmosphere; a large quantity of sea-birds hanging

from the roof, or lying about the floor, and a tub of train-
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oil standing in the midst of one of the compartments, so

contaminated the air, where there was a very imperfect

ventilation, that it required no little curiosity and persever-

ance to pursue the examination. There were no windows

in the sides, and only two openings in the roof, which

served, in a measure, the double purpose of emitting smoke

and admitting light. In the first or entrance compartment,

there was lying a heap of " lums" or young kitty-wakes

(Larus Rissa), which, from the numbers collected and

dried, seemed to form a considerable article of summer

subsistence. In the same place a girl of ten or twelve

years of age was employed churning, with an apparatus

not unlike that in common use in England before the in-

troduction of the barrel churn. The compartment on the

left was used as a kitchen, having at this time a fire made

of drift-wood; and that on the right was the sleeping

apartment, containing a long bench covered with hay, &c.,

but no bed-clothes were visible. Connected with the cot-

tage were two little huts%ith distinct entrances, one of

which was employed as a ware-room, and contained all

their stockings, mitts, flocks, sheep-skins, and other arti-

cles of like nature intended for trade. The cottage and

contiguous huts were built of a framing of wood, filled in

with clay ;
the roofs were covered with sods, and the

floors were clay.

To the extent of their ability the good people were

disposed to be hospitable, though the only article of refresh-

O
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ment they seemed to have at hand was a bowl of butter-

milk, which we tasted. Sea-fowl, fish, and the milk of

cows and sheep, with meal obtained fcom the factories,

appeared to be their principal food in summer. The fish,

however, from the exposed nature of the coast at Langa-

ness, must be an uncertain produce ;
but they render it

applicable to their constant necessities by drying their sur-

plus catch into stock-fish. The ground here regularly

sloping to the beach, and rising to the eastward to a con-

siderable elevation, afforded, near the hamlet, some good

pasture for their sheep and cows, which appeared in con-

siderable numbers all around us. The grass had been re-

cently cut, and though the weather was now unfavourable,

promised a tolerable crop of hay.

Interesting as it was to land in this remarkable coun-

try, we were not fortunate in the place we visited, in find-

ing any of those peculiar natural phenomena, which call

forth the astonishment or admiration of the most incurious

traveller. The rocks about usVere all broken and detach-

ed
; and the beach was composed of large rolled masses.

Some of these were of the trap kind, and one mass was

observed to be vesicular lava ;
hi general, however, there

were few signs of the action of volcanic fire. A little to

the eastward, indeed, I observed a very interesting spot,

which I intended to visit
;
but the recurrence of foggy

and squally weather rendered the attempt imprudent. It

consisted of a splendid range of high, and apparently

O O
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regular basaltic columns, in a perpendicular position. In

point of height, as well as of regularity and beauty, they

appeared equal to any thing of the kind in the north

of Ireland. The view from the ship, with a good tele-

scope, at the distance of two miles, was striking and

beautiful.

The uncertain state of the weather, the strength of the

wind, and our entire ignorance of the nature of the coast

as to concealed dangers, somewhat interfered with our

enjoyment on shore, and prevented that research which

might have led to interesting results, and hastened our

departure to the ship.

Before we left, however, I intimated a wish to pur-

chase a couple of sheep of our Iceland acquaintance, and

invited them to bring them off to the ship, a request which

they instantly understood, and with which they readily

acquiesced.

Leaving this harmless and contented people to make

their own arrangements, we proceeded to our boat, which

we found fast aground, and in a critical condition for

launching, in consequence of the ruggedness of the beach

and the action of the surf; fortunately, however, we all

re-embarked in safety, and arrived without any other ad-

venture at the ship.

We had not been long on board before we observed a

boat, in which the Iceland family were embarked, push off

from the beach. Notwithstanding the mutual civilities

6 '- O
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that had passed, and the confidence that prevailed, they

approached the ship with some caution, and it was not

till a second or third attempt that they succeeded in get-

ting alongside. The party was found to consist of the

principal peasant, his wife (the female before mentioned),

their son, a fine lad of about twenty years of age, and

an elderly relative ; and the cargo of the boat consisted

of a small sheep and a lamb, with a quantity of mittens

and stockings.

The dress of the female peasant had been altered and

improved for this visit. In addition to the skirta, jacket,

and petticoat of wadmel, it now comprised a striped apron

with a coloured border, a handkerchief about the neck, a

pair of mitts, and a blue cap, like a hussar's foraging cap,

with its pointed top, terminated by a little various-coloured

tassel, hanging down on one side of the head.

Receiving them at the gang-way, I endeavoured to

dissipate the timidity which the sight of fifty men, crowd-

ing the decks, seemed to have upon them; and after

giving them a cursory view of the deck, with which, and

the various objects around, they were exceedingly aston-

ished, they were conducted below. It was evident, from

the amazement they manifested on observing the magni-

tude of the masts, sails, and other parts of an ordinary

naval equipment, that they had never before visited a ship

so large ; probably they had seen nothing beyond the

magnitude of the little coasting vessels that trade to the

) -O
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extreme factories on the island. Nor was their astonish-

ment lessened on proceeding into the cabin. Every object

excited their attention, especially articles of use, some of

which, as was natural, they seemed particularly deHrous

of purchasing. Linen was an article of first inquiry by

our female visitor ;
and a sark (a shirt) was the price she

proposed for the lamb, and a shirt and handkerchief the

price asked for the sheep. Three shirts, three or four

cotton handkerchiefs, a pocket knife, and a few other small

articles, purchased, at their own modest arrangement, the

little store of things they had brought for traffic. After

each' exchange, instead of artfully wishing to enhance

their own goods, they expressed undisguised satisfaction.

Our female visitor, especially, who was the chief manager

of the business (to whose talent, in this way, her husband

paid complete deference), indicated .her entire approbation

of what she received, by respectfully kissing my hand,

accompanied by the word tdk"
1

or tdkker ; and after each

little present that we made them, she repeated the same

action with very expression of delight and gratitude.

The delicate manner in which they noticed any article that

was shown them, when they had no Jonger the means of

purchasing it, was very remarkable. At first, whilst their

sheep and woollens were in their own possession, they

admired, with eager curiosity, every thing that was set

before them. Plates, and knives and forks, with the rest

of the table utensils, seemed peculiarly attractive, as well

o-
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as hammers, of one of which they became possessed, and

other tools ;
but no sooner had they expended their little

store of goods, than they passed over the same articles

withfthe most striking self-denial. I never before saw

needy persons so easily satisfied, or selfishness, in such a

people, so obviously and delicately subdued. To this

remark there was but one exception, and that a justifiable

one. In the course of the visit I offered to them, as a

memorial of our intercourse, a slip of paper upon which I

wrote the name of the ship, with my own name, and some

brief observations. The writing utensils proved so attrac-

tive as to overcome that delicate self-denial which, in

regard to other things, they had so strikingly evinced. It

was clear that our female acquaintance was anxious to

possess them. I, therefore, presented her with the ink-

bottle, pens, and a little paper, which she received with

the liveliest expression of thankfulness. She read the

paper I had written, and was delighted to find that my
Christian name was the same as her son's. Then, at my

request, she wrote with a ready hand the names of herself

and friends. The character was somewhat peculiar and

antiquated ; but to these circumstances is to be ascribed

the remarkable fact stated by Dr. Henderson, that whereas,
" our ablest antiquaries are often puzzled in endeavouring

to decipher certain words and phrases in writings which

date their origin only a few centuries back
;
there is not a

peasant, nor indeed scarcely a servant girl in Iceland, who
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is not capable of reading with ease the most ancient doc -

uments extant on the island." The remarkable acquire-

ments, and even learning, of the inhabitants of this remote,

frigid, and forbidding country, has been a subject of Invari-

able admiration with travellers ; particularly since their

only means of education, except the occasional catechis -

ing of their clergy, is merely domestic tuition, there being

(recently at least) bat one school in the whole island.

The writing utensils being done with, our female vis-

itor disposed of the acceptable present, by placing it along

with a number of other articles, received as personal prop-

erty, in the sleeve of her jacket, under her arm, which

seemed the usual depository, answering the purpose of a

pocket. And it was amusing to observe what a quan-

tity and variety of articles disappeared in the same recep-

tacle.

After receiving some refreshment, which they partook

of with moderation, I showed the whole party the different

compartments of the cabin and stee'rage, respecting which

they evinced no little curiosity. But my
" state-room

"

proved the place of greatest attraction. Being fitted up

with considerable neatness, its comforts and convenience

formed such a contrast with their humble bench, that it

called forth, above every thing else they had seen, their

unbounded admiration. The furniture of the bed, a chest

of drawers, book-case, &c., were examined with the mi-

nutest attention ;
and nothing could-be more striking than

13
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the peculiar action and, to us, otherwise unintelligible

words, by which our female friend vividly expressed her

conceptions of the happiness of the possessor of so much

comfort and splendour !

Though at our first meeting we were not aware that

our languages had any thing in common, and never think-

ing of the facility of communication that we1

might have

derived from the Latin, we soon found that the dialects of

Yorkshire and Scotland afford numbers of words exactly

according with the Gothic language of Iceland. But in-

dependent of this assistance, which aided only in substan-

tive words, the quantity of intelligible intercourse afforded

by the imperfect medium of communication we possessed,

was surprising. After the supply of our wants in

fresh* stock, there was little we wished to communicate,

but much we wished to observe, for which their abundant

expression and feeling afforded ample means. For with

them, in so brief an intercourse, the knowledge of where

we came from, or what we were, proved secondary to the

interest of the various novelties before them. Theirs was

not an enjoyment of words but of seeing, admiring, and

possessing. Therefore it was not words, but the expres-

sive indications of the interest they experienced, that con-

veyed to us any knowledge of their feelings and character.

And these specific signs of feelings were sufficiently in-

telligible in the language of nature, which indeed ever

speaks more forcibly to the heart by expression than by
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words. Hence the foundation of all real affecting elo-

quence is the exhibition of nature. Of this we had a

striking proof when our visitors left us. It was to us a

touching scene
;
and though simple and common-place, I

shall attempt to describe it. 'For I could not but feel, on

the occasion, the loss we sustain of that which is delight-

ful, in society rendered artificial by perpetual intercourse,

where nature, with its most bold as well as touching traits,

is either softened down or lost in cultivation.

The weather having set hi foggy, -and the night draw-

ing hi gloomy, though not dark, I was not anxious to de-

tain our visitors when they moved to depart. As they

arose from the table, each one took my hand in succession,

respectfully bowing and pronouncing the word takker. I

then accompanied them on deck, prepared only to expect

a hasty repetition of the same acts on taking leave. But

it was a more interesting scene especially with our fe-

male friend. As the others were about to embark she

came up to me on the quarter-deck, her face beaming with

an extraordinary expression of gratitude and affection

and seizing my hand, she kissed it with unrestrained but

modest fervour. Accompanying the action with words

full of earnest eloquence, she pointed in the direction of

the hamlet, to^assure me of a welcome there, and then

with a combined expression of dignity, solemnil y and de-

votion, she raised her hands,and lifting up her lace towards

heaven, exhibited her elevated feelings i u a fervent and

O-
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ardent prayer ! Altogether, the scene was so peculiarly

touching, that one of my officers who stood by, unable to

resist the impression her conduct inspired, exclaimed,

in feeling accents,
" Poor thing ! poor thing !" whilst he

wiped with the sleeve of Irffe jacket the liberal tears of

sympathy that burst from his eyes, and lolled down his

manly cheeks. How much we lose of the most elevated

enjoyments of the heart, by the sober subdued graft of

sophisticated society, superseding the animated lovely

blossom of nature, and .monopolizing the entire 'Stem upon

which it is implanted !

In the scene .before us, pleasing touches of nature ap-

peared in others of the party as well as in the personnow

spoken of. Her son was their shepherd. The two sheep

that were sold to us were to be left perhaps the first

they had sent away from their pasture. Just as the boat

was about to push off, the lad was missing. He was ob-

served to run forward to one of our -boats where the sur-

rendered part of his flock was deposited. He kissed them

severally with mournful fervour. He did so repeatedly,

and when he obviously tore himself from them, his eyes

were cast towards them with sorrowful longing glances as

he retired to the boat.

I have endeavoured to describe these simple scenes,

no^t only because to me they were interesting and affecting,

but because I trust they were not unprofitable. Many of

the most important lessons of instruction taught us by our
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adorable Saviour, are drawn from the ordinary events of

life, and some of the most touching, from scenes of unso-

phisticated nature. His own pastoral office and character,

our Lord often illustrates under the figure of a Shepherd.

He calls himself the " Good Shepherd," who knows his

sheep, and is known of them, who calleth his sheep by

name, and leadeth them out, and who so loveth them,

that he lays down his life for his sheep. These illustra-

tions, however, striking and touching as in reality they

are, but little impress our hearts. We must visit scenes

of unaffected nature like these, to enable us to enter

into their full meaning, and to feel their force as we

ought.

As soon as our interesting visitors were fairly embark-

ed and directed in their return to the shore, we made sail

and stood out to sea.

I considered myself happy, by the opportunity afforded

me in this brief visit to Iceland, of giving the inhabitants

of this remote region, a favourable impression as to the

character of my country. British sailors, of all others,

are perhaps the most regardless of this. Whilst no men

have more national .pride none, perhaps, are less careful

of meriting the superiority they claim. Some from levity

some from depraved habits others from mere thought-

lessness, (but the whole from the hitherto general want of

religious instruction,) are apt to throw off all restraint in

a foreign land, and claiming to themselves an imperious

13*
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and unwarranted superiority, too often afford a degrading

specimen of the inhabitants of the country to which they be-

long, and a miserable contrast to the character of Christians,

whose holy name they assume. And as persons in general

are naturally disposed to form their opinion of the character

of a nation, rather from a few individual examples, than from

an enlarged view of the people, the misconduct of a single

ship's company has often, probably, done more to degrade

the national character, and to bring reproach upon the

Christian religion, than the labour of many years of zeal-

ous exertion, on the part of the missionaries of our holy

faith, has been able to eradicate or restore. But the time,

it is ardently hoped, has arrived, when, by the religious in-

struction of sailors, for which meang are at length prepar-

ing in various parts of this country, this evil will begin to

give place to the influential exhibition, through the means

of pious seamen, of real Christianity to the remotest regions

of the earth.

But I hasten to bring this narration to a close.

From the general haziness of the weather whilst we
remained near Langaness, we had but a slight view of the

interior of the country. For a short time, indeed, the

dense screen of cloud that generally shrouded the interior,

dispersed, and the appearance of Krabla, among the sur-

rounding mountains, afforded associations of the mighty

powers of the volcano, and recalled the vivid descriptions
of Dr. Henderson and other travellers, as to the devasta-

o-
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tions and wonders performed by these mighty subterranean

furnaces. Dr. Henderson visited Mount Krabla, and there

is one circumstance so curious respecting it, which he de-

scribes, that I cannot refrain from mentioning it. This

circumstance was the remarkable preservation of a church,

in the terrific eruption of the Leirhnukr and Krabla about

a century ago. The quantity of lava that flowed from

these mountains was enormous, and the devastation great
* and extended. It was at Reykiahlid, one of the farm

houses overrun by the fiery stream, but which was after-

wards rebuilt nearly on the spot, that the attention of Dr.

Henderson was directed to the church, which, in almost a

miraculous manner, escaped the general conflagration.

He thus describes this curious circumstance :
" Reach-

ing the north-wTest corner of the low earthen wall by which

the church-yard is enclosed, the lava has been arrested in

its progress within about two feet of the wall, where, as if

inspired with reverence for the consecrated ground, it has

divided into two streams, and pursuing its course till it ad-

vanced about twenty yards, when the streams have again

united, and left the church completely unhurt in the midst

of the surrounding flames ! Some parts of the stream,

close to the wall, are more than double the height of the

church /" I relate not this event superstitiously nor do

I comment upon it
; but I leave it with the observer's own

reflection. "Who knows," adds the writer, "but the

effectual fervent prayer of some pious individual, or some

O-
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designs of mercy, may have been the cause fixed in the

eternal purpose of Jehovah for the preservation of this

edifice ?" *

At the time of the brief visit to the north of Iceland,

now described, but little snow remained upon the land,

only here and there a patch on the sides of the mountains,

so far as we could observe. Indeed the summer heat of

the mterior of the country is very considerable. Even at

that time, when the coast was enveloped in fog, we could

perceive, on occasional breaks through this external obscu-

rity, that there was a clear sky and bright sunshine in the

region of the Krabla indicating, that whilst with us

there was a damp cool air, in the interior there was dry-

ness and warmth.

Even at Langaness, which, from its peninsular form

and exposure to cutting winds and frequent fogs, must

present an indifferent specimen of the country, there was

in many places near the shore a refreshing verdure.

The resources of the people here, for subsistence, are

cattle and sheep, with fish and sea-fowl. Their occupations,

besides attending to their cattle and fishing, are, on the part

of the females, extended to the manufacture of stockings,

mittens, and wadmel, with the dressing of skins, &c. But

the knitting is undertaken rather for winter amusement than

for benefit, as they receive no more for this part of their dis-

posable property, at the factories, than for the raw material.

* Henderson's Iceland, vol. i. p. 158.
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THE HAUNTED MANOR HOUSE.

BY THE AUTHOR OF "THE DUKE OF MANTUA."

THE mail-coach had just set me down at the entrance

to a dreary and unweeded avenue. There was a double

row of dark elms, interspersed with beech, neither very

bowery nor very umbrageous, though, as I passed, they

saluted me with a rich shower of wet leaves, and shook

their bare arms, growling as the loud sough of the wind

went through their decayed branches. The old house was

before me. Its numerous and irregularly contrived com-

partments in front were streaked in black and white

zig-zags vandyked, I think, the fairest jewels of the

creation call this chaste and elegant ornament. It was

near the close of a dark autumnal day, and a mass of

gable-ends stood sharp and erect against the wild and

lowering sky. Each of these pinnacles could once boast

of its admired and appropriate ornament a little weather-

cock ; but they had cast off their gilded plumage for ever,

and fallen from their high estate, like the once neatly

trimmed mansion which I was now visiting. A magpie

was perched upon a huge stack of chimneys : his black

and white plumage seemed perfectly in character with the
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mottled edifice at his feet. / Perhaps he was the wraith,

the departing vision of the decaying fabric ;
an apparition,

unsubstantial as the honours and dignities of the ancient

and revered house of Etherington.

I looked eagerly at the long, low casements : a faint

glimmer was visible. It proceeded only from the wan

reflection of a sickly sunbeam behind me, struggling

thr< ugh the cleft of a dark hail-cloud. It was the window

where in my boyhood I had often peeped at the village

clock through my little telescope. It was the nursery

chamber, and no wonder that it was regarded with feelings

of the deepest interest. Here the first dawnings of reason

broke in upon my soul ; the first faint gleams of intelli-

gence awakened me from a state of infantine unconscious-

ness. It was here that I first drank eagerly of the fresh

rills of knowledge; here my imagination, ardent and unre-

pressed, first plumed its wings for flight, and I stept forth

over its threshold, into a world long since tried, and found

as unsatisfying and unreal as the false glimmer that now

mocked me from the hall of my fathers.

A truce to sentiment ! I came hither, it may be, for

a different purpose. A temporary gush will occasionally

spring up from the first well-head of our affections. How-

ever homely and seemingly ill-adapted, in outward show

and character, for giving birth to those feelings generally

designated by the epithet romantic, the place where we

first breathed, where our ideas were first moulded, formed

O O
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and assimilated, as it were, to the condition of the sur-

rounding atmosphere, (their very shape and colour deter-

mined by the medium in which they first sprung,) the

casual recurrence of a scene like this forming part and

parcel of our very existence, and incorporated with the

very fabric of our thoughts must, in spite of all subse-

quent impressions, revive those feelings, however long

they may have been dormant, with a force and vividness

which the bare recollection can never excite.

The garden-gate stood open. The initials of my name,

still legible, appeared rudely carved on the posts a

boyish propensity which most of us have indulged ;
and

I well remember ministering to its gratification wherever

I durst hazard the experiment, when first initiated into the

mystery of hewing out these important letters with a rusty

penknife.

Not a creature "was stirring ;
and the nature of the

present occupants, whether sylphs., gnomes, or genii, was

a question not at all, as it yet appeared, in a train for solu-

tion. The front door was closed, but as I knew every

turn and corner about the house, I made no doubt of soon

finding out its inmates, if any of them were in the neigh-

bourhood. I worked my way through the garden, knee-

deep and rank with weed, for the purpose of reconnoitring

the back-offices. I steered pretty cautiously past what

memory, that great dealer in hyperbole, had hitherto

pretty generally contrived to picture as a huge lake

O
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now, to my astonishment, dwindled into a duck-pond

but not without danger from its slippery margin. It still

reposed under the shadow of the old cherry-tree, once the

harbinger of delight, as the returning season gave intima-

tion of another bountiful supply of fruit. Its gnarled

stump, now stunted and decaying, had scarcely one token

of life upon its scattered branches. Following a narrow

walk, nearly obliterated, I entered a paved court. The

first tramp awoke a train of echoes, that seemed as though

they had slumbered since my departure, and now started

from their sleep, to greet or to admonish the returning

truant. Grass in luxuriant tufts, capriciously disposed,

grew about in large patches. The breeze passed heavily

by, rustling the dark swathe, and murmuring fitfully as

it departed. Desolation seemed to have marked the spot

for her own the grim abode of solitude and despair.

During twenty years' sojourn in a strange land, memory

had still, with untiring delight, painted the old mansion

in all its primeval primness, and simplicity fresh as I

had left it, full of buoyancy and delight, to take posses-

sion of the paradise which imagination had created. I

had indeed been informed, that at my father's death

it became the habitation of a stranger ;
but no intelligence

as to its present condition had ever reached me. Being

at L
, and only some fifty miles distant, I could not

resist the temptation of once more gazing on the old

manor house, and of comparing its present aspect with

O
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that but too faithfully engrafted on my recollections. To

all appearance the house was tenantless. I tried the door

of a side-kitchen, or scullery : it was fastened, but the

rusty bolts yielded to no very forcible pressure ;
and I

once more penetrated into the kitchen, that exhaustless

magazine, which had furnished ham and eggs, greens and

bacon, with other sundry and necessary condiments thereto

appertaining, to the progenitors of our race for at least

two centuries. A marvellous change ! to me it appeared

as if wrought in a moment, so recently had memory re-

instated the scenes of my youth in all their pristine

splendour. Now no smoke rolled lazily away from the

heavy billet; no blaze greeted my sight; no savoury

steam regaled the sense. Dark, cheerless, cold, the

long bars emitted no radiance; the hearth unswept, on

which Growler once panted with heat and fatness.

Though night was fast approaching, I could not resist

the temptation of once more exploring the deserted cham-

bers, the scene of many a youthful frolic. I sprang with

reckless facility up the vast staircase. The shallow steps

were not sufficiently accommodating to my impatience,

and I leaped rather than ran, with the intention of paying

my first visit to that cockaigne of childhood, that paradise

of little fools the nursery. How small, dwindled almost

into a span, appeared that once mighty and almost bound-

less apartment, every nook of which was a separate

territory, every drawer and cupboard the boundary of

14
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another kingdom ! Three or four strides brought me to

the window
;

the village steeple still rose abruptly from

the dark fir-trees, peacefully reposing in the dim and

heavy twilight. The clock was chiming : what a host of

recollections were awakened at the sound ! Days and

hours long forgotten seemed to rise up at its voice, like

the spirits of the departed sweeping by, awful and indis-

tinct. These impressions soon became more vivid
; they

rushed on with greater rapidity : I turned from the win-

dow, and was startled at the sudden moving of a shadow.

It was a faint, long-drawn figure of myself on the floor

and opposite wall. Ashamed of my fears, I was preparing

to quit the apartment, when my attention was arrested by

a drawing which I had once scrawled, and stuck against

the wall with all the ardour of a first achievement. It

owed its preservation to an unlucky but effectual contri-

vance of mine for securing its perpetuity ; a paste-brush,

purloined from the kitchen, had made all fast
; and the

piece, impregnable to all attacks, withstood every effort

for its removal. In fact, this could not be accomplished

without at the same time tearing off a portion from the

dingy papering of the room, and leaving a disagreeable

void, instead of my sprawling performance. With the

less evil it appeared each succeeding occupant had been

contented ;
and the drawing stood its ground in spite of

dust and dilapidation. I felt wishful for the possession of

so valuable a memorial of past exploits. I examined it
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again and again, but not a single corner betrayed symp-

toms of lesion : it stuck bolt upright ;
and the dim squat

figures portrayed on it appeared to leer -at me most pro-

vokingly. Not a slip or tear presented itself as vantage-

ground for the projected attack; and I had no other

resource left of gaining possession than what may be

denominated the Caesarean mode. I accordingly took out

my knife, and commenced operations by cutting out at the

same time a portion of the ornamental papering from the

wall, commensurate with the picture. I looked upon it

with a sort of superstitious reverence ; and I have always

thought, that the strong and eager impulse I felt for the

possession of this hideous daub, proceeded from a far

different source than mere fondness for the memorials of

childhood. Be that as it may, I am a firm believer in a

special Providence, and that too, as discovered in the most

trivial as well as the most important concerns of life. It

was whilst cutting down upon what seemed like wain-

scoting, over which the room had been papered, that

my knife glanced on something much harder than the

rest. Turning aside my spoils, I saw what through the

dusk appeared very like the hinge of a concealed door.

My curiosity was roused, and I made a hasty pull, which

at once drew down a mighty fragment from the wall,

consisting of plaster, paper, and rotten canvass
;
and some

minutes elapsed ere the subsiding cloud of dust enabled

me to discern the terra incognita I had just uncovered.

-O
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Sure enough there was a door, and as surely did the spirit

of enterprise prompt me to open it. With difficulty I

accomplished my purpose ;
it yielded at length to my

efforts
;
but the noise of the half-corroded hinges, grating

and shrieking on their rusty pivots, may be conceived as

sufficiently dismal and appalling. I know not if once at

least I did not draw back, or let go my hold incontinently,

as the din "
grew long and loud." I own, without hesita-

tion, that I turned away my head from the opening, as it

became wider and wider at every pull ;
and it required a

considerable effort, before I could summon the requisite

courage to look into the gap. My head seemed as

difficult to move as the door. I cannot say that I was

absolutely afraid of ghosts, but I was afraid of a peep

from behind the door; afraid of being frightened! At

length, with desperate boldness, I thrust my head plump

into the chasm !

Now, reader, what was it, thinkest thou, that I beheld ?

Thy speculations on this subject will, of course, depend

entirely upon thy nerves and constitution, likewise upon

thy course of education and habits of study. If, as in all

probability thou art, of the gender feminine, and a little

addicted to romance, poetry, and the like, then wilt thou

tickle thine imagination with delightful guesses about a

white lady, a lamp, and a dagger. If thy brain hath been

steeped in the savoury brine of novel-reading and senti-

mentality, then will thy thoughts be of gloomy rooms,
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prisoners immured by unfeeling relatives, &c. Shouldst

thou happen to be cast in a more matter-of-fact mould,

strongly addicted to cry "Fudge!" at every display of

trickery and folly, then mayest thou opine, what any man

with three grains of sense would have guessed long since,

that it was nothing but a cupboard ! I might thus frame

solutions proper to every character and temperament.
" As the fool thinks," &c., is a trite proverb ; but, suffice

it to say, not one of these fancies and speculations, I take

upon myself to affirm, is correct. As before mentioned, I

thrust my head suddenly into the chasm, more startled at

the noise produced by the celerity of my own motions

than I could possibly be at any thing that was visible. As

far as the darkness would permit I explored the interior,

which, after all, was neither more nor less than a small

closet. From what cause it had been shut out from the

apartment to which it belonged, it were vain to conjecture.

All that was really cognizant to the senses presented itself

in the shape of a shallow closet, some four feet by two,

utterly unfurnished, save with some inches of accumulated

dust and rubbish, that made it a work of great peril to

grope out the fact of its otherwise absolute emptiness.

This discovery, like many other notable enterprises,

seemed to lead to nothing. I stept out of my den, reeking

with spoils which I much rather had left undisturbed hi

their dark recesses.

Preparing for iny departure and a visit to my relation

14*
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in the village, who as yet had no other intimation of

my arrival than a hasty note, to . apprize him that I had

once more set foot on English ground and intended to

visit him before my return, I stepped again to the window.

Darkness was fast gathering about me : a heavy scud wras

driven rapidly across the heavens, and the wind wailed in

short and mournful gusts past the chamber. The avenue

was just visible from the spot where I stood
; and looking

down, I thought I could discern more than one dark

object moving apparently towards the house. It may be

readily conceived that I gazed with more than ordinary

interest as they approached ; and it was not long ere two

beings in human habiliments, were distinctly seen at a

short distance from the gate by which I had entered.

Feeling myself an intruder, and not being very satisfac-

torily prepared to account for my forcible entry into the

premises, and the injury I had committed on the property

of a stranger, I drew hastily aside, determined to effect a

retreat whenever and wherever it might be in my power.

Door and window alternately presented themselves for the

accomplishment of this unpleasant purpose, but before I

could satisfy myself as to which was the more eligible

offer, as doubters generally do contrive it, I lost all chance

of availing myself of either. ".Facilis descensus"

" Easier in than out" &c., occurred to me ; and many
other classical allusions, much more appropriate than

agreeable. I heard voices and footsteps in the hall. The
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stairs creaked, and it was but too evident they were

coming, and that with a most unerring and provoking

perseverance. Surely, thought I, these gentry have noses

like the sleuth-hound; and I made no doubt but they

would undeviatingly follow them into the very scene of

my labours : and what excuse could I make for the havoc

I had committed ? I stood stupefied, and unable to move.

The thoughts of being hauled neck and heels before the

next justice, on a charge of housebreaking, mayhap

committed to prison tried, perhaps, and the sequel

was more than even imagination durst conceive. Recoil-

ing in horror from the picture, it was with something

like instinctive desperation that I flew to the little closet,

and shut myself in, with all the speed and precision

my fears would allow. Sure enough the brutes were

making the best of their way into the chamber, and every

moment I expected they would track their victim to his

hiding-place. After a few moments of inconceivable

agony, I was relieved at finding from their conversation

that no notion was entertained, at present, of any witness

to their proceedings.
" I tell thee, Gilbert, these rusty locks can keep no-

thing safe. It's but some few months since we were here,

and thou knowest the doors were all fast. The kitchen

door-post is now as rotten as touchwood; no bolt will

fasten it."

"Nail it up, nail 'em all up," growled Gilbert;
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"
nobody'll live here now ;

or else set fire to't. It'll make

a rare bonfire to burn that ugly old will in."

A boisterous laugh here broke from the remorseless

Gilbert. It fell upon my ear as something with which I

had once been disagreeably familiar. The voice of the

first speaker, too, seemed to sound like the echoes of

childhood. A friendly chink permitted me to gain the

information I sought : there stood my uncle, and his trusty

familiar. In my youth I had contracted a somewhat

unaccountable aversion to the latter personage. I well

remembered his downcast gray eye, deprived of its fellow ;

and the malignant pleasure he took in thwarting and dis-

turbing my childish amusements. This prepossessing

Cyclops held a tinder-box, and was preparing to light a

match. My uncle's figure I could not mistake : a score

of winters had cast their shadows on his brow since we

had separated ;
but he still stood as he was wont tall,

erect, and muscular, though age had slightly drooped his

proud forehead
;
and I could discern his long-lapped waist-

coat somewhat less conspicuous in front. He was my
mother's brother, and the only surviving relation on whom

I had any claim. My fears were set at rest, but curiosity

stole into their place. I felt an irrepressible inclination to

watch their proceedings, though eaves-dropping was a

procedure that I abhorred. I should, I am confident at

least I hope so have immediately discovered myself, had

not a single word which I had overheard prevented me.
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The " will
"

to which they alluded might to me, perhaps,

be an object of no trivial importance.
"
I wish with all my heart it were burnt !" said my

uncle.

" The will or the houso ?" peevishly retorted Gilbert.

"Both!" cried the other, with an emphasis and ex-

pression that made me tremble.

" If we burn the house, the papers will not rise out of

it, depend on't, master," continued Gilbert; "and that

box, in the next closet, will not be like Goody Blake's

salamander that she talks about."

I began to feel particularly uncomfortable.

"
I wish they had all been burnt long ago," said mine

honest uncle. After a pause he went on :
" This scape-

grace nephew of mine will be here shortly. For fear of

accidents accidents, I say, Gilbert it were better to

have all safe. Who knows what may be lurking in the

old house, to rise up some day as a witness against us ! I

intend either to pull it down or set fire to it. But we'll

make sure of the will first."

"A rambling jackanapes of a nephew!" said Gilbert;

"
I hoped the fishes had been at supper on him before now.

We never thought, master, he could be alive, as he sent

no word about his being either alive or dead. But I

guess," continued this amiable servant,
" he might ha'

staid longer an' you wouldn't ha' fretted for his company."

Listeners hear no good of themselves, but I deter-

O O
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mined to reward the old villain very shortly for his good

wishes.

"
Gilbert, when there's work to do thou art always

readier with thy tongue than with thy fingers. Look ! the

match has gone out twice leave off puffing, and fetch

the box I'll manage about the candle."

I began to feel a strange sensation rambling about me.

Gilbert left the room, however, and I applied myself with

redoubled diligence to the crevice. My dishonest relation

proceeded to revive the expiring sparks : the light shone

full upon his hard features. It might be fancy, but guilt,

broad, legible, remorseless guilt, seemed to mark every

inflection of his visage : his brow contracted his eye

turned cautiously and fearfully round the apartment, and

more than once it rested upon the gap I had made.

I saw him strike his hand upon his puckered brow, and

a stifled groan escaped him
; but, as if ashamed of his

better feelings, he clenched it in an attitude of defiance,

and listened eagerly for the return of his servant. The

slow footsteps of Gilbert soon announced his approach,

and apparently with some heavy burden. He threw it

on the floor, and I heard a key applied and the rusty

wards answering to the touch. The business in which

they were now engaged was out of my limited sphere of

vision.

"
I think, master, the damps will soon ding down the

old house : look at the wall ; the paper hangs for all the
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world like the clerk's wig ha, ha! If we should burn

the whole biggin, we'd rid it o' the ghosts. Would they

stand fire, think you, or be off to cooler quarters ?"

"
Hush, Gilbert

;
thou art wicked enough to bring a

whole legion about us, if they be within hearing. I always

seemed to treat these stories with contempt, Gilbert, but I

never could very well account for the noises that old

Dobbins and his wife heard. Thou knowest he was driven

out of the house by them. People wondered that I did not

come and Ike here, instead of letting it run to ruin. It's

pretty generally thought that I fear neither man nor devil,

but oh ! here it is ; here is the will. I care nothing for

the rest, provided this be cancelled."

"
Ay, master, they said the ghost never left off scratch-

ing as long as any body was in the room. Which room

was it, I wonder ? I never thought on't to inquire ;
but

I don't like this a bit. It runs in my head it is the very

place, and behind that wall, too, where it took up its

quarters ;
like as it might be just a-back of the paper

there. Think you, master, the old tyke has pull'd it

down wi' scratching ?"

"
Gilbert," said my uncle, solemnly, "I don't like these

jests of thine. Save them, I prithee, for fitter subjects.

The will is what we came for. Let us dispose of that qui-

etly, and I promise thee I'll never set foot here again."

As he spoke, he approached the candle it was just

within my view and opened the will, that it might yield
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more readily to the blaze. I watched him evidently pre-

paring to consume a document with which I felt convinced

my welfare and interests were intimately connected. There

was not a moment to be lost
;
but how to get possession

was no easy contrivance. If I sallied forth to its rescue,

they might murder me, or at least prevent its falling into

my hands. This plan could only prolong its existence a

few moments, and would to a certainty ensure its eventual

destruction. Gilbert's dissertation on the occupations and

amusements of the ghost came very opportunely to my
aid, and immediately I put into execution what now ap-

peared my only hope of its safety ; Just as the corner of

the paper was entering the flame, I gave a pretty loud

scratch, at the same time anxiously observing the effect

it might produce. I was overjoyed to find the enemy in-

timidated at least by the first fire. Another volley, and

another succeeded, until even the skeptical Gilbert was

dismayed. My uncle seemed riveted to the spot, his

hands widely disparted, so that the flame and its destined

prey were now pretty far asunder. Neither of the culprits

spoke, and I hoped that little more would be necessary to

rout them fairly from the field. As yet they did not seem

disposed to move
;
and I was afraid of a rally, should reason

get the better of their fears.

" Rats ! rats !" shouted Gilbert. " We'll singe their

tails for them." The scratching ceased. Again the paper

was approaching to its dreaded catastrophe.

O
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"Beware I" I cried, in a deep and sepulchral tone,

that startled even the utterer. What effect it had pro-

duced on my auditory I was left alone to conjecture. The

candle dropped from the incendiary's grasp, and the spoil

was left a prey to the bugbear that possessed their imagi-

nations. With feelings of unmixed delight, I heard them

clear the stairs at a few leaps, run through the hall, and

soon afterwards a terrific bellow from Gilbert announced

their descent into the avenue.

Luckily the light was not extinct, and I lost no time in

taking possession of the document which I considered

of the most importance. A number of loose papers, the

contents of a huge trunk, were scattered about ; but my
attention was more particularly directed to the paper which

had been the object of my uncle's visit to Etherington-

house. To my great joy, this was neither less nor more

than my father's will, witnessed and sealed in due form,

wherein the possessions of my ancestors were conveyed,

absolutely and unconditionally, without entail, unencum-

bered and unembarrassed, to me and to my assigns. I

thought it most likely that the papers in and about the

trunk might be of use, either as corroborative evidence,

in case my uncle should choose to litigate the point, and

brand the original document as a forgery, or as a direct tes-

timony to the validity of my claim. I was rather puzzled

in what manner to convey them from the place, so as not

to excite suspicion should the two worthies return. I

15
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was pretty certain they would not leave matters as they

now stood when their fears were allayed, and daylight

would probably impart sufficient courage to induce them

to repeat their visit. On finding the papers removed,

the nature of this night's ghostly admonition would im-

mediately be guessed, and measures taken to thwart any

proceedings which it might be in my power to adopt. To

prevent discovery, I hit upon the following expedient :

I sorted out the waste paper, a considerable quantity of

which served as envelopes to the rest, setting fire to it in

such manner that the contents of the trunk might appear

to have been destroyed by the falling of the candle. I

succeeded very much to my own satisfaction. Disturbed

arid agonized as my feelings had been during the dis-

covery, the idea of having defeated the plan of my ini-

quitous relative gave a zest to my acquisitions almost as

great as if I had already taken possession of my paternal

inheritance.

Before I left the apartment, I poured out my heart in

thanksgivings to that unseen power whose hand, I am

firmly convinced, brought me thither at so critical a

moment, to frustrate the schemes and machinations of the

enemy.

Bundling up the papers, my knowledge of the vicinity

enabled me to reach a small tavern in the neighbourhood,

without the risk of being recognized. Here I continued

two or three days, examining the documents, with the
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assistance of an honest limb of the-law fromW . He

entertained considerable doubts as to the issue of a trial,

feeling convinced that a forged will would be prepared,, if

not already in existence, and that my relative would not

relinquish his fraudulent claim, should the law be openly

appealed to. Mr. Latitat strongly recommended that pro-

ceedings of a different nature should be first tried, in

hopes -of enclosing the villain in his own toils; and these,

if successful, would save the uncertain and expensive

process of a suit. 1 felt unwilling to adopt any mode of

attack but that of open warfare, and urged, that possession

of the real wfll would be sufficient to. reinstate me as the

lawful heir. The man of law smiled. He inquired how

I should be able to .provej that the forgery which my uncle

would in all -probability produce was not the genuine tes-

tament: and as the date would inevitably be subsequent

to the one I held, it would annul any former bequest. As

to my tale about burning the will, that might or might not

be treated as a story trumped up for the occasion. I had

no witnesses to prove the fact; and though appearances

were certainly in my favour, yet the case, could only be

decided according to evidence. With great reluctance I

consented to take a part in the scheme he chalked out for

my guidance, and on the tjhird day from my arrival, I

walked a few miles from the village, returning by the mail

that it might appear as if I had only just arrived. On being

set down at my uncle's, I had the satisfaction to find, as
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far as could be gathered from his manner, that he had no

idea of my recent sojourn in the neighbourhood. Of

course the conversation turned on the death of my revered

parents and the way in which their property had been

disposed of.

"
I can only repeat," continued he,

" what I, as the

only executor under your father's -will, was commissioned

to inform you at his decease. The property was heavily

mortgaged before your departure ;
and its continued de-

pression in value, arising from causes that could not have

been foreseen, left the executor no other alternative but

that of giving the creditors possession. The will is here,"

said he, taking out a paper, neatly folded and mounted with

red tape, from a bureau. "It is necessarily brief, and

merely enumerates the names of the mortgagees and

amounts owing. I was unfortunately the principal creditor,

having been a considerable loser from my wish to preserve

the property inviolate. For the credit of the family I paid

off the remaining incumbrances, and the estate has lapsed

to me as the lawful possessor."

He placed the document in my hands. I read in it a

very technical tribute of testamentary gratitude to Matthew

Somerville, Esq., styled therein "beloved brother;" and a

slight mention of my name, but no bequest, save that of

recommending me to the kindness of my relative, in case

it should please Heaven to send me once more to my native

shores. I was aware he would be on the watch ; guard-

6 O
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ing therefore against any expression of my feelings, I

eagerly perused the deed, and with a sigh, which he would

naturally attribute to any cause but the real one, I returned

it into his hands.

"
I find," said he,

" from your letter received on the

23d current, that you are not making a long stay in this

neighbourhood. It is better, perhaps, that you should not.

The old house is sadly out of repair. Three years ago

next May, David Dobbins, the tenant under lease from me,

left it, and I have not yet been able to meet with another

occupant fully to my satisfaction; indeed, I have some

intention of pulling down the house and disposing of the

materials."

"
Pulling it down !" I exclaimed, with indignation.

" Yes
;
that is, it is so untenantable so what shall

I call it? that nobody cares to live there."

"
I hope it is not haunted ?"

" Haunted !" exclaimed he, surveying me with a se-

vere and scrutinizing glance. "What should have put

that into your head ?"

I was afraid I had said too much
;
and anxious to allay

the suspicion I saw gathering in his countenance,
"
Nay,

uncle," I quickly rejoined ;

" but you seemed so afraid of

speaking out upon the matter, that I thought there must

needs be a ghost at the bottom of it."

" As for that," said he, carelessly, the foolish farmer

and his wife did hint something of the sort
; but it is

15*
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well known that I pay no attention to such tales. The

long and the short of it, I fancy, was, that they were

tired of their bargain, and wanted me to take it off their

hands."

Here honest Gilbert entered, to say that Mr. Latitat

would be glad to have a word with his master.

" Tell Mr. Latitat to walk in. We have no secrets

here. Excuse me, nephew ;
this man is one of our law-

yers fromW . He has nothing to communicate but

what you may hear, I dare say. If he should have any

private business, you can step into the next room."

The attorney entering, I was introduced as nephew to

Mr. Somerville, just arrived from the Indies, and so forth.

Standing, Mr. Latitat performed due obeisance.

"
Sit down ; sit down, Mr. Latitat," cried my uncle.

" You need not be bowing there for a job. Poor fellow,

he has not much left to grease the paws of a lawyer. Well,

sir, your errand ?"

" I came, Mr. Somerville, respecting the manor house.

Perhaps you would not have any objections to a tenant ?"

" I cannot say just now. I have had some thoughts of

pulling it down."

" Sir ! you would not demolish a building, the growth

of centuries a family mansion been in the descent

since James's time. It would be barbarous. The antiques

would be about your ears."

" I care nothing for the antiquities ; and, moreover, I do

O
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not choose to let the house. Any further business with

me this morning, sir ?"

"
Nothing of consequence : I only came about the

house."

"
Pray, Mr. Latitat," said I,

" what sort of a tenant

have you in view one you could recommend ? I think

my uncle has more regard for the old mansion house

of the Etheringtons than comports with the outrage he

threatens. The will says, if I read aright, that the house

and property may be sold, should the executor see fit ; but

as to pulling it down, I am sure my father never meant

any thing so deplorable. Allow me another glance at that

paper."
" Please to observe, nephew, that the will makes it

mine, and as such I have a right to dispose of the whole

in such manner as I may deem best. If you have any

doubts, I refer you to Mr. Latitat, who sits smiling at your

unlawyer-like opinions."

"Pray allow me one moment," said the curious Mr.

Latitat. He looked at the signature, and that of the par-

ties witnessing.

" Martha Somerville your late sister, I presume ?"

My uncle nodded assent.

" Gilbert Buntwisle your sen-ant ?"

" The same. To what purpose, sir, are these ques-

tions ?" angrily inquired my uncle.

"
Merely matters of form a habit we lawyers cannot

O
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easily throw aside whenever we get sight of musty parch-

ments. I hope you will pardon my freedom ?"

" Oh ! as for that, you are welcome to ask as many

questions as you think proper : they will be easily answer-

ed, I take it."

"
Doubtless," said the persevering man of words.

-

" Whenever I take up a deed, for instance it is just the

habit of the thing, Mr. Somerville I always look at it

as a banker looks at a note. He could not, for the life of

him, gather one up without first ascertaining that it was

genuine."
" Genuine !" exclaimed my uncle, thrown off his guard.

" You do not suspect that I have forged it ?"

"
Forged it ! why how could that enter your head, Mr.

Somerville ? I should as soon suspect you of forging a

bank-note, or coming a guinea. Ringing a guinea, Mr.

Somerville, does not at all imply that the payee suspects

the payer to be an adept in that ingenious and much

abused art. We should be prodigiously surprised, Mr.

Somerville, if the payer was to start up in a tantrum,

and say, 'Do you suspect me, sir, of having coined

it ?'
"

" Mr. Latitat, if you came hither for the purpose of

insulting me
"

" I came here upon no such business, Mr. Somerville ;

but as you seem disposed to be captious, I will make free

to say, and it would be the opinion of ninety-nine hun-
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dredths of the profession, that it might possibly have been

a little more satisfactory to the heir-apparent, had the

witnesses to this the most solemn and important act of a

man's life been any other than, firstly, a defunct sister to

the party claiming the whole residue, and, secondly, Mr.

Gilbert Buntwisle, his servant. Nay, Mr. Somerville,"

said the pertinacious lawyer, rising,
"
I do not wish to

use more circumlocution than is necessary ;
I have stated

my suspicions, and if you are an honest man, you can

have no objections, at least, to satisfy your nephew on the

subject, who seems, to say the truth, much astonished at

our accidental parley."

" And pray who made you a raler and a judge between

us?"

" / have no business with it, I own
;
but as you seemed

rather angry, I made bold to give an opinion on the little

technicalities afore.said. If Mr. Etherington chooses,"

addressing himself to me,
" the matter is now at rest."

" Of course," I replied,
" Mr. Somerville will be ready

to give every satisfaction that may be required, as regards

the validity of the witnesses. I request, uncle, that you

will not lose one moment in rebutting these insinuations.

For your own sake and mine, it is not proper that your

conduct should go forth to the world in the shape in which

this gentleman may think fit to represent it."

" If he dare speak one word "

"
Nay, uncle, that is not the way to stop folks' mouths
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now-a-days. Nothing but the actual gag, or a line of

conduct that courts no favour and requires no conceal-

ment, will pass current with the world. I request, sir,"

addressing myself to Latitat,
"
that you will not leave

this house until you have given Mr. Somerville the op-

portunity of clearing himself from any blame in this

transaction."

" As matters have assumed this posture," said Mr.

Latitat, "I should be deficient in respect to the profession

of which I have the honour to be a member, did I not justify

my conduct La the best manner I am able. Have I liberty

to proceed ?"

"Proceed as you like, you will not prove the testament

to be a forgery. The signing and witnessing were don e

in my presence," said Mr. Somerville. He rose from his

chair, instinctively locked up his bureau ; and, if such stern

features could assume an aspect of still greater asperity,

it was when the interrogator thus continued :
- " You

were, as you observe, Mr. Somerville, a witness to the

due subscription of this deed. If I am to clear myself

from the imputation of unjustifiable curiosity, I must beg

leave to examine yourself and the surviving witness apart,

merely as to the minutiae of the circumstances under

which it was finally completed : for instance, was the late

Mr. Etherington in bed, or was he sick, or well, when the

deed was executed ?"

A cadaverous hue stole over the dark features of the
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culprit ; their aspect varying and distorted, in which fear

and deadly anger painfully strove for pre-eminence.
" And wherefore apart ?" said he, with a hideous grin.

He stamped suddenly on the floor.

" If that summons be for your servant, you might have

saved yourself the trouble, Mr. Somerville," said Latitat,

with great coolness and intrepidity.
" Gilbert is at my

office, whither I sent him on an errand, thinking he would

be best out of the way for a while. I find, however, that

we shall have need of him. It is as well, nevertheless,

that lie is out of the reach of signals."

" A base conspiracy !" roared the infuriated villain.

"
Nephew, how is this ? And in .my own house bullied

baited ! But I will be revenged I will
"

Here he beeame exhausted with rage, and satdown. On

Mr. Latitat attempting to speak, he cried out "I will

answer no questions, and I defy you. Gilbert may say

what he likes ; but he cannot contradict my words. I'll

speak none."

.

" These would be strange words, indeed, Mr. Somerville,

from an innocent man. Know you that WILL ?" said the

lawyer, in a voice of thunder, and at the same time ex-

hibiting the real instrument so miraculously preserved

from destruction. I shall never forget his first look of

horror and astonishment. Had a spectre risen up, arrayed

in all the terrors of the prison-house, he could not have ex-

hibited more appalling symptoms of unmitigated despair.
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He shuddered audibly. It was the very crisis of his

agony. A portentous silence ensued. Some minutes

elapsed before it was interrupted. Mr. Latitat was the first

to break so disagreeable a pause.
" Mr. Somerville, it is useless to carry on this scene of

duplicity : neither party would be benefited by it. You

haieforged that deed! We have sufficient evidence of

your attempt to destroy this document I now hold, in the

very mansion which your unhallowed hands would, but

for the direct interposition of Providence, have levelled

with the dust. On one condition, and one only, your

conduct shall be concealed from the knowledge of your

fellow-men. The eye of Providence alone has hitherto

tracked the tortuous course of your villany. On one con-

dition, I say, the past is for ever concealed from the eye

of the world." Another pause. My uncle groaned in the

agony of his spirit. Had his heart's blood been at stake,

he could not have evinced a greater reluctance than he

now showed at the thoughts of relinquishing his ill-gotten

wealth.

"What is it?"

"
Destroy with your own hands that forged testimony

of your guilt. Your nephew does not wish to bring an old

man's gray hairs to an ignominious grave."

He took the deed and, turning aside his head, commit-

ted it to the flames. He appeared to breathe more freely

when it was consumed : but the struggle had been too
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severe even for his unyielding frame, iron-bound though

it seemed. As he^turned trembling from the hearth, he

sunk into his chair, threw his hands over his face, and

groaned deeply. The next moment he fixed his eyes

steadily on me. A glassy brightness suddenly shot over

them
;
a dimness followed, like the shadows of death. He

held out his hand ;
his head bowed

;
and he bade adieu to

the world and its interests for ever !

LIGHTER than air, Hope's summer visions die,

If but a fleeting cloud obscure the sky,

If but a beam of sober reason play,

Lo ! fancy's fairy frost-work melts away !

But can the wiles of art, the grasp of power,

Snatch the rich relics of a well-spent hour ?

These, when the trembling spirit wings her flight,

Pour round her path a stream of living light,

And gild those pure and perfect realms of rest,

Where virtue triumphs, and her sons are blest.

ROGERS.
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THE HIGHLANDER'S DREAM.

STILL was the camp the sun was set ;

*The watch-fires blazed on every side,

My head reclined, my eyelids met,

Sleep came, and Fancy sported wide.

Methought that from the wars once more

Returned, I clasped thee to my heart

Thee, Adeline, on that loved shore,

From thee and home no more to part.

How pure the rapture as we meet !

With greeting full of tender bliss
;

The little ones with hurrying feet

Run forth to share their father's kiss.

Those heavenly tones again I heard,

That taught my youthful heart to melt ;

And every look and whisper'd word

Recalled what once my spirit felt :
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The wild delight of circling ties

The cloudless glow of open truth

The thousand darling witcheries,

That gild th' enchanted years of youth.

Our words were of those happier days,

To all except remembrance, dead,

That now but tell reflection's gaze,

How sweet they were how swift they fled.

The spirit of my boyish years

Back to my heart rekindling came,

Ere Love's bright torch was quenched by tears

Or Pleasure proved an empty name.

I saw thee as I knew thee first,

When, flashing on my raptur'd mind,

The glory of thine image burst,

Like seraph mixed with woman-kind.

Short was the rapture of my heart,

And sad my wakening hour,

When the harsh war-drum made me start,

And rattling death shots 'gan to pour.
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And many a day of strife and toil

Succeeded to that blissful dream.

Oh ! that my waking hours were bright

As oft my sleeping.visions seem.

ADDRESS

To a Lady who was gathering a Convolvulus for an

Evening Party.

BY MONTAGUE SEYMOUR.

TOUCH not that flower, 'tis sacred to repose

But gather blossoms of the blushing rose ;

It may well suit thee in thy witching power,

When thou and beauty gild the passing hour.

Oh ! break not from that tall and slender stem

The rich ethereal tint, that lovely gem ;

But rather cull the modest jessamine,

Around thy marble forehead to entwine.

And, when the morning o'er yon garden glows,

Awake thee from thy stillness of repose,

And steal a glance at yonder fragile stem,

That bears the fairest bloom in Flora's diadem.

O



MAXIMILIAN AND HIS DAUGHTER.

BY MISS EMMA ROBERTS.

LUDOLPH had faced many dangers without shrink-

ing, but the appalling circumstances which now surrounded

Mm excited a painful thrill : the blood rushed through his

veins with fearful rapidity, his pulses throbbed, his heart

beat, and with strained eye he gazed wildly around. He

was conducted in silence through a gloomy passage,

which led from his dungeon ;
a door opened, and he found

himself suddenly thrust into a square apartment, the massy

walls of which, dark and frowning, were bare, save that

at intervals a staple or a chain of rusty iron was appended

from the rough stone. Several instruments of strange

shape were heaped together in a corner, apparently re-

moved for the purpose of making room for some other

apparatus, which was raised in the centre of the floor,

covered with a black cloth. A grated window afforded

sufficient light to reveal the melancholy accompaniments

of this dismal chamber, and drawing towards it, the knight

looked out upon a dreary court-yard, where he beheld a

scaffold and all the insignia of death the block, the axe,

16*
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the heap of saw-dust, and the grim headsman standing

beside them. For whom were these sickening preparations

made ? the manacles which bound his fettered limos, his

close imprisonment of three days, and, above all, the accu-

sations of a conscious heart, returned a ready answer
;
and

his approaching fate was embittered by the conviction that

it was just. On the field of battle, or even on the gibbet

or the wheel, in a better cause, Ludolph would have yielded

his last breath with heroic fortitude
;
but to descend dis-

honoured to the grave, and to leave behind him the frail

partner of his guilt exposed to the world's contumely,

perchance to a more dreadful punishment than that which

now awaited the author of her shame, wrung the warrior's

heartstrings, and subdued his ardent soul.

Ludolph von Wilmenstein, descended from a younger

branch of a noble family, was a soldier of fortune : he had

sought and obtained renown under the banners of the

Hungarian monarch against the invading infidels; and

after two glorious campaigns repaired to the court of Duke

Maximilian of to offer his sword hi the impending

war with Lombardy. Undistinguished amid a crowd of

knights, anxiously pressing their claims to high appoint-

ments in the same service, he received very. slight notice

from the haughty prince, who rnled with little less than

imperial splendour: but Ludolph, though ambitious, was

also modest, and, content to remain in obscurity during

the silken pastimes of a court, he awaited with unmur-
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muring patience the moment wherein his feats of arms

should attract attention to his prowess. Ludolph's fine

person, expressive features, and noble bearing, had not

passed wholly unnoticed : the admiring whispers of the

damsels in her train drew the regards of their proud and

scornful mistress, Ismengarde, only child of Maximilian,

and heiress of the duchy. Fascinated as if by a spell, the

hitherto icy heart of the princess was touched : the hand-

some stranger became the constant subject of her medita-

tions, and she determined, if it were possible, to bring him

to her feet. This was an undertaking fraught with diffi-

culty, in consequence of the immeasurable distance which

fortune had pkced between them, and of the unbending

stateliness and formal etiquette which, even in those rude

times, marked the court of Maximilian. Ismengarde, cold

and repelling, in the consciousness of her high birth and

beauty, disdained to mingle with the crowd who shared in

its festal splendours, and either withdrew early, or, calling

her ladies of honour around her, sat aloof in a distant

circle, which none except nobles of exalted rank dared

approach. Love, however, soon pointed out a method

by which the princess might hope to converse with the

object of her affections: the season of the carnival

approached ;
and in the masquing and disguising which

distinguished its revels, she contrived, without exciting

suspicion, to engage Ludolph in the dance. The knight

hung enamoured over the dark-eyed beauty, who, reposing
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on his arm, suffered gentle words to escape her lips, in

reply to his ardent protestations. One evening the de-

lighted pair had wandered away from the crowded hall ;

the sound of music stole faintly upon their ears ;
the

glare of the tapers threw a softened light from the wide

Gothic windows upon batiks and beds of flowers, and the

gems of the spangled sky were reflected in the crystal

mirror of a fairy lake below. It was in this sweet hour

that Ludolph besought his mysterious companion to reveal

herself the veil dropped from her rich tresses, and he

beheld the princess Ismengarde, on whom he had been

wont to gaze as upon the stars above them.

From this fatal evening the knight haunted the palace-

gardens, making the air musical with the witching melody

of his fond guitar : the melting serenade, breathed beneath

the lattice of Ismengarde's chamber, was answered by

signals which repaid the minstrel's song. Sometimes a

shower of rose-buds, detached from the alabaster vase

which graced his lady's balcony, were dropped at his feet ;

at others, the soft waking of a lute, whose chords were

swept at intervals, assured him that there was one listener

within a gentle heart wrought by the soft persuasiveness

of his lay to answer with responsive notes. Thus em-

boldened, the adventurous cavalier, climbed the marble

balustrade, and the lovers met too often for Ludolph's

honour and for the peace of Ismengarde.

It was the painful recollections connected with this
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breach of duty to the sovereign he served, to the woman

he adored, which bleached Ludolph's cheek, and shook

his tortured frame the impossibility of making atonement

by the sacrifice of his forfeit life, which added a sting to

the disgraceful punishment awaiting him. The knight's

minutes seemed now to be counted
;
the executioner

passed his finger over the axe, and looked somewhat im-

patiently towards the place where he stood : he cast his

eyes upwards to catch a glimpse of the narrow patch of

blue sky which canopied the dismal court-yard all be-

low was buried in deep shade, but the dancing sunbeams

played upon the opposite wall, and he drank in the golden

light which perchance would never meet his eager gaze

again. Ludolph was roused from his agitating reflections

by the opening of one of the three doors which the apart-

ment contained : the bolts dropped one by one it grated

harshly upon its ponderous hinges and, preceded by two

domestics, the Duke Maximilian entered. Stern deter-

mination sat upon the avenger's brow
;
he signed to his

attendants, and they removed the black drapery which

had formerly attracted Ludolph's attention, in the supposi-

tion that it covered some of those diabolic engines of

inventive cruelty, constructed for the prolongation of hu-

man suffering; but, as the sable train rolled off, it dis-

closed, to his surprise, a temporary altar, magnificently

decorated. The servants, having performed the allotted

task, retired, and the same door revolving a second time,

O
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Ismengarde washed forward, pale, trembling, and leaning

upon the arm of a dignified ecclesiastic her dark hair

hanging dishevelled over her shoulders the diadem fail-

ing from her head, and the loose folds of her jewelled robe

sweeping disordered upon the ground. Still in this utter

desolation and misery she preserved an air of grandeur ;.

and though every limb was convulsed, the strong efforts

which she made to preserve composure were not wholly

unsuccessful
;
and there were moments in which her re-

solution appeared to be as unconquerable as that of her

father : but Ludolph alone observed her sorrow, and he

hid his face in his fettered hands, turning away from the

sight of her beauty and her distress.
"
Approach r" ex-

claimed the duke, addressing the unhappy pair :

" the

offspring of your mutual crime must be bora in wedlock,

and, the nuptial rites concluded, a just doom awaits its

guilty parents. The convent and the scaffold are both

prepared take ye leave therefore of this world for ever."

Ludolph, rejoicing in his misery that the life and the

reputation of Ismengarde would be spared, drew near the

altar : he would have spoken of comfort, but utterance

was denied, and the priest commenced his melancholy

office before he could rally the flagging spirits which had

sunk in the uncontrollable anguish of this dread hour.

How many tears were shed, how many sighs breathed, in

the short interval which ensued ! The knight's burning

fingers clasped the clay-cold hand of his bride as he stood

O- O
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in chains beside her : a last embrace, a last farewell, was

forbidden by the vindictive parent, who tore the shrieking

wife from the wretched husband's outstretched arms.

The monk withdrew; the third and last door now

opened, and disclosed a flight of stairs, which led direly

to the scaffold. The court-yard below was filled with

armed men, and Ludolph felt that the advance of a few

steps would bring him to his grave. Death would have

been a welcome release from the agony which had been

crowded into the last few minutes, but the thought of

Ismengarde's despair unmanned him
;
and if prayers couM

have availed, he would have sunk in prostrate humility

before his earthly judge. The withering smile on the

duke's lips, the savage glance of his flashing eyes, forbade

hope. Maximilian waved him to depart; the intrepid

warrior disdaining to beg his life, and unwilling to expose

the situation of Ismengarde to the rude soldiery below,

prepared to obey in silence. The princess followed her

lover's receding form with a wild gaze, and darting forward,

shut the door which closed and opened by a spring, and

then drawing a dagger from her bosom, ere Ludolph could

raise his manacled hand to save, buried it deep in the breast

of her father, who fell a corpse at the foot of the altar.

Paralyzed by this unexpected catastrophe, the knight

stood aghast with horror ;
his first impulse was to rush

upon the scaffold, to meet the death which had been pre-

vented by a murder so barbarous and so unnatural
; but

O
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his feet seemed chained to the spot, and he stood motion-

less, watching with intense solicitude the movements of

the parricide.

Ismengarde betrayed no touch of remorseful feeling ;

she covered the body with the black drapery which lay

conveniently near it, and then hurried out of the chamber.

Ludolph, left alone with the stiffening remains of his re-

lentless enemy, started from his frozen attitude, almost

trusting that he should awake from a fearful dream, but

he could not escape the horrible reality. He turned to the

window, and there beheld the preparations still going for-

ward for his own death. A friar had ascended the scaf-

fold to administer the last rites, and the deep toll of a fune-

ral bell smote heavily upon his ear. The priest who had

performed the bridal ceremony now entered, followed by a

few attendant monks, who, by their superior's directions,

took up the duke's body, without removing the .black

winding-sheet which enveloped it. Ludolph's chains

were unclasped, a rich robe was thrown around him, and,

conducted into the hall of audience, he saw Ismengarde

seated on her father's throne, and heard the shouts which

united their names in ducal sovereignty. Maximilian

was reported to have died suddenly by the bursting of

a blood-vessel and the tale, if suspected, remained

unquestioned.

Riches, power, rank all that the world could offer

were laid by Ismengarde at her husband's feet : he turned
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away in silent horror from the fruits of guilt, but still he

could not abandon one who had plunged her soul in crime

for his sake, and they lived together hi gloomy wretched-

ness. Untouched by repentance for a deed which had

secured the idols of her ambitious heart, Ismengarde re-

sented Ludolph's shuddering anguish; her proud eyes

quailed beneath his melancholy glance ;
and. after vainly

seeking to recover his lost affection, she gave herself up

to the world's delusive pleasures.

In the soft gush of the rippling waters, hi the waving

of the flowers, the beaming stars and golden sun-light, the

unhappy knight saw only the sad remembrancers of de-

parted happiness ;
he loathed his life ;

and he loathed the

murderess who had preserved him from the axe.

Beneath a palm-tree, in a garden attached to the mo-

nastery of Mount Carmel, lie the bones of a knight, slain

in the holy wars ; and under a magnificent tomb, in the

cathedral church of her native city, those of Ismengarde

repose. Happily unconscious of the guilt and misery of

his parents, their only child succeeded to the ducal throne.

17
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FAREWELL, brave knights, my friends, and may
We never meet again ;

Here I can eat and sleep and pray,

And do more good in one short day

Than he who his whole age outwears

Upon thy most conspicuous theatres,

Where nought but vanity and vice appears.

Good God ! how sweet are all things here !

How beautiful the fields appear!

How cleanly do I feed and lie !

Lord ! what good hours do I keep !

How quietly I sleep !

What peace ! what pure tranquillity !

How innocent from the rude fashion

Is all my business, all my recreation !
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Oh how happy here's my leisure !

Oh how innocent my pleasure !

Oh ye vallies ! Oh ye mountains !

Oh ye groves and crystal fountains !

Howl love, at liberty,

By turn to come and visit ye.

Dear solitude, the soul's best friend,

That man acquainted with himself dost make,

And all his Maker's wonders to intend :

With thee I here converse at will,

And would be glad to do so still,

For it is thou alone that keep'st the soul awake.

How calm and quiet a delight

It is, alone

To read, and meditate, and write,

By none offended, and offending none !

To walk, ride, sit, or sleep at one's own ease,

And pleasing a man's self, none other to displease !

Lord ! would men let me alone,

What an over-happy one

Should I think myself to be
;

Might I in this desert place,

(Which most men in discourse disgrace)

Live but undisturbed and free
;

1 o
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Here in this despised recess,

Would I, maugre winter's cold,

And the summer's worst excess,

Try to live out to sixty full years old ;

And all the while,

Without an envious eye

On any thriving under fortune's smile,

Contented live, and then contented die.

TO THE LAST STAR OF MORNING.

BY THE REV. DR. BOOKER.

MEEK lamp of heaven ! thy splendours fade away,

As proudly rises the bright king of day ;

Who, clothed in grandeur, all around him, far,

Pours floods of radiance from his fiery car.

Pale and more pale thy softer lustre grows,

As ruddier, with his beams, yon orient glows :

So shall my little lamp of life decline,

As that which never wanes begins to shine.

Then, when has pass'd away this mortal night,

Full, on my raptured view, shall visions bright

Burst ! while thy portals, heaven ! snail wide display

The boundless glories of eternal day.



THE BEQUEST.

EARLY one beautiful morning in June, I made my ap-

pearance in Broadway the sun was shining gloriously,

and I felt an unwonted exuberance of spirits. I entered

the Battery, wandered over the green grass, and played

with the budding branches of the trees. Nature had fully

awakened from her winter slumbers, and a few tears were

still trembling on the verdant carpet which she had newly

woven and spread on the earth
;
as if, like some human

loiterer on his drowsy couch, she wept at being so early

awakened. I love these bright jewels that hang so grace-

fully on the pendent blades of grass, or quiver on the buds,

and sought to gather them. Alas ! at my touch they faded

away! true emblems, thought I, of the brilliant day-

dreams of youth ! I passed most of the day in Broadway,

gazing at folly,fashion,and foppery, in their various mani-

festations ; yet, I found many a noble and loving heart

beneath the glitter of gorgeous attire. As evening

approached, I became weary of the din of this great

thoroughfare, and turned aside into one of the streets at

right angles with it, in the upper part of the city. I

stopped before an humble dwelling, bearing indications of

17*
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the extreme poverty of its inmates : the door was partially

open, and as I am very compressible I entered so

noiselessly that I had an opportunity to gratify my curios-

ity without disturbing its occupants. The scene exhibited

within, at once interested me ; the apartment was without

furniture, except a few chairs, and an humble bedstead,

with a low bench beside it
; yet, an air of neatness was

over all. On the seat, drawn closely to the bed-side, sat a

young female, over whom, scarce two and twenty summers

had passed ; she was still beautiful, for, though grief had

evidently had its effect upon her delicate frame, there was

in her countenance that high-souled serenity, that calmness

without despair, which speaks of a soul that has battled

with the storms of life, but fell not, because it leaned on

Him, who guides them with His mighty arm ! A simple

white robe enveloped her figure, beautiful in its symmetrical

proportions, although privation and sorrow had robbed it

of its roundness, and taken from her step its wonted elas-

ticity ; her dark, glossy hair, laid in a simple braid upon

the back of the head, while on either side the face, two

rich and heavy natural curls fell down and rested on the

white robe which contrasted strongly with its dark luxuri-

ance ; her dress altogether, manifested that regard to neat-

ness, which, under the most adverse circumstances, still

belongs to the refined and cultivated woman.

She was, as I have said, seated on a low bench beside

the bed
;
her delicately formed hands were clasped firmly

O _
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together, and her dark, poetical eyes, lingered abstractedly

on the form of her beautiful boy, now slumbering quietly ;

but, on whose cheek the hue of pale disease, told that the

canker revelled in the just unfolding blossom. Upon her

high, smooth brow, I discerned traces of deep and but par-

tially-subdued anxiety and suffering. She gazed upon her

boy long and fixedly, and at length a tear, which would no

longer be repressed, stole from beneath her dark lashes,

and fell upon her*clasped hands : this seemed to startle

her from her revery, for she pressed them still more firmly

together, and as she leaned over her slumbering child, she

whispered, in a voice scarcely audible through her grief,

"My boy! O must I lose thee ! and will they take

thee from me and lay thee in the cold grave ! I have known

poverty, disease, and suffering, but thou, my boy ! through

the four little years of thine infant life, hast been my com-

forter, my solace : I clasped thee to my heart, and then I felt

that I was strong, and heeded not the tempest of adversi-

ty : thy smile was the sunlight to my little world, but now

now " and clasping her hands passionately over her

face all the hitherto restrained anguish of a mother's heart

found vent in a flood of tears. Again she spoke, though

her quivering lips almost denied her utterance :
"
Thy

father too, will he not ' miss the bounding step, and the

laughing eye which made this sterile world a perpetual

holiday ?' will he not sigh for the warm clasp of thy tiny

arms, when at night returning to his joyless home for the

C
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soft kiss of thy rosy lips, and the bright sunlight of thy

golden hair ? Will he not weep over the hopes which he

had formed for thee, now blighted in the dust ? For thee

had he erected those airy fabrics which now must crum-

ble and decay ;
for thy young brow had he already begun

to weave the chaplet of early fame
;
now must the laurel

fade,
* the silver cord be loosed, the golden bowl be bro-

ken!' and yet, my boy! why should I weep for thee,

that thou, thus early fallest, like the grain beneath the

reaper's sickle, and art garnered in thy better home : per-

chance, if thou wert spared to me, thy mother's orphan-

hood, ere long, would be thy hapless lot." Again gazing

upon him, she sank into a deep revery, in which her

thoughts seemed to wander back to by-gone years. An

hour passed away, the child still slumbered, and the

shades of evening gradually deepened : at length a step

approached, the young wife rose from her seat, wiped away

her tears, and smiling sadly, welcomed her husband to his

cheerless home. And thus, we will leave them, while I

relate to my kind friend, the reader, the circumstances

which I afterward learned respecting the former life of

this interesting couple.

Mary was born in Bristol, Eng. She had been

left an orphan in infancy, and her father, at his death, had

bequeathed her to the care of his elder brother, a wealthy

man who had liberally educated and provided for her, till

she had attained the age of sixteen. Full of the romance
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of that poetical period of life, she a.ve her heart without

reserve to one. but few years her senior, of great genius

and ability, of ardent temperament, and indulging in the

most sanguine" anticipation of future greatness. He was

a younger son, but, with the high hopes of youth, he

resolved unaided to win the applause of his fellow-men

and with his own hand to twine the wreath of fame upon

his brow. The love of his Mary stimulated him to new

exertions. She was proud of his attainments, and trust-

ful. Alas ! too trustful, hi his golden dreams of the fu-

ture. Her uncle and guardian strongly opposed their

union, and bade them wait, until hope should in some de-

gree become reality ; but his arguments were wasted upon

the youthful lovers ; together, they were sure, they could

advance in the flowery vale which was before them ; vis-

ions of a vine-clad cottage among the verdant hills of

Ameritfe, figured in their day-dreams, and love tinted all

the future with his own roseate hues. They believed that

on the other side of the Atlantic his talents would be

appreciated, and a golden harvest would be theirs
;
alas !

they knew not that genius, wheresoever it exists, must

have the aid of patronage on its entrance to the lists, if it

hope to win the victor's crown. The guardian was un-

yielding, but when he found that his ward was also firm

in her resolution to stem the tide of life with her young

and ardent lover, he placed in her hand a bank-note of a

hundred pounds, and bade her never look to him for aid, if
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the troubles of which fie forewarned her should be real-

ized. Mary was affectionate and kind, but alight-hearted

and joyous creature ;
one of those with whom sorrow re-

mains not long a guest. She asked her uncle's blessing,

and when it was refused, she wept ;
but in the love of her

Henry all traces of her recent tears were soon forgotten.

They stood before the altar, and the sacred pledge was

given, that bound them for weal or woe together ;
and a

few days after sailed for America, the scene of their

brightest hopes and where, to their enraptured vision,

not a cloud rested over the vista of coming years. On

their arrival in New-York he commenced the study of the

law, and his clear and brilliant mind gave promise of fu-

ture success
;
but when he had completed his studies, he

found, to his extreme disappointment and mortification,

that his youth and inexperience, although combined with

ability in his profession, must yield to the super%rity of

age and long-established reputation. Discouraged for

want of patronage, he had recently endeavoured to enter

the arena as a candidate for public favour, by contributing

to some of the literary periodicals, but had hitherto been

but partially successful in his efforts reduced now to

extreme poverty, they had found shelter in the apartment

where I had discovered them, the rent of which he had

been enabled to pay by the poor returns for his literary

labours.

Mary had borne all her reverses with patience and un-
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pining cheerfulness, but the heaviest trial which can fall

upon a mother's heart, came upon her at last
;
her boy, her

only one, was stricken with disease ;
for some weeks he

had been gradually declining, and his little life, without any

apparent cause, seemed passing away as a vapour. From

time to time, while sitting in her lonely apartment watch-

ing over the little sufferer, she had poured forth the deep

feelings of her heart in a series of poems, which had excited

her husband's admiration, and which he was now endeav-

ouring to dispose of, in order to defray the expenses attend-

ant on the illness of their child.

Such is a brief sketch of the past life of this interest-

ing family, whose present circumstances had so strongly

excited my curiosity and sympathy; and now, with permis-

sion of the reader, I will return with him to the scene, in .

which the young mother, assuming a cheerfulness which

she could not feel, welcomed her husband after his pro-

tracted absence. He entered dejectedly, and approached

the bed where the slumbers of their child now became rest-

less and unquiet ; together, they gazed upon him, long and

. earnestly, while the conviction stole over the hearts of each

a conviction they dared not embody in words that the

angel of death was gently approaching, and would, ere

long, softly fold his wings about their idol and bear him

hence.

Henry, by gazing in the expressive face of his wife, saw

only the confirmation of his worst fears
; then, all the firm-

6
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ness of his manly soul gave way, he clasped her to his

heart and wept, as he had never wept before.

They felt that their cup of woe was now full, and the

hour rapidly approached when they must drain its bitterest

dregs ;
for a long time their tears flowed silently and unre-

strained, but at length a deep calm settled upon their

minds, and, sustaining each other, they resolved to await,

patiently and unmurmuringly, the result of this severe

discipline.

The almost broken-hearted husband and father was

compelled to relate to his wife, that he had been unsuc-

cessful hi his efforts to dispose of her poems ; poetry was

already too abundant among the contributions for the peri-

odicals, and one publisher after another had declined those

.articles, which to him were so dear. He knew that the

heart from whence they sprang was the home of truth,

and love, and purity ;
and to him they were full of the

beauty of maternal tenderness, and woman's self-sacrificing

affection
; the disappointment was great to them, but to

human love is given the power to sustain that which leans

upon it, in the hour of sorrow ! they cheered each other,

and sought to create a gleam of hope where all seemed

dark and desolate.

An hour had thus passed away, when Homy recollect-

ed that he had brought home with him a letter for his wife,

but he had been so absorbed by the weight of his increasing

anxieties and troubles that he had not observed the post-
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mark
;
the letter was produced, and Mary at once recog-

nized her uncle's hand
;
the seal was broken, it was dated

at Bristol, and read as follows :

MY BELOVED NIECE AND ADOPTED CHILD Though

you have been far distant from me, I have not been un-

mindful of my dear brother's dying bequest ;
a spy of

my own has been near you continually, and from time to

time has made me acquainted with your situation, and with

all the sufferings which the one great error of your life

has brought upon you. I learn that you have borne your

trials and privations with a calm serenity, and have given

proofs of that high soul in woman, which has always ex-

cited my respect and admiration. Your husband, too, has

manifested that his love for you was of a noble and gener-

ous character
;
so that you are both better fitted now for

the posssssion of the wealth which I design to place im-

mediately in your hands. My life is fast drawing to its

close
;
three score years and ten have silvered my hair,

and the limbs, once vigorous, now tremble beneath the

weight of years and infirmities
;
but before death closes

the scene, and folds me in its cold embrace, I will assure

you of my forgiveness, and ask for yours, for having suf-

fered you to endure afflictions which I might have miti-

gated ;
but I felt that your characters were both unformed,

and that it was better for you to struggle with the tide

when your bark was just entering upon the stream, in order

18
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that you might acquire strength from the conflict ;
and now

that you are about to put forth on the broad ocean of mid-

dle life, you will find the waters more placid, and the cur-

rent less vehemently opposed to you ; in your prosperity

you will feel more sympathy for the suffering, and the

blessings which it brings will be enjoyed by you with the

same serene calmness which has marked your course in

adversity. My hand is too feeble to write more, my task

is nearly ended, and I shall stand but a few hours more

upon the shore of life, waiting and watching for that guar-

dian spirit which shall convey me over the trackless waters

to " the haven where I would be." Receive, my beloved

child, the dying blessing of an old man

YOUR GUARDIAN.

I witnessed, though wholly unperceived by those over

whom I watched with such intense interest, the emotions

which were awakened and the tears which flowed on the

perusal of this letter
; repentance for the past, grief for

the loss of the good old man, and for the approaching

dissolution of their only child, mingled with the hope that

their future would have less of misery in its prospect. I

felt a deep and heartfelt sympathy for them, and hovered

over the couch of the dying boy, and kissed his lips and

breathed upon hif pale brow
; my presence seemed to effect

no material change in him. I left him, however, in a quiet

slumber.

O
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A few weeks passed away, and again I went forth in

one of my gentlest moods, sympathizing deeply in the

joys of those around me, as well as in the woes of the suf-

fering. As I moved leisurely onward, regarding attentive-

ly all that was passing, and enjoying the loveliness of the

weather, I remarked a large and spacious dwelling near,

which I determined to enter. As I approached, I observed

that arrangements were making for the burial of a young

child. Quietly and unseen, I wandered through the lux-

uriously furnished apartments, and discovered hi one of

them a lady and her husband ;
both were in tears, yet I at

once recognized my former acquaintances HenryMorton

and his Mary. They had removed to this dwelling, and

hoped that a change from the close atmosphere of their

contracted abode might benefit their child; but every

effort to save him, proved fruitless daily he declined,

- and death at last came to him in sleep, and sealed the little

orbs whose light had been the mother's morning and her

evening star; he died, even^ the flowers die, which

close their petals at the sunset hour. Childhood ! happy,

free, light-hearted childhood ! how do I love to contemplate

the joyousness of thy unfettered spirit ! to see thee, like

the bright-plumaged bird upon the wing, floating over the

sea of life, regarding not the shoals and quicksands on

which at a later period thy bark may be stranded : but be-

holding only thine own mirrored loveliness on the bosom

of the wave. O, I would ^ver see thee thus bounding
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in the free air, or basking beneath those beams that shine

for all, God's light in heaven ! and I would have the

stream of thy young life to flow on, softly as the sweet

music of an angel's dream. And then, the death of Child-

hood
;
what is it, but a translation to a purer element ! a

restoration, after a brief absence, to its earlier home !

I often afterward visited this dwelling ;
time had its

effect to mitigate the mother's anguish, but her heart had

been softened, by her own sad experience, to feel for the

woes of suffering humanity ;
wTherever relief was needed,

her hand was ready ; she had ever a tear for the afflicted,

and an open purse for the poor and destitute.

....Alas for truth!

It hath so many cdftiterfeits. The words

That to a child were written legibly,

Are by the wise mistaken, and when light

Hath made the brow transparent, and the face

Is like an angel's virtue is so fair

They read it like an overblotted leaf,

And break the heart that wrote it.

N. P. WILLIS.
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BY JAMES KENNEY, ESQ.

WHEN Zephyr comes fresh'ning the broad summer glare,

And fans thee, and toys with thy bright raven hair ;

When thy lips with a smile gently parting, reveal

The pearls they repose on, but will not conceal
;

When thy cheek and thy bosom have each its fresh rose,

And the tide of thy joy in sweet melody flows :

Be thus, I exclaim, ever simple and free,

Rejoicing in nature, and nature in thee.

When the full rising moon, with its bright golden beam,

Breaks faintly, and gleams on the slumbering stream
;

When like gems in its lustre the tears fondly start,

As the song of the nightingale steals to thy heart,

And the charm to a gentle confession gives birth

Of that love which is all I am proud of on earth :

'Tis thus, I exclaim, thou art dearest to me,

Enamour'd of nature, and nature of thee.
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Is life so sweet,

With all its pains, that Death's great writ of ease-

Should be so dreadful to us, which is but

Kind nature's alms to fortune's wretched beggars ?

Sure he who through his life, like us, hath scorned,

When tempted, to shake off the human nature,

The awe of virtue, and the love of Heaven,

Can never tremble when his honour calls,

And bids him quit this vale of flesh and misery.

All we should fear is, while we act the part

Of men, we sink not from the glorious character;

Or, by some vile or vicious act, disgrace

The noble human being. If we've feared that,

Then, unappalled, our hearts may face Death's terrors.







THE FORTUNE SEEKER.

IN one of my recent rambles, I met an old gentleman

whom I at once recollected having encountered before.

It was on a cold morning last winter, when he had just

emerged from his street door ;
and before putting on his

gloves, drew forth his pocket handkerchief, and proceeded

to make most vehement use of it. Imagining that I might

be ofsome assistance to him for he was rather infirm - -

I at once rushed towards him, and blew his nose for him,

witfc the utmost zeal, until that organ, which was rather

prominent on the chart of the old gentleman's physiog-

nomy, assumed several of the prismatic colours ;
nor did

I leave my benevolent occupation until he turned the corner

of the street, to free himself from my companionship.

But, for this service (such is the ingratitude of the world)

I was rewarded with any thing but blessings, and I almost

determined that I'd never do a kind act again. However,

I had my revenge ;
for some of his friends met him shortly

after, and having observed the roseate hue of his remark-

able nose, did not congratulate him upon having joined

" The Tee-total Society." This irritated the old gentle-

man; for, the very evening before, he had signed the

total-abstinence pledge.
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You will pardon me for "
bestowing all my tediousness

upon you ;" but, in truth, there are few individuals I meet

with whom I have not had some previous encounter
;
and

speaking of the before-mentioned inconsistent old gentle-

man, whom I left in a towering passion, recalls to my
mind an incident which occurred at the same period, and

which I will relate for your entertainment.

Marvelling greatly at the result of an act of kindness,

and sagely speculating on the liability of every one to be

misunderstood, I passed up Broadway, and observed a

couple strolling leisurely onward, who at once excited in

me a deep interest. The gentleman was about thirty, and

somewhat prepossessing in his exterior
; but my attention

was particularly attracted by his remarkably lovolike

devotion to the lady, his companion, who was young and

very beautiful, and in whose dark eye there was some-

thing indicative of high intellectual attributes, and a depth

of character which, I was afterwards convinced, that he

was unable either to appreciate or comprehend. There

was an assumed tenderness hi his frequent glances, and

his conversation, to which I listened attentively (for this

is one of my privileges), was so profusely decorated with

sentimentality and gross flattery, as to induce in me a

suspicion of his sincerity. These attempts to obtain her

favour, were listened to by his companion with a look of

profound attention, which, to a less sagacious observer

than myself might have betokened credulity, and was evi-
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dently so regarded by the speaker ; but I observed that

she occasionally averted her head and smiled archly, then

bit her lips to suppress further tokens of risibility, and

listened with the same attention as before. In this man-

ner they passed on, till they arrived in Bond-street, and

ascended the steps of one of its finest dwellings. The

lady entered, and I, unobserved, followed ; but, before

doing so, and just as the gentleman was raising his hat in

his most graceful attitude, to take leave of his fair com-

panion, the spirit of mischief took possession of me, and I

slyly slipped a letter from under it, and flung it at the

lady's feet. It was unperceived by either of the parties,

and with most winning smiles they separated.

The lady entered the drawing-room, and approaching

the window, looked after him, as he proceeded down the

street. As soon as he was out of sight, she threw herself

upon the sofa, and a merry peal of laughter rung through
v

the drawing-room. Shortly after, the door opened, and a

waiting-woman entered, bearing open in her hand the

identical letter which I had flung into the hall, to prove, as

chance might determine, an apple of discord, or an olive-

branch of peace. She handed it to the young lady, who

read the superscription with apparent interest.
" To

Charles Middleton, Esq.," she said in a low voice, while a

slight blush was perceptible upon her cheek,
" but the

hand-writing is unknown to me." She was about folding

it up, when Bridget, whose education had not been wholly
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neglected, and who sought to improve herself by perusing

all the documents which fell in her way, exclaimed

"But, Miss Carry, why don't you read it? 'tis all

about yourself, Miss ;
I found it in the hall, and thought it

was no harm to read a letter without a seal."

" About me ! do you say, Bridget ?"

"
Yes, Miss ; and I think you'd better read it."

Caroline Duncan hesitated, then looked at the signa-

ture, and observing it to be that of the gentleman who had

just left her, curiosity prevailed, and she read the following

paragraph :

"Well, my dear Charlie, you'U like to know how I

have passed my time since I came to this great metropolis.

Theatres, party-going, and card-playing, I confess, have

consumed it rapidly ; but, above all, I have formed a very

interesting acquaintance with Miss Duncan, the girl of

whom I spoke to you, which, I apprehend, will be the

most important event which my biographer will have the

pleasure of recording, and which, I hope, will terminate

well for my purse, if it conduces in no other way to my

happiness. You know I came here for the purpose of

seeking her and her fortune (the last the most important

item), and if flattery, which always takes with woman, and

tender looks and 'words, will but accomplish my object,

she shall be my wife yet. I spoke to you of her reputed

beauty ; but, bless me ! what care I for beauty and accom-

O
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plishments : true, they give interest to the adventure, and

more glory to the conquest ; but to me, they weigh not

much in the balance. Give me but the one thing needful,

the shining gold in her father's coffers, and I'll dispense

with all lighter attractions. I have devoted a week to her,

and already begin to feel that she favours me ; but, when

the bright vision of days to come, presents itself before

me, and all my projected plans are carried into operation

by the aid of her thousands, I am almost wild with

ecstasy ; imagination plays me numberless giddy pranks,

and constructs for me all sorts of airy fabrics, in which

she occupies a remarkably small space. I wish that you

were here, Charlie, to aid and abet me m this affair, by a

little word of recommendation, whispered now and then

in her ear."

She read no further ;
but the proud blood mantled in

her cheek.
" Ah !" said she,

" Mr. Roland, have I then

read you so far aright ? From my first introduction to you,

I comprehended your motives ; now they are fully con-

fessed by yourself. Yes," said the proud girl, after a

pause,
" Caroline Duncan would scorn to play the coquette

with any but the heartless fortune-seeker ; but, to him,

she will read a lesson which will teach him that woman

knows well when she is truly loved. And this to my

own Charles ! he who loved me in my early school-days,

before my father had acquired his- property ; he who

O
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aided me in my tasks
;
who was ever by me, in my sum-

mer-day rambles, walking hand in hand, or gathering

flowers to wreathe in my curls, through which his fingers

often strayed ! Aye, and who won my early love, before

he won the reputation which makes him now so proudly

dear to me ! His, shall be my wealth, and mine, his fame

and love ;
and what," said the enthusiastic and affectionate

girl,
" what more canwoman ask ? But," she hesitated

for a moment, and then resumed the letter. An expres-

sion of pain passed over her countenance, and a tear

started to her eye as she repeated the words,
' the girl of

whom I told you.' "How shall I understand this ?" said

she.
" Charles Middleton has never aided or countenanced

this man in the execution of his project. It is unworthy

of him never will I believe it ;
but at least he shall have

an opportunity to explain it all." She opened her writing-

desk, to address him whose love was the dearest boon of

her existence, and with a trembling hand wrote a few

hurried lines, in which she detailed the circumstances

which had passed, and frankly confessed, that, having at

once discerned the motives of Mr. Roland's urgent efforts

to obtain an introduction to her, and having learned to

despise him for the mean flattery and artifice by which he

had hoped to win her favour, she had, in mere sport, with-

out for a moment swerving from her fidelity to himself,

allowed him to believe that she favoured his suit. Enclos-

ing the letter, which she told him had accidentally come
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into her possession, she folded the epistle, sealed and

directed it to Charles Middleton, Esq., Philadelphia. It

was immediately despatched. Meantime, Edward Roland

was confounded by the loss of his letter, which he had

designed to seal and mail without delay, but not dreaming

of the direction it had taken, or of the trick which I had

played him, he indited another to his friend, the purport of

which was the same.

A few days elapsed, and Caroline Duncan then re-

ceived the following reply to her letter :

" Mr OWN CARRY, How like yourself is the frank

and generous course which you have pursued towards

me ! Every day renders you dearer to me ;
and I long for

the hour which shall authorize me to take your hand, and

before the altar and the world proudly to call you mine .

That long-anticipated hour, you have promised me shall

be two weeks from this day; but Time seems to rest upon

his weary wings, when I would have him speed on, like

the light. Yours is a woman's heart ; so noble! so

trustful! never for a moment to doubt me! O, may

Heaven make me worthy of such unwavering affection

and tenderness.

" This Roland was a college acquaintance, (not a

friend, as his familiar address would lead you to infer,)

whose character was always mean and despicable. Love

19
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of gain was the ruling passion of his nature, and to it he

would sacrifice honour, integrity, all that ennobles man.

It still prevails with him ;
and about a month since, he

confided to me a project which he had formed, of going to

New-York for the purpose of seeking a lady there, whose

reputation had reached him, as the possessor of a large

fortune. Having listened to his story, I inquired the

lady's name. What was my astonishment and indigna-

tion, when he mentioned one, so dear to me as your own !

My first impulse was, to bestow on him the chastisement

he so well deserved
;
but the thought as suddenly occur-

red to me, to let him reap the reward of his villany. I

subdued my indignation before he had time to observe it,

and never for a moment doubting your ability to manage

the affair, determined that you should have the entire credit

of teaching him an instructive lesson. I knew and loved

you too well, to fear, or to believe, that he could awaken

any interest hi your heart. Forgive me, my own Carry,

if I have done wTong, or have been the cause of any anx-

iety to you. I shall be with you ere long ; meantime,

keep up the delusion, and 'leave the rest of the affair to

me. Since the reception of your letter, I have received

one from Roland, the purport of which is similar. My
reply you will find below, a copy of which I have just

despatched to him. Believe me, as ever, your own

CHS. MlDDLETON.
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To Edward Roland, Esq.

I have leisure to write but few words in reply to your

letter, but it is my present intention, ere long, to visit

New-York, when I shall ask the favour of an introduction

to the lady you mention. Pardon my brevity, and accept

my best wishes for your success in any undertaking which

is likely to promote your well-being.

In haste, but faithfully,

CHS. MlDDLETON.

Ten days after these letters were dated, Charles Mid-

dleton arrived in New-York. But four days were want-

ing to the hour he had so long anticipated the hour

which was to consummate his happiness. Two of those

days passed away in the society of her he loved, and on

the third, he wrote a brief note to Mr. Roland, announcing

his arrival, and assuring him that he should be much

occupied until the next evening, when he hoped to have

the pleasure of an introduction to his lady ; and for that

purpose, would meet him at the Astor-House, at 7 p. in.

The appointed hour arrived, and with it Mr. Roland, who

was received with a cordial shake of the hand by Charles

Middleton. A carriage was already, by appointment, at

the door, and they were soon in Bond-street.

The parlours were more elegantly arranged than

usual, the servants in livery, and, shortly after their

arrival, Caroline Duncan entered, leaning upon her father's

O O
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arm, attired very magnificently in white satin, with a veil

falling nearly to her feet, accompanied by four ladies

arrayed in white, with their attendant gentlemen, each

wearing the bridal favour. Mr. Roland was overwhelmed

with astonishment, but preserved his equanimity suffi-

ciently to introduce his friend, Mr. Middleton, who was

received by the ladies and by Mr. Duncan with stately

dignity and the most profound gravity. His wonder and

amazement increased at every moment, but he resolved

patiently to await the result of this singular meeting.

A few minutes had passed away, during which many

a significant smile passed between the different members

of the bridal party, when a clergyman entered ; and what

was Mr. Roland's astonishment, to see his friend, Middle-

ton, take his place beside the bride. His eyes gradually

enlarged ; his breath came thick and heavily, until the

perspiration stood in large drops upon his forehead. The

ceremony was suspended, and every eye was fixed in

assumed wonder upon the terrified fortune-seeker. " What

is the matter with Mr. Roland ?" " Is Mr. Roland faint ?"

and various other interrogatories, denoting strong sympathy,

resounded through the apartment. The pitiable object of

this ill-concealed merriment, remained quite speecljless, hi

a paroxysm of wonder, until Charles Middleton stepped

forward and whispered in his ear: "I advise you, sir,

never to confide your secrets hi future, even to your

best friends. I have had my full revenge, and Miss
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Duncan has had hers. Will you congratulate the

bride ?"

For a moment, the poor victim of his own folly, vanity,

and selfishness, stood as if stricken with paralysis of

tongue and limb
; but, suddenly recovering, he rushed out

of the apartment. The assembled guests, in compassion,

restrained their risibility until he had attained the street
;

but the door had scarcely closed, when a peal of laughter

echoed through the spacious rooms. The ceremony pro-

ceeded, till two, who faithfully loved, were united
; but

Edward Roland had made Ms last visit in Bond-street, and

was never heard of more in New-York.

THERE is a fever of the spirit,

The brand of Cain's unresting doom,

Which in the lone dark souls that bear it

Glows like the lamp in Tullia's tomb ;

Unlike that lamp, its subtile fire

Burns, blasts, consumes its cell, the heart,

Till, one by one, hope, joy, desire,

Like dreams of shadowy smoke depart.

HOOD.

19*
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THE MOURNER.

SPURNING the aid of ferry-boats, and cheating the

ferryman out of his pennies, I passed over the East River

to Long Island ;
and there, among the consecrated shades

of Greenwood, sought for scenes in unison with my

feelings.

I wandered from one pathway to another, each more

beautiful than the last, and played among the flowers ;

but I gathered them not; for the hands of love had

planted, and tears of affection had fertilized the soil from

which they sprang. The "
Forget-me-not

" bloomed there,

asking remembrance for a cherished brother, quietly slum-

bering beneath the weeping willow's graceful shade ;
and

the moss-rose, that told of maiden modesty and beauty,

cut down by the reaper's sickle, and garnered in its home

in heaven, while yet affection's strongest tendrils were

twining round her heart. " Gems of beauty," dear to the

eye of the living, and hallowed by having bloomed above

the quiet dwellings of the dead, were every where around

me ; but I hastened on, laden with their fragrance, to " the

;
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sylvan lake." I floated over its surface, kissed its mirror-

like waters, and formed them into little ripples, which

however quickly subsided, for I had no desire long to

disturb their sweet serenity. How I loved quietly to rest

upon its bosom, and then mount up into the green trees

which surround its margin, and gaze all day upon their

own reflected loveliness, as if enchanted with the glowing

picture. Then I played with the young foliage, and the

trembling image responded in the blue depths below. So

the harp of human sympathy answereth to the touch,

when swept by a skilful hand. Not far from the sylvan

lake I lingered awhile over the poet's
*
grave, and plucked

a green leaf in memory of one, the fire of whose genius

was quenched by the cold hand of friendless poverty ;
and

whose vivid dreams and distorted fancies burst forth at

length into the wild torch-light of the poor maniac's

frenzy, till in a prison-cell he laid him down to die, and

there, in darkness, breathed forth his last sigh to this, to

him, most bitter world !

There, too,. I gazed upon the monument of the young

Indian bride, cut down, like the just expanded flower, in

its young and unshadowed beauty : and, represented on

the pale marble, I saw the warlike chief, her husband,

with clenched hands, bewailing, in his despair, the loss of

one who had gone before him to " the better land." Alas !

* M'Donald Clarke.

o-
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how may the chiselled marble portray the broken heart !

;;
it was enough, she died what recks it how!'

1

But an adventure awaited me at Greenwood, which I

shall now relate.

The sunset hour approached the hour most holy in

this consecrated city of the dead when I discovered a

solitary mourner, clad in her sable weeds. She advanced

slowly towards a plain marble pyramid, bearing this sim-

ple inscription
" a husband and a father." She drew

aside her veil, and leaned upon the monument. How
calm she was ! and O, how beautiful ! her eye lit with

the soul's deep poetry ;
her brow pale as the marble on

which she rested: her form tall and slender, like the

reed which bends with the lightest breath
; and on her

cheek alas! alas! the hectic hue, which told its own

sad story ! Beneath the shade of the foliage she deemed

herself unseen ; and, stooping down, she gathered a pale

white rose, from among the flowers which her own hand

had planted. I then observed for the first time, an infant's

grave beside the monument; and, approaching, heard the

young mother speak in feeble murmurs " My husband,

I will not weep for thee ! nor for thee, my boy ! cut down

in the morning of thy young life, and laid beside the

strong arm, which was my stay and my support. The oak

has been riven by the lightning's flash, and the ivy which

clung to it, and found shelter and protection in its out-

stretched arms, is now fast withering away. Yet, why
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sh ould I weep ? Ere many days be past, I too '
shall lay

my pilgrim-staff aside, and spread my couch beside them.'

Daily I watch the fluttering pulse, which tells me that the

tide of life is ebbing fast, and that the waves are bearing

my shattered bark, nearer and nearer, to its haven of rest

and peace ! There hearts full of love and tenderness

await me, and arms shall clasp me, whose embrace shall

be eternal ! O !" she murmured, as seating herself on the

green turf she looked upward, as if beholding some form

to me invisible, and clasped her pale hands together,
"
tell

me not that we shall not meet hereafter, hi a conscious

existence ! What but the hope of re-union could have

supported me through these long and weary hours of

separation ! And do I not feel within my own heart that

it will be so ? Yes, my husband ! the period which severs

us will soon be passed : and thou, my infant boy ! thou

wilt again slumber on thy mother's heart." She ceased,

and a smile of hallowed hope and ecstatic joy, such

as no language can express, irradiated her beautiful fea-

tures.

I afterwards learned the outlines of her history from

some visitors who were discussing the subject, near the

monument. She was the widow of a young naval officer,

the auspicious commencement of whose career gave pro-

mise that he would, one day, stand high in the annals of

his country's fame
;
but he had fallen in a duel, at an

early age, a victim to a mistaken sense of honour
;
and

O
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that arm which should have done battle in his country's

cause, and bravely defended his country's rights, was thus

laid powerless In an untimely grave. Dread of dishonour

and disgrace among his brother officers had impelled him

to a course which his heart condemned ;
and he had died,

leaving behind him a broken-hearted wife and an infant

br.y, whose frail life was terminated shortly after his own.

Left an orphan, some years before her marriage, this

afflicted young creature was thus suddenly bereft of every

tie that bound her to life, and was here a stranger, far

from the scenes of her early associations. Fondly she

clung to the spot where these beloved ones slumbered,

amid the quiet shades of Greenwood ;
and here / resolved

to remain, in this consecrated retreat, passing my days in

quiet and solitary rambles among the flowers, floating in

the sylvan lake, or resting among the green foliage that

bordered it. in order to watch over one who had enlisted

my best feelings in her favour. Every evening she came

to visit the only spot now dear to her on earth ; her step

daily became more feeble, and her figure more attenuated,

but. (as Bulwer has beautifully expressed it) "the soul

seemed to become outward, and visible, as the frame de-

cayed."

One evening, about a month after I had first met her,

she approached, with a weak and faltering step. I hovered

around her, and endeavoured to invigorate and strengthen

her. She seated herself close to the monument, between
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the graves of her husband and child, and after a few mi-

nutes, in which she seemed partially to recover, she

stretched forth her thin, pale hand, and plucking a little

flower from either grave, placed them in her bosom. She

then drew forth a miniature, and pressed it to her lips and

heart
;
and raising her eyes to heaven, as if invoking a

blessing on her last hour, she closed them, and leaned

back exhausted and powerless against the cold marble.

For some time, I believed that life had departed, so still

she sat, and motionless
; but, as I approached and fanned

her brow, her chest heaved convulsively, her lips trembled,

and she faintly articulated,
"
If I could but die here !

here, in the fresh air, and beneath the clear, blue sky !"

Her voice became fainter still
; and, after a pause, during

which she seemed in fervent prayer, although no sound

issued from her lips, she once more opened her eyes, and

with sudden energy stretched forth her arms, as if clasp*

ing some airy form. " Thou art with me," she whispered

and I am happy! with me to the last! Father,

receive my spirit!" The eyes closed her hands fell

heavily across her breast. I was near to receive her last

sigh ; and, at the moment when her pure spirit pillowed

on the angels' wings, was borne upward to its home, the

last sunbeam unk to its golden rest. Her wish had

been complied with, and God had called her hence,

beneath the free air of his own blue heaven, and while

earth was robed in verdure and flowers. The hands of

-o
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strangers laid her in her last resting-place, and strangers'

tears bedewed her early grave !

So die the young, the beautiful ;

So pass from earth away :

E'en as the sunbeam sinks to rest,

When evening veils the day.

MARIA DE TORQUEMADA
THE VBIL.

BY THE REV. G. CROLT.

" My lord, you should have seen her, as she stood,

Bidding the world farewell : her pretty hands

Like two enclasping lilies
;

in her eyes

Two quivering, crystal drops her cheek a rose,

Yet of the whitest, turn'd upon the sky,

To which her thoughts were wing'd ! I never saw

So heavenly tonch'd a sorrow !"

THERE is a spot, a holy spot,

A refuge for the wearied mind,

Where earth's wild visions are forgot,

And, Love ! thy poison-spells untwined.

There learns the wither'd heart to pray

There gently breaks earth's weary chain
;

Nay, let me weep my life away

Let me do all, but love again !

O
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Oh, Thou that judgest of the heart,

Look down upon this bosom bare
;

And all, all mercy as thou art,

Save from that wildest, worst despair !

There, silent, dreamless, loveless, lone,

The agony at last is o'er;

The bleeding breast is turn'd to stone

Hope dies, and Passion burns no more.

I ask not death I wait thy will

I dare not touch my fleeting span :

But let me, oh ! not linger still,

The slave of misery and man !

Why sink my steps ! one struggle past,

And all the rest is quiet gloom :

Eyes, look your longest and your last,

Then turn ye to your cell and tomb !

Fly swift, ye hours ! The convent grate

To me is opening Paradise :

The keenest bitterness of fate

Can last but till its victim dies!

20
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THROUGH the old woods, a lonely anthem ringing,

O'er the tall cliff, and through the dusky glen,

The night breeze passed, amidst the darkness bringing

The rapid, measured tramp of armed men.

Up through the deep defile the lordly braying

Of the loud trumpet floated on the wind,

While the rich folds of silken banners swaying,

Swept' through the dim wood, vague and undefined.

Slow, 'neath the rugged, beetling crag declining,

Paled the dim lustre of the parting moon,

Seeming to fear, lest o'er her silver shining,

The morn's red light should triumph all too soon

But nearer vet, the martial music swelling,

Bore with its sound the heavy clang of arms,

To the deep solitudes around foretelling,

The horrors of the battle's dread alarms.
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And now, a host of swarthy forms, emerging

From the dark borders of the forest gloom,

Passed on, to where, beside the wave's low surging,

Rested the cross which marked a warrior's tomb.

There, on the damp and mossy turf extended,

Her fluttering garments moist with dew and spray,

With mingled gaze, of grief and madness blended,

Her dark hair streaming loose a woman lay.

" Oh ! men of blood," she cried,
" for strife preparing,

What deeds of terror go ye forth to do ?

Cruel and merciless alike uncaring

For the lone orphan's grief or widow's woe !

What hearths shall ye make desolate what dwellings

Shall sink in ruins at your dread approach !

What broken hearts shall be with anguish swelling !

What hopes shall fade and wither at your touch !

See ye the spot which yon low stone doth cover ?

Mark ye the cross which over it doth stand ?

There lies in death, my buried, murdered lover,

Slain in cold blood by your remorseless hand.

Ye slew him in your stern and cruel slaughter

Ye slew him in the blossom of his years

And I have come from a far isle to water

His early grave with my unceasing tears.
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Here watch I, through the long, long night, till morning

Streams forth its rosy light, o'er wood and wave,

And the next lonely, solitary dawning

Still finds me weeping by Henrico's grave.

Therefore, for ye there shall be no returning .

To this, your native home, whence now ye go ;

But, in a. foreign land, henceforth sojourning,

The winds of heaven upon your tombs shall blow."

They passed the maiden's bitter words unheeding,

With a grim smile the men of blood passed on .

Upon their bold and deadly errand speeding,

They tarried not to hearken to her moan.

But yet, her fearful propheey fulfilling,

.Not one of all that dark and murderous band

Returned to tell the tale, with horror thrilling,

How all found graves within the stranger's land.

O
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IN the great variety of individual character, dress, and

manner, observable in a promiscuous assemblage on board

a steamer
;
in the hurry, bustle, and excitement of embark-

ation, in the various emotions depicted on each individual

countenance, what a study is there for the painter, the

poet, or the physiognomist. Here is a son, the stay and

only prop of a widowed mother's declining age ; he has just

received her kiss and her blessing, and he leaves her, to

seek in the far and growing West a home for her and

himself, where the scanty means of the widow and the

fatherless shall increase and multiply under the benedic-

tion and guidance of Him who is the widow's God. Here

is a little girl of ten years of age, leaving for the first time

the parental roof and the arms of parental love, to seek

new friends among the little strangers who will be her

companions hi the Seminary at Troy. She is under the

charge of a kind friend, but her young heart is lonely, and

the shadows of her first sorrow are on her brow. And

here again is a newly married couple, young, ardent and

20*
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devoted, to whom the world, through their enraptured

vision, seems an Eden of perpetual sunshine. Only a few

hours have passed since beside the altar the sacred pledge

was given, and now, with the sweet memory of a father's

blessing and a mother's kiss, the embraces of brothers and

sisters, and the kind congratulations of friends, they have

embarked for a wedding tour to Niagara ; while opposite, in

strong and heart-stirring contract, is one in sable weeds.

Apart, she sits, lonely and desolate, for hers is a widowed

heart
; the idol of her earthly temple has fallen ;

she has

laid- him in the grave, and now she turns her steps home-

ward to the parental roof, to find her solace in the love

which sheltered and sustained her infancy.

But we pass, over the. endless variety that presents

itself, in the heartless " man of the world " whose reck-

less mind discovers only selfishness or love of display in

the various emotions, which to the feeling heart and far-

searching eye exhibit the truly beautiful in human char-

acter and in the world-wearied as well as in the pure

and beautiful, who are ministering spirits about our path,

could we but discern their offices of love and fix our

attention on one particular group, towards which I felt at-

tracted by some magnetic influence, and which had awaken-

ed in me a deep and growing interest.

But the incidents in which this little party were actors,

I will weave into a narrative.

The group consists of but two individuals ; the one, a

o-
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gentleman of middle age, with something of the grave and

sober aspect of the bachelor, without the coldness and

frigid propriety of demeanour, which too 'often characterize

that isolated class. His countenance exhibited marked

traces of a beauty which in the early flush of manhood

must have been striking and impressive. Years had not

passed without in some degree impairing it, but the high

and expansive forehead, the long dark lashes surrounding

an eye of peculiar benevolence and sweetness, and more

than all, the perpetual smile that played about the lips,

made it a face which would at once attract the friendless
;

encourage ths orphan and the desolate to ask for counsel

and guidance ;
and even bid the happy to sek a blessing

at the hands of its possessor. His dress was not arranged

without some regard to fashion, though wholly without

display, and was characterized by that peculiar neatness

, and fitness which denote a refined and cultivated taste.

Attributes such as I have described belong not gener-

ally to one who severs himself from domestic ties, and

from those,hallowed endearments of the social circle which

render life so blest; but the subject of my story, as I after-

wards learned, had loved in early life, -and- she who was

the object of his affection had fallen a victim to our coun-

try's deadly scourge.- Consumption had marked her for

its own ;
in his arms she had breathed her last sigh ; but

the love which was entwined about her memory, died not

with her
;

it had lived to embalm his whole existence
;
to
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hallow and purify, and elevate his character ;
and instead

of separating him from the world, which is too often the

result of sorrow upon the selfish mind, had made him

live to be the benefactor of his race
;

to diffuse joy and

tranquillity and happiness wherever his presence was felt,

and to cherish in Ms heart the dear image of the loved and

lost, till they should be re-united, as he fondly hoped, in

heaven.

My curiosity was excited to know what relation he

could possibly bear to his companion, towards whom his

manner partook somewhat of the parental, without the

entire and unrestricted freedom which would denote that

such a bond existed between them. She appeared about

sixteen years of age ; her form was light and elastic, her

complexion clear and transparent, bordering more on the

brunette than the blonde, with a regularity of features whose

ever-varying expression was their greatest charm. In her

dark eye, which wandered every where, and seemed to

comprehend at a glance every incident which occurred

around her, there was a love of the ludicrous and a lurk-

ing spirit of mischief, combined with so much of intelli-

gence and sprightliness, that a look at her would have

convinced even an indifferent observer, that she was not

one who would pass through the world without compre-

hending something of its character. Her eye glanced from

one to another of her fellow travellers, as if she would

fathom the secret depths of every heart, while she seemed

-O
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wholly unconscious of the admiration which her own ex-

treme beauty excited in every beholder. As the boat

glided on, her attention was gradually withdrawn from

those who were seated around her, and forgetful of every

thing else, she became perfectly absorbed in the magnifi-

cent scenery of the far-famed Hudson, the most pictu-

resque river of-our country. It was evidently new to her,

and her young spirit seemed revelling in the coilBciousness

of a new existence. How I loved, unseen, to hover about

her, and to listen to the outpourings of her enthusiasm,

which rushed forth like pent-up waters, that have at last

overleaped their barriers ! Occasionally it surpassed all con-

trol, and once, as if her very being were enwrapped with

nature, I saw her press her fair hands together, while a

tear, resting upon her cheek, revealed to me that there

was depth as well as quickness of feeling in that unsha-

dowed heart.

She arose, and taking the arm of her companion walked

the deck. I watched her movements, so unstudied, so

graceful ;
while the little foot planted itself at each step

so firmly and emphatically, as to impress one with the

idea of the decision of character which marked its pos-

sessor.

Once I took the liberty of moving aside an envious

tress which shaded' her brow too closely, and several times

when she attempted to draw her green veil, I so disturbed

her by my efforts, to remove it, that in utter impatience at

_ 1_ o
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my perseverance, she threw it aside and gave me an op-

portunity to gaze on her at my will.

The scenery on the majestic river was perfectly familiar

to me ; again and again had I passed over its waters ; day

after day had I ascended the loftiest branches of its noble

trees, playfully intruding into the sequestered homes of the

little birds, that nestled in the foliage on their very sum-

mits. I Hkd wandered over the Highlands and borne away

with me the fragrance of the flowers. I had entered, un-

ceremoniously, and made myself acquainted with the

dweUers in some of those splendid mansions that look dow.n

BO serenely on the waters below, as if care or trouble

never entered their enchanted precincts ; but, were I to re-

veal all the secrets which have been whispered to me from

the hearts of those indwellers, I could tell many a tale of

woe and anguish. The sensation of fear is so wholly

unknown to me, that I may ascend the perpendicular sides

of the Palisades, and pass securely where many a beholder

would envy me my power, while he would foel that my
foothold was none of the surest.

We were now approaching West Point, and the en-

thusiastic girl exclaimed, as she discovered the towering

monument erected to the noble Kosciusko,
" Here I am at

the scene of many a day-dream : the spot where Arnold's

laurels faded, and Andre's young* and heroic heart was

broken "
then suddenly turning to her companion, as if a

new idea had just occurred to her, and with a total change

O
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of expression in her countenance, she seized his arm and

looked coaxingly in his benevolent face.

" Now uncle," said she,
"
grant me one favour

; you

know you never deny your little Ada any thing she asks.

Say yes before I proceed."
"
Any thing reasonable, my child, I shall be delighted

to do for you."
" But if it is a little -unreasonable you won't deny me,

will you, dear uncle ?"

" That remains to be proved, Ada, but let us have

your proposition."

"
Well, here it is. This soldier brother of mine has

not seen me for five long years ;
meantime I have grown

out of all recollection, and am so changed that he will

never know me : the pale, sickly child of twelve years,

whom he left in his southern home, is wholly lost hi the

healthy, ruddy girl who is your
*

compagnon de voyage.'

Now, dear uncle, permit me to have my own way this

once. Remember, at my introduction to my brother, I

must not be his sister Ada Cameron, but Miss Donaldson,

the friend of that sister. Promise me, now, it will bring

no serious harm to you, uncle, and I shall enjoy the sport."

Poet. B shook his head emphatically.
" You

will bring us into difficulty Ada," said he.

"No, uncle," she exclaimed laughingly, "I promise

sacredly not to do that. You know Charles expects to

meet you alone, for my mother had not determined to let

O
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me accompany you till after your letter was mailed, and

there I was not mentioned : listen to me only this once.

There's a dear, kind uncle."

Ada knew well the extent of her power over her

indulgent relative, and as she looked up at him with her

whole countenance beaming with hilarity and innocent

mirth he patted her on her cheek, and said laughingly :

"
Well, you are a mischievous girl, but I'll promise to

keep your secret, only do not carry it too far."

The approach of the boat to the landing interrupted

all farther conversation, but I had heard all that had passed,

and resolved to know the sequel of the affair
; meantime,

during the ceremony of debarkation of '

passengers to

West Point,' removal of baggage, &c., I will take a back-

ward glance, and detail hi a few words the earlier history

of our little party. The parents of the two individuals

already mentioned, Charles and Ada Cameron, were natives

of Louisiana these were their only children, and had

consequently been raised with affectionate solicitude.

Charles had been early sent to the north for his education
;

one year had been passed in preparatory studies, and four

more at the Military Academy at West Point had completed

his course. It was just at this period, that his mother's

favourite brother, Doct. B , was called on urgent

business to the north, and arrangements were made for him

to visit West Point and return with his nephew. Ada,

who, from her infancy had been the pet of her bachelor
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uncle, was permitted by her parents to accompany him
;

although her mother had not yielded to his urgent solici-

tation to grant him that favour, till he was on the eve of

his departure. Charles, therefore, was daily anticipating

his uncle's arrival, but the thought had never suggested

itself, that his sister would be with him.

Once more then, we are at the landing at West Point ;

the hotel at that season was crowded with strangers, many
of whom were now waiting the arrival of the boat to greet

their" friends. Among them Doct. B at once dis-

covered his nephew, whose eager eye wandered from face

to face, in search of that which would so vividly recall

his home and his early boyhood. His uncle had seen him

before, during his residence at the north, but to the eye of

Ada, he seemed almost a stranger.

The military dress of the young soldier, his manly

bearing, his whiskers and curling dark hair, presented a

different picture to the eye of the sister, from that which

her imagination had drawn from the almost obliterated

sketch of her childishs recollections ;
and when her uncle

pointed him out to her, and said hastily and hi a low tone

"
Look, Ada, that is your brother, the young soldier on the

right," her heart bounded, and she half regretted the plan

she had formed ;
but it was too late ;

she hastily drew her

veil, and by the time that uncle and nephew had grasped

each other by the hand, and cordially embraced, she had

21
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recovered her self-possession, and was introduced as Miss

Donaldson, a young lady from his native city.

Ada longed to throw her arms about her brother's'

neck, and the eloquent blood rushed to her cheek ;
but

she restrained her emotions, and bowed formally. Leaning

on her uncle's arm, and with her brother at her side, the

three proceeded to the table-land above, and from thence

to the hotel. On their way, Charles made many inquiries

respecting his home, his parents, and sister. "How I

long," said he,
"
to be with them once more. Every

incident of my childhood is vividly impressed upon my

memory ; but, uncle, tell me something about that dear

sister of mine
;
Heaven has bestowed upon me but one such

gift, and my affection increases for her, as the hour ap-

proaches for our meeting. I hope that she loves me as

well as I do her. I remember her as a pale and delicate

little creature, quiet and pensive ;
but had she been blessed

with robust health, she would have been as merry as the

lark at sunrise. My mother writes me that she is quite

changed since we met ;
that improved health has materially

altered her appearance ; pray tell me if she is handsome ;

you know I am an adorer of beauty," and he slyly glanced

at Ada.

Doct. B pressed the arm of his niece, as he

replied, "Why, she is a good-looking girl, and would pass in

a crowd without remark
; she has very good common sense

too? quite enough to make her way through the world."
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Charles smiled, as he answered, "Her letters to me

4ndicate that
;
but I discover your policy, uncle

; you fear

to give me a favourable description because you wish me

to realize more than I anticipate ; but, if report says true,

she is as beautiful as my highest imaginings. I have

seen her in my dreams too, and if they are prophetic, I

shall not be disappointed."
" Do not expect too much," said the Doctor, dryly,

" she

is human," and with these words they arrived at the

hotel. !

During this conversation, which occupied a much

shorter space of time than I have taken to relate it, Ada

had preserved a strict silence
;
the envious green veil was

closely drawn, for she felt that she must fortify herself for

the -execution of her plan, and she dared not at this first

interview trust herself to speak. When they reached the

hotel, they parted at the door. "Uncle," said Charles,

"
it is now necessary for me to leave you, but directly the

evening parade is over I will obtain a permit, and be with

you again excuse me for a short time good evening

good evening, Miss Donaldson," and he raised his hat

ceremoniously but gracefully. Ada bowed, and as she

stepped into the door, Charles glanced at the pretty foot

in the neatly laced gaiter.
" She has a foot that a Venus

might envy," said the enthusiastic young soldier to himself,

as he turned to depart,
" but O ! that abominable veil ! if I

had the control of the fashions they should be exploded at

o- * o
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once. I hope that Ada does not wear one." As these

thoughts passed with the rapidity of light through his

mind, he glanced involuntarily back at the hotel, and saw

a sweet face unveiled, and gazing after him with earnest-

ness.

" Good Heaven !" thought Charles,
" can that be the

same ?" But before he could decide, the face disappeared

with the suddenness of an apparition.

The tea hour had scarcely passed, when Charles

Cameron took his way to the hotel. He was met by his

uncle as he entered the parlour, and once more was

announced to Miss Donaldson. Ada, with a self-posses-

sion at which she herself marvelled, presented her hand in

token of welcome ;
it was most cordially received, and the

young soldier seated himself beside her. He looked

earnestly at her: "the same," thought he, "the same

beautiful face which I saw at the window."

In truth, Ada had never looked more lovely ;
and the

moonlight which streamed in at the window, and fell upon

her dark hair, contrasting it with the pure white dress, for

which she had exchanged her travelling attire, lent an

enchantment to her whole "appearance, and so elated her

spirits, that she entered into conversation with even more

than her wonted fluency. They conversed upon the

scenery of the northern states; upon the picturesque

beauty of their hills and valleys, contrasted with the dull

and monotonous landscapes of their own portion of the

O -O
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country, and particularly of their native state
; upon the

climate, manners of the people, &c., &c. - While thus

pleasantly engaged, one of the superior officers, a friend

of Doct. B
, called upon him, and invited him to

walk out with him. "
Perhaps," said he,

" Miss Donaldson

and Cameron will accompany us, the evening is so

inviting." Ada very readily acquiesced, and leaning on

the arm of her brother, they walked forth. . The night

was glorious, and the peculiar quietude of the spot seemed

to render the moonlight sacred, as it fell on the silver

mirror of the Hudson,. on the Highlands, on rock and

tree, and marble monument. The dullest imagination

might have been awakened to fervour under such inspiring

influences ;
but Ada felt as if she were revelling in a

laad of dreams, or realizing some of the vivid pictures of

fairy-land.

After wandering from spot to spot, on that enchanted

ground, they paused at length on the high cliff where

stands the noble monument to Kosciusko, and gazed for

some minutes silently down upon the calm beauty of the

glorious Hudson, reposing -quietly beneath, and giving back

from its own silver mirror, the pensive smile that lighted

the face of. heaven. Charles was the first to interrupt

the silence.
"My uncle," said he,

" seems very unwilling

to speak to me of my sister but now that we are alone,

pray tell me, Miss Donaldson^ do you know her?"

" Know her ! O ! yes," said Ada,
" we have known

21*
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each other long and well ;
indeed I believe I know every

throb of her heart, as well as if it were my own."

"Do you, indeed? then you will describe her to me; tell

me, is she as beautiful as report would lead me to suppose ?"

" And if she were not beautiful," said Ada, adroitly

evading the question,
" would her brother withhold his

love from her ? Tell me, Mr. Cameron, does the affection of

kindred require the power of personal attraction to sustain

it ? I have imagined, that it might live and flourish with-

out any such aid ; nourished only by those attributes of

mind and heart which develope themselves in daily inter-

course, and whose holiest sphere of action is within the

charmed circle of home."

"
True, Miss Donaldson, yet one loves to see a rare

and beautiful gem, enshrined in a casket that is worthy*of

itself. For myself, I confess that I am an adorer of the

beautiful, wherever it may be found: I love it in the

heavens above and in the earth beneath, as well as in the

soul that beams in worhan's eye or breathes from her lip."

"But Mr. Cameron will not confess," said Ada, "that

he cannot adore the beautiful in character, independently

of the attractions of the person ? The latter are some-

times like the placid bosom of the waters when at rest,

whose loveliness tempts us to gaze on it, till we forget

that there is treachery beneath its polished surface. But

do not misunderstand me ; I too admire the beautiful in

person, but not for itself alone : I love it only when it is
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an index of the full warm heart that glows and throbs

beneath, and imparts its own vivid colouring to every

changing expression of the features. How often do the

plainest countenances become radiant beneath the influence

of elevated thoughts, till we have almost deemed them

beautiful ! But, I assure you, that whatever my friend,

your sister, may be, she loves her brother dearly,

enthusiastically." Then, quickly changing the theme,

for she dared not trust herself farther, she said " But

while talking of the beautiful, we are forgetting its mani-

festations around us, at this moment; were I to live

among such scenes, I fear that I should become wholly

unfit for the sober realities of life."

As they stood leaning upon the railing which surrounds

the monument, the warmth of the evening induced Ada to

remove her hat, and as the moonlight fell upon her white

dress, and her beautiful countenance, irradiated by an

expression such as the hallowed beauty and quiet of the

scene around was calculated to inspire ;
the young soldier

gazed upon her, as if she were too lovely to be aught but

the creation of his fancy, as he replied,
" Even those

sober realities wear a different aspect when invested with

the drapery of poetry. But, Miss Donaldson, notwith-

standing your philosophy, you must indulge me in my
adoration of human loveliness."

"
I did hope," said Ada,

" to reclaim you from your

idolatry ; but, since my reasoning is of no avail, I can
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only hope that you will find a divinity worthy of your

homage."
" If such a divinity would but receive our homage,"

said Charles, colouring, as he spoke,
" such an one were

easily found !"

Just at this dangerous crisis, Dr. B and his frierid,

approached.
" My child !" exclaimed the Doctor, forget-

ting himself entirely, in his anxiety at Ada's imprudence ;

but suddenly atoning for it,
" Pardon me, Miss Donaldson,

an old man will sometimes forget the respect due to young

ladies; but, do you know that the dews are falling.on that

pretty head of yours, which I have promised to return to

your parents
'

in good order and well conditioned ;' pray,

put on your hat, and have some respect for the responsi-

bility of my guardianship."

"
Well, Dr.

"
replied . Ada, as she laughingly

resumed her seat,
"
I suppose that I must obey orders

while under your command, but, I pray you, do not exer-

cise your official authority too rigorously. Indeed, how

can one believe, that beneath such serene heavens, sur-

rounded by such glories, bathed by such moonbeams, and"

added she archly, lowering her voice,
" under the excite-

ment of such circumstances, one can be subject to any

evil, much less to a cold in one's head ?"

" Heads and hearts cannot be too strictly guarded," an-

swered the Doctor gravely. Then playfully turning to his

nephew,
"
Charles," said he,

" bear witness, that henceforth
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this young lady is in rebellion against my strict commands,

whenever she exposes herself to the influence of evening

dews
;
for I would not like to take her back to the south,

quivering with ague, and shaking her head ominously at

her friends."

"
Uncle," said Charles,

" I never will bear witness

against the ladies, before any tribunal."

" That is well," exclaimed Ada
;

" Mr. Cameron is

henceforth my champion. Have a care, Doctor, you have

a powerful antagonist."

Thus bantering, they returned to the hotel, and shortly

after separated ; Ada, to retire to her apartment, and listen

to the whisperings of her heart, which told her that the

secret must soon be disclosed
;
for she loved her brother

too well, to wish to postpone his happiness, or to carry

the results of her spirit of mirth to any dangerous length.

Her uncle, as he passed her door, repeated his affectionate

" Good night ;" and placing his lips close to the key-hole,

said
"
Ada, that young soldier will dream of you to-night,

remember my caution, and do not carry your mischievous

pranks too far."

The Doctor was right ;
Charles Cameron returned to his

quarters, to have every waking or sleeping thought en-

grossed by his companion of the evening : he was silent

and abstracted. As he entered his apartment, he placed

his lamp unconsciously upon the floor, nor was he aware

of the fact, until his room-mate Clifford, a promising and

Q ,
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gifted young man from Mobile, exclaimed,
"
Why, how

now, Cameron, wouldn't the dressing-table answer better

for that purpose ?"

"
Perhaps it would," said Charles, somewhat mortified,

but not wholly awakened from his revery, and at the same

time, taking up the lamp. Clifford, who had already re-

tired, observed the unwonted silence of his friend, and

endeavoured to draw him into conversation.

" A glorious night, is it not, Charlie ? look out, and tell

me if the moonlight is as cloudless as it was an hour

ago."
"
I will," said Charles mechanically, as, unconscious

of the act, he again took up the lamp and approached the

window.

"Good heavens!" exclaimed Clifford, "ig the man
' clean daft,' as the Scotch would say ! Why Cameron,

can you see the moon any better by the aid of the lamp ?"

"No, no," stammered Charles, -'probably not;" and

restoring the lamp to its proper place upon the table, he

commenced pacing the room. As he did so, he was

obliged to pass very near the bed on which Clifford was

lying. ^Several times did he pass and repass, without in-

terruption from his friend, who amused himself with

watching the expression of his countenance.

"
Cameron," exclaimed Clifford, at length, raising him-

self, and seizing his arm, as he was about making another

revolution in his prescribed orbit, and whirling him round
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so suddenly that he nearly lost his balance,
"
Cameron,

tell me what is the matter? Confess, or you are lost.

Down on your knees, man, and confess, I say!" At the

same time, with appropriate action, he threw his whole

weight into the hands which rested on the shoulders of

his friend, whose physical strength, always inferior to his

own, was, in this sudden and unexpected attack, wholly

inadequate for resistance. Down he sank, therefore, on

his knees beside the bed, and, roused by this time from

his abstraction by Clifford's violence, and the roar of laugh-

ter which followed it, in which he could not avoid joining,

Cameron raised his hands, as if imploring mercy, assuming

an air of the most humble supplication.

"
Speak, man," said Clifford, still laughing and holding

him down by main force
;

"
confess, where have you

passed the evening in what society under what influ-

ences ?"

" Under the influences of an angel," said Charles ;

" but

I will not confess that is, I will not, except to the lady."
" A lady !

"
said Clifford, "ah ! there's a lady in the

case, is there ? Under such circumstances a man is not

expected to be rational ;
and I'll release you from confes-

sion, on one condition promise me
"

"
I shall make no promises on compulsion," said

Charles.

" Hear me first," said Clifford
;

"
promise me an intro-

duction to her to-morrow evening."
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"
If you were Hot so confoundedly handsome, I would,"

said Cameron; as, suddenly summoning all his strength,

he threw the arms of Cliffjrd from him, and sprang to his

feet, laughing heartily.

" There's a confession for you !" said Clifford, shout-

ing in triumph, and passing his hand through his heavy

black curls. " You acknowledge, then, my superior per-

sonal attractions well, Cameron, I never doubted your

veracity in any case
;
least of all should I wish to do so

now
;
but to-morrow shall decide. I shall see her, and

try the effect of my charms upon her
;

if she is a lady of

taste, the contest is decided
;

if not, there is a shadow- of

hope for you !" So saying, he threw himself back upon

his pillow.

" You are a conceited dog," said Cameron, laughing ;

"you cannot suppose that I really consider you hand-

some
;
I said it, conceiving that your modesty would con-

tradict me."

" Not I, in faith, Charlie ; nobody ever met with oppo-

sition for calling me handsome," said Clifford. Thus

saying, he relapsed into silence, and his friend following

his example, they both, ere long, slept profoundly.

But visions of happiness were hovering about the pil-

low of Charles Cameron, and scenes of beauty were

wrought out, by the hand of fancy, which, in his waking

hours, he could scarcely hope to realize. Having entered

the golden gates of dream-land, a bright-winged creature
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bore him to his home. There was his mother, pale, placid,

and mild, as she had ever been in his earlier years. She

clasped her arms about his neck, and kissed him fondly ;

his father warmly embraced, and called him his soldier

son. Then, a bright and fairy-like being flitted before

him it was his sister he extended his arms towards

her, but she retreated
; and, as her form gradually faded

away, he recognized the companion of his moonlight

ramble.

Various were the characters presented, and the scenes

enacted that night before his mental vision: and at an

early hour he was awakened by Clifford. Come, Sir

Knight, it is quite time for you to light your lamp, to show

me the sun this morning ; you found it a great assistance

last night, in distinguishing the moon's fair face."

"
Away with you, Clifford !" said Cameron,

" I have

travelled the world over, during the night, and would like

to rest after my journey !"

" But do you know, man, that this is the day on which

I am to captivate that '
ladie faire ?' and does it become

you to be sleeping at your post while such an adversary

is in the field ? Up, up ! I say ;
don your armour, and

fight manfully for your lady-love, or I shall bear her off

in triumph."

Finding that there was little hope of rest, while his

gay friend was near, Cameron rose, dressed, and placing

his arm within that of Clifford, strolled forth with him, to

22
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enjoy the freshness of the morning air. As they passed

the hotel, the eye of Cameron, almost unconsciously,

wandered from window to window, while he was speculat-

ing on the probability of this or that apartment being

occupied by her, who was the subject of his thoughts, and

hoping to meet her face somewhere. Clifford observed it.

" There she is, Charlie," said he,
" beautiful as a dream.

But no "
as Charles followed with his eye the direc-

tion he indicated
"
no, I am mistaken, it is only a house-

maid sweeping the hall !" Thus he went on, bantering his

poor friend, till Cameron threatened, laughingly, to throw

him over the cliff, into the river below
;
and ended, by

hoping that the shaft he designed to hurl at the lady's

heart, would but rebound and pierce his own.

" Thank you, thank you," said Clifford,
" but I am in-

vulnerable to all arrows of Cupid's workmanship."

Laughing, they returned to their quarters, and break-

fast over, the friends separated. Charles obtained a permit

to devote the day to his friends, and an excursion to Fort

Putnam was proposed. The day was delightful, and every

thing combined to render the undertaking all that could be

desired. Ada's enthusiasm increased at every step ; the

exercise added a fresh tint to the transparent rose-hue on

her cheek ; and while her uncle pointed out every spot in

the neighbourhood, consecrated by revolutionary memo-

ries, her dark eye kindled, and there was a fervour in her

thoughts, and a fluency in her words, as they rushed forth

O
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in unstudied elegance, which awakened more than ever

the admiration of the ardent young soldier. When they

had attained the highest eminence, the difficulties of the

ascent compelled Ada to rest upon a green knoll, and

Charles placed himself near her, while Doctor B
,

absorbed in the scenes around him, wandered from point

to point, for the most attractive views. As they sat,

gazing at the landscape, Charles plucked a wild rose-bud,

which grew at his feet, and presenting it to Ada, said,

"Will Miss Donaldson preserve this, in memory of this

glorious spot ;
and may I hope that at some distant day, it

will recall its giver."
"
Certainly Mr. Cameron," said Ada,

" I shall preserve

it, for the giver is very dear to me !"

"Indeed! Am I dear to you, Miss Donaldson?"

said Charles, with the utmost surprise depicted on his

countenance. " So short has been our acquaintance, that

I hardly dared to hope
"

" So short ! no, Mr. Cameron, you have figured in my

day-dreams, as well as in my visions of the night, during

long years gone by. In dreams I have been with you

when you knew it not, watched over, blestj and loved

you !" The tears started into Ada's eyes.
" Miss Donaldson !" exclaimed Charles,

"
tell me, I

pray you, to what I am indebted for this interest in my
welfare ?"

" To a sister's dearest love," she exclaimed,
"
for I
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am your own Ada ;" and throwing her arms about her

brother's neck, she gave way to the full tide of her affec-

tion, which had so long, and with such difficulty been

repressed.

"Ada, my sister!" exclaimed the young soldier, after

a pause in which the tears rushed to his eyes, as he clasp-

ed her to his heart and kissed her again and again ;

"
I

have no words to speak my happiness : but why, why
have you so cruelly deferred this hour ? Why did you not

meet me, Ada, as the sister whom I have longed to clasp

to my heart ? O Ada ! had you loved me as I have loved

you, could you have done so ?"

"
Forgive me, brother. I proposed it to our uncle just

as we landed, in mere sport, for the sake of hearing how

you would speak of me to a stranger. I knew not how

difficult would be the accomplishment of my undertaking.

More than once I have been ready to fall upon your neck,

but, aided by a firm resolution, I repressed my emotions,

and determined to carry out my plan. Let me hope that

you will not love your Ada less, because she is fond of a

little adventure when opportunity offers."

"
O, no ! my sister ; but this hope deferred, and then

so unexpectedly realized, unmans me. Do not think that I

often betray such weakness ;" and he dashed aside the

gathering tears.
"
Indeed, Ada, I believe that my love for

you is deeper than that which usually binds the brother to

the sister. Perhaps it is owing to our early separation.

O
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We parted just at the time when a brother feels most

strongly the want of a sister's love. I came among

strangers, and it was long before my heart opened itself to

the tokens of friendship which I received. Meantime the

image of my mother, of my sister, were daily and

hourly before me : my heart was ever in my home.

I reasoned with and endeavoured to convince myself that

it was a weakness in my character
;
that manhood was

approaching, and manhood had stern tasks to pursue ;
but

the weakness, if such it be, is still unconquered, and love

of home and kindred is one of my strongest, dearest ties

to life. But, Ada, this repays me for all
;
to find you such

as you are, and that I am so beloved." And again he

clasped her to his heart, while her head rested upon his

shoulder.

Ere long, Doctor B returned from his wander-

ings, and comprehended by a glance at the brother and

sister, that the secret was revealed. "
Why, how is this,

nephew Charles ?
" he exclaimed.

" What right have you

to engross this lady so entirely ? I begin to suspect you

of a design to cast into the shade my maturer charms."

" Pardon me, just now, dear uncle," said Charles,
" I

am hardly in the mood for bantering ; my heart is too full,

and overflows with its happiness. I have forgiven this

dear sister of mine
;
but you too have need of forgiveness,

for aiding her in deceiving me."

" Ada must answer for her own sins, and mine also,

- 22*
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my dear Charles, in this matter
;
but I believe she has

been prudent enough to stop precisely at the right point.

But how do you like my pet here ? Does she approach

your ideal of your sister ?"

" Do not ask me, dear uncle," said Charles, as bending

down he kissed her forehead, and pressed her again to his

heart.

It was now time to think of resuming their walk, and

turning their faces towards their hotel. To happy hearts,

unshadowed by aught of earthly care, unoppressed and

free, how pure is the enjoyment afforded by the loveliness

of nature ! And here its grandeur inspired the soul with

high and holy thoughts, while its picturesque beauty

filled the heart with tenderness. True and deep-seated,

heartfelt happiness, is generally characterized by a quiet

pensiveness ;
but Ada must pour out her whole soul to

her newly found brother ;
she must tell him the thousand

little incidents of her daily life, which letters could not

convey, and which had transpired during the long years of

their separation. She must answer his inquiries about his

home, his parents, and particularly his sweet and gentle

mother, whose watchful tenderness had been so ceaseless

over his childhood, that his thoughts never reverted to that

period without bringing before his " mind's eye
"

her pla-

cid smile, and to his ear, the gentle tones of her affec-

tionate voice.

What quality in a mother so impresses itself upon the

O
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hearts of her children, as gentleness? that quiet tender-

ness which acts so soothingly upon the petty disturbances,

the little griefs and sorrows of childhood ! To the son,

especially, as he goes forth in after years, to meet the

temptations which assail the career of manhood, to enter

the arena, and battle with, and overcome the thousand ob-

stacles which obstruct the path of his ambition how

often and how soothingly do the cadences of that mother's

voice come back to him by the potency of memory ! Once

more he is a boy, resting his young head upon her bosom,

pouring his little griefs into her ever-listening ear, receiv-

ing her maternal kiss, and her gentle, soothing words of

consolation and of counsel. Ye who are mothers, look at

the little prattler at your knee, and remember that the

sentiments you utter at this moment, be they for weal or

woe, are sinking deeply into the soil of your boy's young

heart; that after years shall behold him, returning in

spirit to these comparatively sinless hours, and dwelling

once more on the words that fall now from his mother's

lips.
Let them be such as shall come back upon him in

his future career, perhaps of folly or of crime, and make

him sigh for the lost happiness of childlike innocency.

But turn we once more to our party. With what

pride did the young soldier gaze upon his sister, and listen

to her, as she poured forth, confidingly and
unrestrainedly,

all her thoughts, as if sure of a heartfelt response from the

brother she so loved ! Those were precious moments, as,
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arm in arm, they wandered on, thought blending with

thought, heart blending with heart, and realizing all that

years of hope deferred had promised.

If there's on earth a link that's formed above,

It is, it is, a brother's heartfelt love !

And now they had reached their hotel, and were to part

for a short time, while Charles returned to his quarters for

his friend Clifford. He had left the door but a moment,

when he came back, as if a thought had suddenly occurred

to him. Laughingly he stepped into the parlour, and

taking Ada's hand, drew her aside.

"
Sister, said he,

"
you have proved yourself expert in

the performance of your r61e thus far, can you re-assume

your disguise, and continue it a little longer ?"

"
Yes," said Ada,

" the spirit of mischief that is in me,

longs for employment ;
but pray, do not assign me so dif-

ficult a part as that which I have just performed. Is there

any thing of romance in the proposed adventure ?"

" I am desirous of introducing to you my friend Clif-

ford, this evening," said Charles,
" and have an object

which I will not now reveal to you, in wishing you to

preserve your disguise. My motive, I will explain to you

afterward
;
but there is nothing serious or alarming in it,

I promise you."
"

I m ready for it, brother," said Ada, smiling,
" and

will trust entirely to you."

Once more they parted, and Ada retired to her apart-
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ment to follow the advice of her ever-watchful uncle.

"Lie down," said he,
"
Ada, and rest a while ;

for as you

have embraced the profession of an actress, you will need,

after your fatiguing excursion, strength to sustain your

part."

Her unusual physical exertion, as well as mental ex-

citement, had so exhausted Ada, that she slept profoundly,

and on awakening, found that but half an hour was want-

ing before the tea-bell would summon her.

"
Now," said Ada to herself,

"
I must prepare for the

enactment of my part. And my costume, what shall it

be ? plain white for this warm evening, I think, would

suit Charles's taste : a blue ribbon for the waist, and the

white wild flowers which he gathered, in my hair !"

Hastily fell the luxuriant tresses over- her shoulders,

and as hastily, yet tastefully, her pretty hands braided

them, and arranged the flowers from her bouquet among

the braids. The pure white muslin, with its short sleeves,

which the warm, weather, and the round and beautifully

formed arms would fully justify, was next put on, and her

bell was rung so energetically, that the chamber-maid

rushed in, apprehensively.
" Fasten my dress as quickly

as possible, if you please, Mary," said Ada,
"

I have slept

too long, and the tea-hour is approaching."
"
Yes, Miss,

your uncle has just asked for you," said Mary.

The dress was soon arranged, displaying to advantage

the symmetrical proportions of her beautiful figure ;
and

O : O
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while Ada's mind was entirely absorbed in conjectures

regarding her brother's proposal, and the motives which

could possibly induce him to make it, the dressing-maid,

unobserved by her, gazed at her admiringly, and surveyed

her, from the little foot, so neatly dressed in the rich silk

hose and delicate French slipper, to the dark hair, arranged

with so much taste and simplicity.

" One office more, Mary," said she, as she threw a

slender chain over her neck, from which was suspended

a small gold cross, (a present from her brother during

their separation, and which she had not worn since her

arrival at West Point, lest it should be the means of her

betrayal,)
"
clasp this bracelet on my arm," taking from a

casket at the same moment a bracelet, the clasp of

which contained the united hair of her parents.
" I may

wear these articles now, thought Ada, for the scales

have fallen from my brother's eyes, and I have nothing to

fear."

Just at that moment the tea-bell rang.^ind as Ada issued

from her room, she met Dr. B
, who was already

on the stairs, impatient for her coming.
" Why how is this, my little Ada ?" said the Doctor

;

"
I thought you had taken up your abode in dream-land al-

together ;
but come, give your old uncle a kiss

; you look as

fresh and bright as a young rose just opened."
" Such refreshing sleep, dear uncle, and an awakening

to such happiness as mine, must account for it," said

O
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Ada smiling, and kissing her uncle affectionately.
" Has

Charles arrived ?"

"
Yes, my child, and is now waiting for you below

with his friend."

As they entered the parlour, Charles and Clifford rose

from their seats, and* the former presenting his hand cor-

dially to Ada, giving her at the same time a look full of

meaning, begged permission to introduce his friend and

room-mate, Mr. Clifford.

The salutations had just passed, when Dr. B re-

marked,
"

It is quite time that we secure our seats at the

table
;
Miss Donaldson^ you will take the arm of an old

beau, and these inexperienced ones will follow."

As they entered the room, following Ada and her uncle,

Clifford whispered "I think we must exchange shots

for her, Charlie. She is a gem worth one's living or dy-

ing for. Do you not tremble at the impression I shall

make ?"

"
I am not in the slightest degree apprehensive," said

Charles, assuming his friend's manner "I have discov-

ered her to be a young lady of decided taste."

"
Well, we will settle that matter before long," an-

swered Clifford laughing ;

"
for the present, every man for

himself;" at the same time adroitly managing to obtain a

seat at Ada's side, who at. the moment was engaged in

conversing with her uncle.

During the repast, the conversation was general

O 6
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among the party. Clifford, at all times brilliant and at-

tractive, exerted the finest powers of his really superior

mind
; while Ada, excited by the adventures of the day,

by the magnificent scenery which she had contemplated,

as well as exhilarated by exercise, had never appeared to

greater advantage. Charles lotted upon her with the

pride so natural in a brother for an only sister, and listened

with pleasure to the thoughts which flowed from her lips,

in language chaste and graceful, yet impassioned.

"How enthusiastic has my little Ada become," said

Doctor B
, addressing her, in a low voice, as he

led her into the parlour, while her brother and his friend

followed at a little distance.
" While I listen, ah

1

the po-

etical fervour and inspiration of my youth return, and the

love for all things beautiful, which characterized me in

earlier days, comes back ujon me with its long lost

power."

"I have never discovered in you, dear uncle, any

change or decay in that love of natural heauty with which

you inspired me, in my earliest childhood. To you I am

indebted for the ability to appreciate it; and surely it

would but prove my ingratitude, and forgetfulness of all

the hours you have employed in patiently unfolding to me

the mysteries of astronomy, botany, &c., were I to listen

to the slander you cast upon yourself. But, why should

increasing years destroy one's love for the beauties of cre-

ation, when every succeeding one, must increase the

O
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power to comprehend them ? A life time is scarcely suf-

ficient to give one a glimpse into the thousand mysteries

around us."

"
Because, my child, our susceptibility to impressions

of the beautiful decreases with advancing years." Their

conversation was here $interrupted by the approach of

Charles and Clifford.

The maturity exhibited in Ada's thoughts, as well as in

their expression, was far beyond that usually manifested

by those of her own age ;
but that maturity could be ac-

counted for by the care which had been bestowed

upon her education. Independently of the watchfulness

and anxiety of her -parents in regard to it, her uncle

had surrounded her with every thing which could

incite her to an ardent pursuit of knowledge. Pos-

sessed of an income which placed him above the necessity

for exertion, he had given his time almost exclusively to

literary and scientific pursuits ;
and discovering early in

his niece a thirst for knowledge, he had supplied her with

such mental aliment as he deemed most judicious ; laying

first the foundation with the essential elements, and rear-

ing thereupon a superstructure graceful and elegant, and

of symmetrical proportions.

In early childhood, he had excited in her an intense

love for the beautiful in all God's created works; and

then had he opened to her longing vision, leaf by leaf, the

book of nature. From her first lesson in the little wild

23
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flower that grows upon the mountain-side, had he led her

on, to a perfect knowledge of the science of botany, in

which his own mind delighted : nor had he neglected to

blend and impress therewith, upon the just unfolding page

of her young heart, the love of Him who tints the rose's

opening leaf, and hides the dew-drop in the lily's bell.

Then would he take her little hand in his, upon a sum-

mer's eve, when moon and stars came forth in heaven

and poured their resplendent glories on the world ;
and

while his own feelings were elevated, he bore the thoughts

of his young auditor with him, as he pointed out to her the

worlds on worlds which shone above them in the arch of

heaven ; and as the powers of her mind expanded, he un-

folded to her the glorious and ennobling secrets of that

science, which, more than any other, leads the mind up-

ward to the great Architect of this great creation. .

In every path of knowledge he culled for her its

flowers, and excited her love for it, before he led her into

its abstruser and more thorny ways. He made the portal

attractive, that she might be led voluntarily to seek the

inner temple. The gems that decorated the floor of the

ocean of truth were made brilliant, that she might

be induced to struggle for, and at last to win them.

Every germ of knowledge which he implanted in her

young mind, bore at its heart a pure religion; for he had

taught her that no stream of wisdom can be traced to its

source, without the discovery that it centres in Him, who

O i
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is the fountain whence all truth proceeds. Perceiving

her rapid advancement under her uncle's watchful care,

the parents had allowed him to pursue his own course in

regard to her education
; and it was thus that at the age

of seventeen. Ada had formed a strong, and almost filial

attachment to him, and had acquired a maturity of thought,

unusual at her age.

Clifford's gayety had gradually subsided into serious-

ness; and he now seated himself near Ada, with that de-

ference in his manner which the discovery of superior

mental gifts always excites, in one who can appreciate

them
;
and with the conviction of her superiority, came

the desire to appear to advantage in her eyes. Charles

joined in the conversation only when an occasion offered

itself to give a new impetus to the enthu siasm of his

sister, and to bring out the beautiful colouring of her mind

and heart.

The evening was rapidly advancing, when, after a

pause of some length, Clifford said "Do you know,

Miss Donaldson, that my friend Cameron has a sister,

whose image is never absent from his mind ? Every beau-

tiful picture that he sees, he fancies must resemble her,

either in form or features. He has not seen her for some

years, but he bears about with him an ideal, to which he

has given her name, and, in truth, he has inspired me with

an intense desire to see her
;
but probably ere this he has

told you something of her.
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"Yes," said Ada, preserving her equanimity, "Mr.

Cameron has frequently spoken to me of his sister since

we met, and as I have had the pleasure of an intimate

acquaintance with her, it delights me to listen: but I

assure you, Mr. Clifford, that his sister reciprocates all

the affection which he can possibly feel for her." Charles

smiled affectionately, as he caught her eye, but Clifford

did not perceive it.
" The bond which unites the brother

and sister is a very dear one," continued Ada
;

"
for myself

I cannot conceive that a stronger one exists on earth."

"You speak feelingly, Miss Donaldson," said Clifford,

" I presume, therefore, that you have a brother."

"
Yes," said Ada,

" I have but one, and his love is a

treasure worth the wealth of worlds to me ; since my early

childhood we have been separated much, yet our hearts

have overleaped all barriers, and blended as it were in

one."

" He does not then reside in Louisiana ?" said Clifford.

" At present, he is absent from his native state," said

Ada, glancing archly at Charles, as he sat near her
;

"
but,

Mr. Clifford, have you not a sister, that you leave me to

eulogize alone so dear a bond ?"

"No, Miss Donaldson, I have never been so blest as to

have known the love of a sister," said Clifford.
" I am

an only child, petted, and perhaps spoiled. My twin-sister

died at her birth, and death deprived me of a blessing,

which would unquestionably have rendered my life better
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and happier ;
for I doubt not, that there is much that is

elevating, in the influence of a sister's affection."

" The influence which a sister may exert, is indeed

very powerful for good or ill," said Ada;
"
let us hope that

she is most frequently disposed to exercise a salutary one."

"
Judging by our friend Cameron here," said Clifford

laughing,
" what sort of an influence may we imagine his

sister to have exerted over him ?"

" Mr. Cameron's sister, has been separated from him so

much," said Ada, smiling,
" that I suspect, whatever of

good or evil may characterize him, he must himself merit

or answer for
;
her affection, however strong it may be,

can hardly be a watchful one, at such a distance."

" But her letters," said Charles, seriously,
" have not,

I trust, been without their influence upon me
;
letters full

of elevated and generous sentiments and assuring me that

her nightly prayers to heaven were offered for my welfare."

A tear was in Ada's eye 'as she smiled upon her

brother, but it was unobserved by his friend, for at this

moment, a message from a superior officer, summoned

them to their quarters, and they were compelled reluctantly

to take their leave.

A week had passed away, and much time had been

devoted by Charles and Clifford, to Ada and her uncle :

their rambles in the neighbourhood of West Point, on both

sides of the river had been delightful, and fraught with

much of pleasure to each member of the party ; but, the

23*
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time was now rapidly approaching, when they must take a

reluctant leave of a spot, whose present and past associa-

tions, could not but give to it an abiding interest.

As they left the hotel, one evening, Clifford took the

arm of his friend, and endeavoured vainly, to assume the

gay and heartless manner, with which he had spoken of

Ada, before his introduction to her.
"
Well, Charlie,"

said he,
" I suppose that it is about time for me to receive

a challenge, and have the privilege of choosing weapons,

selecting a second, &c., &c."
" Not a shot shall be exchanged, Clifford," said Charles ;

" she is already mine, and I shall defy all your powers of

fascination to win her from me."

" Ah !" said Clifford, concealing under a gay smile, a

deeper feeling,
" he that will not fight for his lady, is not

worthy of her love."

" But why," said Charles, smiling mischievously,
"
why

should he do so, when the battle is already fought, the

victory won, and the crown already on his brow ?"

" You are truly a confident lover," said Clifford.

"And have reason to be so," said his friend.

Both were silent for some minutes as they reached

their quarters, Charles provokingly remarked. " Why so

silent, Clifford? you were to have borne off the lady's

heart on the point of your lance; surely she has not

captured yours instead ; you know that you are invulner-

able to all arrows of Cupid's workmanship."
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" Do not turn my -own weapons against me," said Clif-

ford, endeavouring to smile, but the smile terminated in

something like %. sigh.
"
I am not quite well to-night,

Cameron," added he,
" so you must indulge my disposition

to be silent."

They retired, but Charles was by no means disposed

to sleep : he was troubled by thoughts which had never

before occurred to bim. " Can it be possible," said he to

himself,
"
that this foolish jest of mine, this plan formed

in a moment, sportively, to retaliate upon Clifford by puz-

zling and perplexing him in regard to Ada, can have com-

promised my sister's dignity, or disturbed the peace of this

best of friends ? The first question did not disturb him

long ; for he was convinced, that when all was disclosed,

Clifford would readily believe that Ada had acted her part,

in ignorance of the whole affair, except that she had been

requested to preserve her disguise. But the idea of having

disturbed the peace of his friend, between whom and him-

self, not a shade of disagreement or dispute had ever

arisen, was indeed painful to him. They had entered at

West Point together, and had been room-mates during the

whole four years of their term. Charles knew well all

the nobleness and generosity of Clifford's nature, all his

susceptibility to affection and his fidelity in friendship, and

he reproached himself for having so thoughtlessly attempted

to deceive him in regard to his sister; for he remembered

the interest she had excited m his own heart, before she
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had disclosed herself to him. Wearied at length by his

own thoughts, he fell asleep, resolving that all should be

settled the following day.

As usual the next morning, the friends walked out to-

gether before breakfast. Clifford had never appeared so

silent or so depressed : his spirits, always elastic, were sad-

dened, and his conversation assumed a character of quiet

pensiveness ;
Charles had not the heart to jest with him, as

he took his arm and observed his unwonted seriousness.

Their walk led them towards the fountain which bears the

name of Kosciusko
; they descended the steps, and seated

themselves near it.

"
Clifford," said Charles,

"
you do not seem like your-

self this morning ; why is it, that this fresh and" pure air

does not exhilarate you, as usual ?"

" A pain in the head, and a somewhat sleepless night,

may account for it perhaps," said Clifford.

"
No, Clifford," said Charles, I know you too well to

be deceived ; something deeper causes this sadness ; trust

in my friendship, and reveal it to me."

There was a long pause, in which Clifford seemed de-

bating with himself. At length he turned towards Charles,

and taking his hand, grasped it firmly.
"
Cameron," said

he,
" we have known each other long and well, and,

although you are the last, perhaps, to whom I should now

speak, I will confide in you, as in one possessed of purely

honourable feelings. I will not conceal from you that the
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time I have recently spent in the society of your friend

will give a colouring to the whole remainder of my life.

The interest she has awakened in me is of no common

degree of depth or permanency. You have implied that

your interest in her is of a similar character, and that it is

reciprocated ; yet you have not seriously asserted it; an-

swer me now, as you would answer one whose happiness

depended on your words. If it he true, as I suppose, I

will see her no more, but I pray you, as you value our past

and our present friendship, to render her life happy."
" And so my thoughtless wish has been answered,"

said Charles ;

" the arrow has rebounded and pierced your

own heart. But, my dear Clifford, I did not suppose when

I introduced you to Miss Donaldson, that I was about to

endanger your happiness ;
I had no idea of your suscepti-

bility, or that any woman, in so short a time, could have

impressed you so deeply."
"
Charles," said Clifford,

"
your friend is far above the

ordinary level of her sex : while the light of a highly cul-

tivated intellect beams from her eye, a woman's affection-

ate and gentle tones breathe from her lip ; every sentiment

she utters springs from the depths of a warm and loving

heart, and is strengthened by the expression of her glowing

countenance. I know not how she has won her way to

my heart, but sure I am, that it was without any effort of

her own. But, Cameron, you have not answered my ques-

tion
;
I cannot think that you love her as devotedly as I do."

O _
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"
I do love her, truly, devotedly, Clifford," said Charles :

" and she reciprocates my affection with equal warmth
;

but you have confided in me, and I will prove myself not

unworthy of your trust
;
wait until this evening, and I will

speak to you more fully."

" Why can you not satisfy me now ?" said Clifford.

" There are reasons why I would rather not do so at

present," said Charles
;

" but I will promise you to reveal

all to-night ;
will you go with me to see Miss Donaldson ?"

"
Surely, Cameron, you will say nothing in her pres-

ence," said Clifford.

" Will you not trust me ?" said Charles,
" the honour

of my friend is as dear to me as my own."

" Be it so, then," said Clifford
;
"-but remember that on

this subject I can bear no more jesting."

During the day, Charles saw his sister several times,

but revealed nothing of his interview with Clifford
;
and in

reply to her question,
" how much longer she was to enact

her part ?" he replied, that she " should be herself again,

on the morrow."

Evening came, and arm in arm, the friends proceeded

to the hotel. Clifford was excited and depressed at inter-

vals, for Charles's light-heartedness created in him at times

a degree of buoyancy, and a hope which he could hardly

define.

As they entered, Ada greeted them in her usual animat-

ed and ingenuous manner. Clifford seated himself near
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her and made an effort at conversation, but Charles, ob-

served his embarrassment, and willing to relieve him, re-

quested Ada to try her skill at the piano. Ada did so,

with a freedom and grace which charmed her brother as

well as Clifford.
" What is your favourite song, Mr.

Cameron ?" said*Ada, turning to her brother.

" The Troubadour's Song," he replied, as he selected

it from a number of pieces and placed it before her.

Ada sang the following lines, by Mrs. Hemans, so feel-

ingly and so touchingly, that Clifford, more than usually

sensitive, walked to the window to conceal his emotion.

" The warrior crossed the ocean's foam,

For the stormy fields of war

The maid was left in a smiling home,

And a sunny land afar.

" His voice was heard where javelin showers

Poured on the steel-clad line ;

Her step was 'midst the summer flowers,

Her seat beneath the vine.

" His shield was cleft, his lance was riven,

And the red blood stained his crest
;

While she the gentlest wind of heaven

Might scarcely fan her breast.

" Yet a thousand arrows passed him by,

And again he crossed the seas
;

But she had died, as roses die,

That perish with a breeze.

" As roses die, when the blast is come

For all things bright and fair

There was death within that smiling home ;

How had death found her there ?"

O
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" And now," said Ada, after a pause,
" what shall I

select
.
for Mr. Clifford ? as he turns his back upon my

music, I fear that I have not suited his taste."

" Your music pleasesme but too well, Miss Donaldson,"

said Clifford ;

"
pardon me if I seemed rude

;
I was but

indulging a momentary pensiveness."

I will annoy him no longer, thought Charles, nor trifle

with a nature so noble. Leaning down, he whispered to

Ada "Play," said he, "some merry strain, for Clifford

is sad to-night."

Ada obeyed, and sang a merry little air, with such a

heartfelt mirthfulness, that Clifford smiled despite his

pensiveness.
" Why you can make one merry or sad at your plea-

sure
;
what is the secret spell by which you operate upon

us ?" said Charles.

"
O, I am bound to dispel the shades of sadness if I

have unwittingly produced them," said Ada, smiling.

"
May you be able to do so for all you love, throughout

life, my dear girl," said Charles ; and stooping down he

kissed her affectionately.

Clifford looked at them for a moment, while the colour

mounted to his brow, and was immediately succeeded by

an unwonted paleness. Ada did not observe his counte-

nance, but laughing heartily, said,
"
Well, brother, now I

presume I may throw off my disguise and be myself

again."
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"Yes," said Charles, "your own dear self; come

here, Clifford, this is my own gentle sister, Ada Cam-

eron ; congratulate me, that she is all I ever hoped to find

her."

" I do, Cameron, from my soul," said Clifford, as he

grasped ferventfy a hand of each, and the colour came and

went upon his cheek
;

"
May God bless you both. Miss

Cameron, you have reason to speak feelingly of a brother's

love, for if ever a sister was dearly loved, you are so."

The tears started to Ada's eyes, at the attestation from

other lips of a truth which she had never doubted, and

for a moment she rested her head silently npon her broth-

er's shoulder to conceal her emotion : then raising it she

said
" But come, brother, do I not deserve to be enlight-

ened ? it is quite time, for I have been already groping too

long in darkness."

"
Forgive me, my dear sister," said Charles it is but

an innocent jest of mine (as a sequel to your own) upon

my friend Clifford, who, ignorant of our connection, and

imagining that a different sort of attachment existed be-

tween Miss Donaldson and myself, threatened to excite my

jealousy, and after you had revealed yourself to me, the

thought occurred to my mind, to suffer the cloud still to

hang on that of my friend, and to enlighten him as cir-

cumstances might render expedient. But Clifford, I forget

that you are still in darkness, or rather in a partial eclipse ;

you must know then, that this sister of mine undertook on

24
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her arrival to deceive her brother, and made our good uncle

accessory to the crime by introducing her to me under a

feigned name, but her heart was bounding and trembling

under its disguise, and overflowing with too much love for

her poor brother to allow her to conceal herself long,

although she performed her part admirably well ;
but the

double plot is now ended. Clifford, forgive the first act of

deception on the part of your friend, as I have forgiven

this dear sister of mine."

Clifford felt as if a burden were taken from his heart,

but he suppressed all emotion, and with a tear in his eye

which he with difficulty concealed, assured Charles of his

entire forgiveness ; he longed, however, to be once more

alone with his friend, that he might pour out all the feel-

ings of his soul. Dr. B who had been out during the

evening, now returned, and Ada laughingly related to

him all that had occurred, adding with an arch smile, that

she was indebted for all Mr. Clifford's attentions, to his

desire to excite Charles's jealousy. This was a new and

unexpected charge, and Clifford was obliged to call up all

his mirth and eloquence to defend himself, until Dr. B

declared that he must act as arbiter in the matter or else

become jealous himself, and d aw the electric fluid into a

new channel.

Laughing heartily they parted, but scarcely had Charles

and Clifford left the door, before the latter took the arm of

his friend, and looking seriously in his face, said
" You

I
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have revealed nothing to your sister, Cameron, respecting

my feelings towards her.?"

" No a wofd that you have not heard this night, Clif-

ford," said Charles,
" on my honour

;
nor shall she. ever

know it except from your own lips."

"Thank you, my noble, and generous friend," said

Clifford ;

" but tell me, should I bs so happy as in future

to win the love of your sister, could you, would you, in-

trust her happiness to my keeping ;
would you not oppose,

but sanction our union with a brother's blessing ?'j

" There is my hand," Clifford, said Charles,
" and with it

my assurance, that to no man, could I intrust her happi-

ness with more entire confidence than to you ; and my

pledge that should she reciprocate your affection, my in-

fluence shall not be wanting in your favour. Yet Clifford,

she is so recently restored to me, I pray you, let me have her

undivided love yet a little while. She is young yet ; do

not advance your claim till I have at least realized that I

have a sister whose heart is mine."

"
It shall be so, Cameron," said Clifford

"
I too am

young, and have yet a soldier's name and fame to win, be-

fore I can hope to ask her hand ; but that hope, could I

but feel assured that it is well-grounded, would light me

on my path of duty, and become the secret spring of all my

energies ; from her own lips I cannot ask it now, nor will

I, until I have your sanction
;
but believe me, the events of

this evening will materially affect my whole future."

6
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From this hour, the two friends seemed bound together in

still closer bonds of friendship and affection.

During the remainder of their stay at West Point,

every hour which they could spare from study was devoted

to Ada ; many a ramble in the early morning, many a

moonlight walk, did they enjoy together. The trial of the

examination was passed, the two young officers acquitted

themselves with honour, and now they were to make the

tour of the northern states, to visit Niagara, and to enjoy

all the magnificent scenery, the mountains and valleys,

the noble rivers and the peaceful lakes, of which our coun-

try may well be proud. Three months passed away in

these enjoyments, and before their conclusion, Charles

saw with pleasure that the society of his friend added ma-

terially to the happiness of his sister. Although there

was not the slightest diminution in the manifestations of

her affection for her uncle and himself, and although Clif-

ford was careful not to engross her attention too much, yet

did he observe that her eye brightened at his approach, and

that the deferential yet affectionate solicitude which he

evinced for her, was appreciated and received with evident

pleasure. In Ada's journal, which she regularly kept in

her travels, a little carefully pressed flower was occasion-

ally seen, which Charles recognized as a gift from Clifford
;

and his ceaseless watchfulness over her, was to her brother

a happy omen for her future. Dr. B also became

strongly attached to Clifford during their journey, discov-

I
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ering daily in him qualities which could not but awaken his

esteem. What can bind more closely congenial hearts,

than the opportunity of witnessing together the natural

glories of this wondrous universe ? Beneath their influ-

ence, thoughts pure and elevated arise, and every new

wonder leads the soul nearer to its God ! As thought

thus blends with thought, and heart with heart, must not

the love so nurtured, so matured, be of a higher, of a nobler

character, than that which has its birth in the halls of fash-

ion and amid " the pomp and circumstance
"

of artificial

splendour ? In God's great cathedral, Nature, where His

sun symbolizes His all-seeing eye ; or, where the moon's

milder light speaks to us in its smile of his benigner attri-

butes, his tender love and mercy, that fall as dew upon the

creatures of His care ; where His stars come forth as

gentle messengers with tidings of His goodness ; amid the

endless glories of this great temple where every heart

should worship, every knee should bow ; surely, love for

the Creator or his creatures must be purer, must be holier

and more enduring, than that which elsewhere has its be-

ing. Those days, and weeks, and months, came they not

back to Ada's memory in after years, robed in a light and

glory which no succeeding darkness could shadow or sub-

due ? were they not, to her, hours of cloudless sunshine,

hours of love, aye, and of religion ?

Three years had passed away, when in her southern

home, before the altar of that church where baptismal

24*
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water had bathed her infant brow, stood Ada Cameron,

still beautiful, but in maturer loveliness
;
and beside her

?

Clifford, whom next to God she loved with all the enthu-

siasm of her woman's nature
; proudly he stood, to claim

the hand of her, whose love had given an impulse to all

the higher attributes of his character.

The parents too were there, beholding with tearful

satisfaction the union of two hearts which God had already

bound together in affection. And he, the instructor of her

early years, the uncle whom she loved with an almost filial

tenderness, he who had been the faithful sentinel, the

watchful guardian at the portal of her spirit's temple, to

protect it from all that might sully or impair its purity, he

too was there, still in full vigour, though in advancing

years ; and, looking in pride upon herwho had been almost

the idol of his otherwise desolate heart, he dashed away

the starting tears and invoked Heaven's blessings on her

lot. And beside his friend and brother in heart, stood

Charles Cameron ; resigning with perfect confidence to

Clifford's care, and love, and tenderness, the sister, who

was to him the light of his existence.

With the north, in after years, was associated the

pleasant memory of those hours that were for ever past,

and no incidents of that well-remembered time, were

reverted to with more delight and satisfaction, than those,

which proved the unknown to be well known.
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TO THE CLOUDS.

& Sonnet

WRITTEN BY MOONLIGHT.

WHITHER scud ye so fast, ye ships of Heaven,

As on a jasper sea you smoothly glide ?

O would it were to human spirits given,

Sublime upon your amber prows to ride,

And catch the silver show'rs that silent fall,

Fringing your sails of gossamer, and mark

Calmly, with eye serene, this varied ball,

Its glowing spots, its mountain shadows dark :

To hover round Mont Blanc, and thence ascend,

Bearing fresh incense to the King of day,

Be fed with beauty from his morning ray,

Or on his evening couch of gold attend !

Vain is the wish it is not ours to soar

On moonlight clouds, and thence this beauteous world

explore.

E. F.



THE HAUNTED FOREST.

From Wiffen's Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered.

. . . .
" THEN to the haunted forest march, where dwell

Such frightful phantoms and gigantic things ;

Thou wilt, I know, those fiends and furies quell,

If no fresh error thy tuned soul unstrings.

Let no strange voice that mourns, or sweetly sings,

No smile of ruby lips or radiant eyes

Steal to thy heart and touch fond pity's springs

With their bewitching beauty, but despise

All their fond aspects feign'd, false tears, and fancied cries."

Thus the sage counsels, and the ardent knight

Prepares with hope for the sublime emprise ;

Thoughtful he spends the day, and sad the night,

And ere the breaking morn begins to rise,

Girds on his beautiful bright arms ; applies

The falchion to his side, and o'er his mail

Throws a new mantle prank'd with rarest dyes ;

Leaves the warm friends that, as he passes, veil

Their plumes, and all alone treads slow the silent dale.
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It was the hour when grieving to be gone,

Night on the confines of the day still slept ;

The East grew rosy with the flame of morn,

Yet still some stars her radiant portal kept.

When, as to Olivet the sward he swept,

And as his serious eyes, to heaven inclined,

Mark'd with the spangling tears which Night had wept,

The incorruptible pure lights that shined

On high, to solemn thoughts he gave his musing mind.

"
O," to himself he thought,

" how many bright

And glorious fires heaven's vaulted temple fret !

Day has his car, her golden stars the Night,

And the round silver moon, more radiant yet.

But we, nor these nor those revering, set

On the pale meteors which a flashing eye,

A brilliant smile, or glowing canzonet,

Strike from the twilight of our transient sky,

Our inconsiderate hearts, gaze, grieve, admire, and die !"

And musing thus, awed, melted, and abased,

He reach'd the summit clothed with mountain thyme ;

Above the heaven of heavens his thoughts were raised,

And thus, his face turn'd to the Orient clime,
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Kneeling, he pray'd ;

" The errors of my prime,

O holy Father ! in thy mercy, view

With the mild eye of clemency ; sublime

My low desires ; the evil seed subdue ;

And in my soul be pleased thine image to renew !"

Thus as he pray'd, with blushing roses crown'd

The radiant Mora appears ;
which with its sheen

His helm, his arms, and all the mountain round

At once illumed, and golden turned the green.

Fresh on his bosom and bent brow" serene,

He felt the spirit of that peaceful hour,

Fann'd with its wing ; while o'er his head unseen,

Shook from Aurora's lap, distill'd a shower

Of dew more pure than e'er bespangled blade or bower.

The dew celestial on his garments fell,

Which show'd as ashes to a tint so bright ;

Illumined so, they look no longer pale,

But change their colour to a shining white.

So the scorch'd summer flowers, at morning light

Steep'd in fresh dews, their wither'd bells unfold,

With added beauty ; so, to the delight

Of a new youth return'd, after long cold,

The joyful snake shines out, new flourish'd o'er with gold.

O
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The lively whiteness of his alter'd vest,

Seen by himself, he ceased not to admire ;

Then to the old gray forest swift he press'd,

With a firm boldness and sublime desire.

He reach'd that bosky wilderness of brier

And bough, the sight alone whereof dismay'd,

And forced less valiant champions to retire
;

Yet saw he nothing in the wood, that made

So much a frightful gloom, as a delightful shade.

He passes onward the charm works ;
a sound

Sweet as the air of Paradise upsprings ;

Hoarse roars the shallow brook
;
the leaves around

Sigh to the flutt'ring of the light wind's wings ;

Her ravishing sweet dirge the cygnet sings,

Loud mourn the answering nightingales ;
sad shells,

Flutes, human voices tuned to golden strings,

And the loud surging organ's glorious swells,

Such and so various sounds one single sound expels.

He was expecting, like the rest, to meet

The strange wild groans and thunders of dismay,

And lo, a symphony of sirens sweet,

Birds, winds, and waters, for his pleasure play !

o-
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Wond'ring he checks his steps, they melt away,

And on he walks, but circumspect and slow ;

And nought occurs to interrupt his way,

But a transparent flood, whose waters go

Through the green wood, serene and silent in their flow.

Flowers and choice odours richly smiled and smell'd,

On either side of the calm stream, which wound

In a so spacious circle, that it held

The whole vast forest in its charming round
;

Nor only with green bowers and garlands crown'd

The compass in its keep, a streamlet stray'd

Through this sweet isle, enlivening all the ground ;

A most delightful interchange they made ;

The mild wave bathes the woods, the woods the wave

o'ershade.

While he roved round to find a ford, behold,

A wondrous passage to his wish appear'd !

An exquisite rich bridge of shining gold

Spann'd the pure waves, on stable arches rear'd ;

The golden bridge he pass'd, the water clear'd,

But had no sooner touch'd the farther shore,

Than the whole glorious fabric disappear'd ;

And the sweet river, so serene before,

To a vast torrent swell'd, that stunn'd him with its roar.

O
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He turns his face, and sees it swoln and spread,

Like a strong flood increased by melting snows ;

And, whirling round as to its fountain head,

A thousand rapid curls and gulfs it shows ;

But, curious of new objects, on he goes

Through the brown arches thick of aged trees
?

That now on every side his steps enclose ;

And in these savage glooms, to strike or please

At every strange new turn, some strange new wonder sees.

Where'er he plants his foot some charm springs out,

The wild brook warbles, or the sweet turf flowers ;

There lilies open, here young roses sprout,

There the shrill fountain falls in silver showers ;

And round, o'erhead, th' austere and aged bowers

Renew their youth, the hoary bark is seen

To soften, the moss falls, the gray trunk towers,

Each bough its buds, each leaf renews its green,

Mild shines the summer sun, and decks th' enchanted scene.

Impearl'd with manna was each fresh leaf nigh ;

Honey and golden gums the rude trunks weep ;

Again is heard that strange wild harmony

Of songs and sorrows, plaintive, mild, and deep ;

-
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But the sweet choirs that still such tenor keep

With the swans, winds, and waves, no ear can trace

To their conceal'd abode in shade.or steep;

Nor harp, nor horn, nor form of human face,

Look where he would, was seen in all the shady place.

While his eye wanders, and his mind denies

Trust to the truths his charm'd ear recommends,

He sees far off a wondrous myrtle rise,

Where in a spacious plain the pathway ends ;

To this he walks ; its boughs the plant extends

Wide as the choice tree of Dodonian Jove,

O'er pine, and palm, and cypress it ascends ;

And, towering thus all other trees above,

Looks like th' elected queen and genius of the grove.

Scarce had the hero reach'd the spacious field

Than stranger novelties his eye arrest ;

He sees an oak, self-aided, cleave, and yield

Spontaneous offspring from its fruitful breast :

A full grown nymph, in gown and turban dress'd,

On whose ripe cheek celestial beauty blooms,

O wonder ! issues from that hoary chest ;

A hundred other girls from sylvan wombs

A hundred others child, amidst the circling glooms.

O
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As the stage shows, or as we painted see

The sylvan Goddess, with her white arms bare,

With hunting weeds tuck'd up above the knee,

Buskins of blue, and loose luxuriant hair,

Just such, to all appearance, are the fair

Fictitious daughters of these wild-woods old ;

Save, that for horns, to wake some sprightlier air,

Quivers, and bended bows, they in their hold

Have viols, lutes, and harps, of ivory, pearl, and gold.

Ranging themselves into a ring, their hands

They knit together, and with joyous cheer

Dance round about Rinaldo as he stands

The willing centre of this moving sphere :

The tree they compass too, and carol clear,

As in light morrice to the charm they move
;

" Welcome, thrice welcome, gallant chevalier !"

They sing,
" our 'Lady's hope, our Lady's love ;

In blessed hour all hail to this delightful grove !

"
Timely thou cdm'st to cure her, wounded sore

With am'rous thoughts and languishing desires
;

These groves, so dark and desolate before,

Her grief's fit dwelling, choked with thorns and briers,

O O
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Lo, at thy coming what quick joy inspires

Each tree and leafy bough ! how redolent

They breathe, dress'd freshly in their green attires!"

Such was the song, and from the myrtle went

First a melodious sound, and then the sylvan rent.

A rude Silenus oft the days of old

Have seen unclose, and yield some Goddess fair,

But never yet did sylvan image hold

Charms such as issued from the myrtle rare :

For forth a Lady stepp'd with golden hair,

With angel beauty, angel mien and grace ;

In whom, albeit of visionary air,

Rinaldo starts Armida's form to trace,

The same expressive eye, fond smile, and radiant face.

Sorrow and joy into her looks she cast,

A thousand passions, which one glance betrays ;

" And art thou then indeed return'd at last

To thy forsaken love ?"
sj^e pensive says;

" Why com'st thou hither, my beloved ? to raise

My drooping soul, and with remember'd charms

Solace my widowed nights and lonely days ?

Or to wage war, and scare me with alarms ? [arms ?

Why hide thy lovely face ? why show these threat'ning

c-
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" Com'st thou a foe or friend ? I did not rear

That glorious bridge to entertain my foe ;

Unlock'd not brooks, flowers, fountains, made not clear

For him that wilderness of brambles no !

Take now, take off this horrid helmet, show

Thy face for friendly, glad me with the shine

Of those celestial eyes ; say, why so slow ?

Kiss me, embrace me, oh my love ! I pine ;

Or press at least once more my cold, cold hand in thine."

Thus as she woos, her beautiful bright eyes

Rueful she rolls, and pale as death appears ;

Feigning, with ev'ry tear, the sweetest sighs,

And melancholy moans, and bashful fears.

It might have moved a heart of stone to tears,

To hear how fondly she herself deplored ;

But he, unmoved by all he sees and hears,

Cautious, not cruel, to the plaints she pour'd

No longer pays regard, but draws his fatal sword.

The myrtle he approach'd ;
but she with fright

The dear trunk clasping, interposed, and cried ;

"
Mercy, ah mercy ! do me not such spite,

As to cut down my myrtle-tree, the pride

-O
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And last poor solace of forlorn Armide ;

Put up thy sword, O consort most unkind !

Or sheath it, cruel, in thy lady's side
;

For through this only it shall passage find,

To strike my lovely tree and hurt its hallow'd rind !"

Deaf to her prayers, he rears his sword, and she

Transforms herself as swift
;
as when at night

Our dreams, ne'er constant to the thing we see,

Shift the fond object we had first hi sight ;

Gross grew her members, dark her face, upright

Her horrent hair
; gone by are all her charms,

White breast, and rosy cheek, enlarged in height,

A giantess, she glows with feign'd alarms,

Like fell Briareus, limb'd with full one hundred arms.

With fifty swords she fought ;
on fifty shields

She clash'd defiance, bluster'd, roar'd, and bray'd ;

Each other nymph the like weird weapons wields,

A frowning Cyclop, a gigantic shade !

He fear'd them not, but with his waving blade

On the charm'd myrtle multiplied his blows,

Which at each stroke distressful meanings made
;

Air seem'd a hell hi hubbub, awful shows

Throng'd the black sky, and ghosts in swarms on swarms
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Thunder'd the flashing heavens above, the ground

Groan'd underneath, that bellow'd, and this shook
;

While the loosed winds and tempests brust'ring round,

Blew the sharp sleet and hailstones in his look
;

Yet not for this the knight his post forsook,

His aim he miss'd not, changed not in his cheer,

But the more fiercely for their fury strook ;

'Tis done ! the myrtle falls
;
th' enchantments drear

. Flit with the ended spell ;
the phantoms disappear.

Air still, the heavens serene, the woods resume

Their wonted quiet and sequester'd state ;

Not terrible, nor cheerful, full of gloom

From palm and cypress, but a gloom innate.

The Victor tries again if as of late

Aught yet forebade the felling of the trees,

And finding nothing check his sword, sedate

Smiles and says inly ;

" O vain semblances !

O fools, to be deterr'd by shadows false as these !"
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THE CASTLE OF REINSPADTZ.

IN the winter of a year which it is of no importance to

name, Louis Von Ranpact, a noble youth of Vienna, was

passing over one of those large and uninhabited tracts of

country which form part of the Westphalian territories.

It grew dark, and he was nearly benumbed with the cold ;

the wind blew directly in his face, and appeared but the

forerunner of one of those snow storms, which sometimes

lock up travellers for more than six weeks together. After

riding a few miles farther, he suddenly saw the wall of a

courtyard before him, and discovering a bell, he pulled it

with violence, when the gate was opened by a porter, who

respectfully inquired what he wanted. The traveller in-

stantly told his situation, and asked to be directed to any

place where himself and his horse might be refreshed; or

if that was impossible, he ventured to request the hospi-

tality of the mansion before which he stood. "
It is never

the custom," replied the porter,
" to close the doors of this

court against those who need assistance, but those whom

pleasure might induce to seek these walls, would not long

wish to remain within them." " Why not ?" said Ran-

pact, hesitating on the threshold. "
Because," added the

other,
"
they would not find what they sought : I will send

O
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to the duke," he added,
" and let him know a gentleman

seeks here a night's shelter." Ranpact remained there

almost half an hour, when the principal door opened, and

two servants with torches approached and conducted him

into a splendid hall, from whence he was led to a smaller

apartment, where the owner was waiting to receive him.

The duke of Reinspadtz, the proprietor, was a man of

not more than thirty-seven or thirty-eight years of age, of

a very attractive aspect, but apparently in an ill state of

health : his dress was splendid ;
still it was evident he was

not purposely dressed for the reception of a guest. The

uninhabited appearance of the room, struck young Ran-

pact so forcibly, that, after the first greetings were over,

he expressed his hopes that he had not brought his host

from his usual apartment, or disturbed him from his ordi-

nary pursuits. "I always inhabit this room," said the

duke, with a faint smile
;

" from the appearance of it, you

may perhaps judge me an idler, therefore
"
he hesi-

tated for a moment "therefore," continued he, "you

should the less scruple to break in upon my solitude

which is complete. You will not find in me a table

companion I fear," continued he ; "I am no longer one of

those who can ply a guest the whole night over the bottle,

and see him safely to bed ; but all I have is at your ser-

vice and I shall be but too happy to see it enjoyed, al-

though I may not partake ;
but it is not for want of hos-

pitality, I assure you."
" Your health," said Ranpact,
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"
appears to have suffered."

"
Yes," resumed the other,

" I do suppose I bear the traces of what I have endured."

As he said this, he looked with so intense a glance at the

door, that Louis turned suddenly round, but neither hear-

ing nor seeing any thing, and the duke not making any

further remark, the idea crossed his. mind, that perhaps his

bodily health was less disordered than his mental powers,

for the duke appeared totally to have forgotten the pre-

sence of another person, and continued gazing on the fire

with a vacant look. At length he remarked,
"
I ought to

have apologized to you, for keeping you so long in waiting

for refreshment. I hope they did not' neglect you at the

lodge. I would have ordered supper immediately, but it

is always served at a particular hour." When the clock

struck the last quarter to ten, an ashy hue overspread the

duke's countenance; his features gradually assumed a

sterner character
;
his figure became more erect

;
and to

have beheld him, one would have imagined him in the act

of defying some being, whose superiority he confessed.

Presently the door opened, and the supper being announc-

ed, the duke conducted his guest to the adjoining chamber.

The table had covers laid for three persons : the duke's

seat was at the head, one was lower down, and the other

close to his left hand. Ranpact doubted for a moment,

which was meant for him, but a motion from the servants

induced him to take the lower one.

A few minutes after they were seated, the door by

O
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4k
which they had entered opened again, and a young lady

apparently of twenty-seven or twenty-eight appeared.

The deepest melancholy was painted in her countenance,

and marked her whole deportment : her dress was a per-

fect contrast to the splendour amongst which she stood.

She never raised her eyes, but advanced and took her

seat by the duke's side. He helped her to part of the dish

which was before him, in silence : she received it, but she

blushed deeper and deeper, and at length her tears fell fast

upon the table. Louis looked on her with an interest,

which, gay knight as he was, he had never felt for any

woman before ; but when he saw her tears, he turned on

the duke a look, as much as to say, Are these caused by

you ? he observed that his eyes were also filled, but that he

kept his head averted from her. After a while, she turned

to a waiting man who stood near her, and to Louis's

amazement, he brought to the duke a cup which, although

curiously set and ornamented with silver, he perceived to

be a human skull. The duke filled it with wine : it was

presented to her, she drank from it, and rose from table ;

then, and then only, did she raise her eyes ; they were

turned on him : they mutually looked on each other, and

what a world of thoughts did they express ! She left the

room, and the duke gradually recovered his composure,

but he seemed worn out. Presently the duke asked him

if they should adjourn, and Ranpact followed him in such a

tumult of feeling that he was not at first aware that they

O
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were not returning to the chamber they had left. Sud-

denly stopping, he said in a low voice,
" My Lord, where

are we going ?" "
I see," said the duke, with a melancholy

smile,
"
your confidence has not increased in the three

hours which we have been acquainted ;" but he added,

"
you have nothing to fear." Saying this he entered a

room decorated with black hangings, at the further end of

which, on a kind of platform, stood a bier, over which a

pall was thrown. Upon it a soldier's cap, cloak, and a

broken sword were placed ;
a plume of feathers ornament-

ed the head of the coffin
;
but a greater ornament than

cap, cloak, or feathers, sat also there, the lady whom Ran-

pact had seen at the supper table ;
and in the same attitude

of sadness and humility, her eyes still bent downwards,

and the tears still falling from them. She presently be-

gan to chant the office for the dead the dead who died

by the hand of violence and ended with the penitential

psalms. The duke listened with a manner totally differ-

ent from what he manifested at the table: no tears

glistened in his eyes, neither was his head averted. At

length appearing to make an effort over himself, and

speaking in a clearer and firmer voice than he had yet done,

he said,
"

It never was in" my nature to receive affection

and not return it fourfold
;
whatever might have been my

errors or my pursuits, it was ever in that lady's power to

reform and change them. I might not have deserved the

hand she gave me, but of this 1 am sure, I valued it beyond
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all earthly blessings. Sir, you have seen enough to excite

the dullest curiosity, nor will I refuse to satisfy yours ; you

shall hear our story, and in making you acquainted with

circumstances unknown to all, and of import to us alone,

I think I shall not misplace my confidence. If in telling

this story I depart from the truth, if I veil one crime on

my part in order to render hers more flagrant, may I miss

that mercy hereafter which I have denied her here. I

suppose I need not say I married that lady for love, nor

need I repeat a tale of past happiness. Among those who

flocked to this castle when it was a gay and happy place,

was a young nobleman, cousin of a neighbouring count.

He, more boldly than the rest, openly talked of and dei-

fied the beauty of its lady ;
he affected to wear her colours,

and in fact, half jestingly and half in earnest, represented

himself to be enamoured of her. One evening when we

had several guests, though he was not one of them, she

had been absent longer than was usual from the room in

which we supped to-night ;
I sought for her and found

her in this apartment . They were sitting together

on the couch in a manner which rendered it certain that I

was dishonoured. I stood a moment at the door, then

springing upon them both, prevented either from rising. I

asked no questions : none of us spoke. She took my
hand in a supplicatory manner, and that action which had

never been in vain before, now used in his behalf, wound

me to madness. Drawing my sword I commanded him to
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do the same, and demanded of him the satisfaction due to

me. I disarmed him, and was pausing whether I should

kill him or not, when she threw herself between us.

'

Spare him,' said she,
* or end both our miseries at once.'

I thought not hesitated not a moment, but plunged my
sword into his heart. We were deluged with blood : she

seized his sword and attempted to stab herself with it, but

I wrenched it from her hand, and snapping it in two threw

mine to the further end of the room. '
I could sky you,'

said I,
'
this moment, and there lives not the- man who

would not excuse me ;
but I will not send you to a tribunal

still higher than that of your injured husband's ;
I shall

never be satiated -by earthly vengeance, yet at that I shall

stop as much as man can inflict you shall suffer.' I had

the body enclosed in a coffin, excepting the head, which as

you have seen, forms her. drihking-cup. This chamber,

once ours, I haye resigned to him as she had dorie before
;

she keeps him company, singing the morning and evening

service over the dead slain by their enemies.; she sups

nightly with me, but we have never spoken since that fatal

night. Such has been our lives for three years ;
but this

will not last much longer, and when I quit the world I

shall not condemn her to sing my requiem." As he spoke

he cast a glance upon her far more resembling affection

than hatred ;
but he ceased to speak, and Ranpact shortly

after was conducted to his chamber, under such a variety

of feelings that he scarcely knew which predominated.
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Before midnight the duke again entered her apartment :

his manner was composed, yet he bore the appearance of

one who had suffered a strong mental conflict. She rose

at his entrance : he stood before her a moment in silence,

at length he- said,
"

I arrogated to myself a power not

vested in man
;
I thought I took justice into my own

hands, but I feel it was only vengeance ;
and I am no

longer capable of pursuing the same, conduct ;
I wish I

had let you speak, but your silence was also your obedi-

ence; if you will accept," he continued in a lower and

more trembling voice,
" the forgiveness of one who needs

yours as much, I can only say, from the bottom of my

heart, it is offered to you : your life has been solitary, mine

has been .equally so
;

I have never partaken of any. amuse-

ment or employment in which we used to join ; every thing

has been left, as you left it
;
do you think I could ever

leave those walls which served you for a prison ?". .added

he in a softer tone, "or that but from henceforth, be

as free during the remainder of my life, as you infallibly

will be at my death ; you shall never have cause to look

on that but with hope !" She turned round to throw her-

self into his arms
;
but stopping, took the crucifix from the

coffin on which it had lain, and putting it into his hand,

which she clasped with both hers,
"
No, my Lord, no,"

said she,
"
hope never sprung but from one sepulchre in

his name, and by his mediation alone, who triumphed over

death, do I implore your forgiveness ; grant me that, and I
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shall for ever bless you ;
but do not remit what you call

my punishment, for then you will not send for me even

during that short half hour which is the only thing that

renders my life bearable. I do not say this to move you to

further favour
;

I know I have dishonoured you beyond my

power of amends, but believe, there never was a crime so

suddenly perpetrated nor so instantaneously repented."

No more words were spoken ;
and when Ranpact sought

the duke, with the intention of taking his leave, and not

rinding him, ventured to re-enter the room, he found them

clasped in each other's arms. He looked on them for some

moments
;
and heard the convulsive sobs of each. The

duke then drew one long deep sigh, and fell into the arms

of Louis: the heart which had so long struggled with

the bitterest of human passions at length broke, and his

wounded and repentant spirit returned to its Creator.

Such was the effect of this shock on the constitution

of the unfortunate duchess, that her relatives to whose care

she was committed, could not for many months comply

with her earnest request to be allowed to take the veil. To

the nunnery of N
, however, she at length retired, and

grief, shame, and severe religious discipline soon termina-

ted her melancholy existence.

THE END.
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